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The current auction is one of our three larger auctions for higher dollar items that we run each year. 
The final such auction in 2022, this is a loaded auction. Featuring the fruits of some wonderful collections 
and a wide variety of high quality items, there should be something for almost all of you of interest here.

We open the auction with a run of thiry-three key lots. These start with a newly found ticket from 
Wilt Chamberlain’s one-hundred point game against the Knicks in 1962, arguably the single finest 
sports performance for one game in all of sports history.
 
We continue with a run of terrific cards: 1888 Yum Yum Tobacco Mickey Welch SGC 3, 1907 Dietsche 
Tigers Ty Cobb Rookie Card, T206 Walter Johnson Pitching SGC 6 with an El Principe back and a 
1914 Cracker Jack Nap Lajoie SGC 5. The next key lots are part of a 1915 Cracker Jack that we are 
offering as singles. The key cards from this set include an Eddie Collins SGC 8, Grover C. Alexander 
PSA 4, Walter Johnson SGC 4, Honus Wagner PSA 4, Christy Mathewson PSA 3 and a Shoeless Joe 
Jackson PSA AA. Other key cards include a rare 1921 W516-2-3 Babe Ruth SGC 3.5, 1933 Goudey 49 Babe 
Ruth PSA 4 and 149 Babe Ruth PSA 3 mk.

We have a superb full print run of 1933 Canadian Goudey uncut sheets with many HOFers, 1939 Play Ball 
Ted Williams RC PSA 3, 1948 Leaf Jackie Robinson PSA 2, 1949 Bowman Jackie Robinson PSA 5, 1954 Topps 
Aaron RC SGC 4, 1958 Packard Bell Willie Mays PSA 6, 1959 Bazooka Mickey Mantle SGC 3 and a 1963 
Topps PSA 7 Pete Rose RC from a presentation set. Football collectors will see a superb 1961 National City 
Bank Jim Brown PSA 9, a pair of Namath Rookies and a 2000 Press Pass Tom Brady Signed Rookie Card. 
Autograph collectors will see a fine Babe Ruth signed ball, a superb Babe Ruth signed personal envelope and a 
Ty Cobb single signed ball in the key lots section.

Ohter notable offerings in the auction include a strong run of 38 different N172 Old Judge cards including 
Anston, Clarkson, Ewing, Kelly and Ward. We have a gorgeous 1894 N142 Duke Cabinet of William Nash, 
T204 Eddie Cicotte PSA 5, three T206s with Carolina Brights backs and a Mathewson Portrait PSA 5. We have 
some terrific oversize and exhibit cards, including 1916 Fleishmann Bakery Casey Stengel SGC 1.5, 1921, 
1922 Eastern Exhibit and 1925 Exhibit Ty Cobb cards, 1921 Exhibits of Hornsby and Johnson, 1926-29 Post-
card Back Exhibit Gehrig among others.

There is a run of collector grade Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig cards from the 1930s that will be very popular and 
many classic Rookie Cards and key HOF cards in higher grade from the 1940s through the current era.

Baseball autograph collectors will see many desirable signed cards, GPCs, postcards and 3x5s. Highlights 
include a Harry Wright ANS, Grover Cleveland ALS, Jimmie Foxx Yellow HOF Plaque, Hugh Duffy Black and 
White HOF plaque and many items signed by Ty Cobb, Jimmie Foxx and Honus Wagner. There are terrific HOF 
signed baseballs, a Gil Hodges single signed ball and two Mickey Mantle signed bats.

For collectors of other sports, we have several Michael Jordan signed items, an incredible HOF centers signed 
basketball and fine basketball single cards and sets. Football collectors will see a fresh run of 1895 Mayos, 
classic HOF Rookies and many fine autographed items. Hockey collectors will see some nice items, including a 
2005 Upper Deck Ovechkin RC PSA 10 and desirable sealed boxes and cases from the past 20 years.

Baseball memorabilia nicely closes out the auction. We have some key tickets, including 1956 Larsen Perfect 
Game PSA 3, 1960 World Series Game 7 and a 1961 Roger Maris 61st home run. There is some terrific memora-
bilia, including a 1955 New York Yankees two-sided jeweled charm, 1958 Yankees 14K gold pendant, two fine 1969 
Mets jewelry pieces, 1975 Reds World Series trophy and some good equipment lots from the 1950s through 
the 1980s with bats, hats and jerseys.

Letter To Readers

Happy Bidding  Clean Sweep Auctions  99 Seaview Blvd #350
 Port Washington New York 11050  Phone 516 625 0900

email: info@cleansweepauctions.com  web: cleansweepauctions.com
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Clean Sweep Auctions #295
CLOSES Wednesday October 12th
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule

cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com

99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350 
Port Washington, New York 11050 

(516) 625 - 0900 
9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday

Rules of the Auction:
1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY. 

2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 8 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID 
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS 
BY 8 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.

3. VIP BIDDING:  IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT 
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.

4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible 
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days. 
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding 
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST; 
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item 
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of 
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon 
request to any bidder if not on our web site).
 

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:

Stephen Alston      Michael Oasheim  Jay  Fabrikant    James Larsen
1824 Khamiel Dr      25445 Via Escovar  6019 Agatha Christie Ave  1100 E Commerce
Lake Charles LA 70611   Valencia CA 91355  Las Vegas  NV 89131  Slinger WI 53086 
          

PHONE BIDDING ENDS At 12 AM EST ON THE FINAL NIGHT OF THE AUCTION.



1  1962 Ticket  Wilt Chamberlain 100 Point Game Ticket   ..........................5000
Wilt Chamberlain’s 100 point explosion against the New York Knicks is arguably the single 
greatest sports performance for one game in all of sports history. A record that has not even 
been approached in the sixty years since it took place, anything from this game is supremely 
desirable. The game took place in Hershey, Pennsylvania before a much smaller crowd than 
would normally attend a home Knicks or 76ers game, creasing a great scarcity for tickets. 
Fresh to the hobby, this was submitted to PSA over the summer and ran us a tidy $3,000 to 
get in the holder! The partial stub is larger than others that have traded. We asked PSA why 
it did not receive a numerical grade and they felt that it was cut of something larger, which 
we do not believe to be true. Either way, the promenade ticket has very light creasing, good 
color and a clean back. This has typical wear at the bottom border. An extremely significant 
item, with the current white-hot market for tickets from signature sporting events, this 
should be considered almost a Mount Everest-like piece for any advanced ticket collector!

6
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2  1888 N403 Yum Yum Tobacco     Mickey Welch SGC 3 .................1500
Extremely rare and desirable 19th century issue, these hardly ever come to market. Offered 
is a beautiful HOFer in an SGC 3 holder. Well centered with a nice image, the front has no 
creases and some light general wear. The back is clean, the corners show mild and consistent 
wear. In short, this is an ideal card for the grade. Something that you hardly ever see, you 
have to love the uniform and imagery here, great card!

Key Lots
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3  1907 Dietsche Tigers    Ty Cobb (batting) SGC 3 .................3500
One of the earliest Ty Cobb cards, these have naturally exploded in price in recent years. A 
pleasing 3, this has not been mailed and has a clean back. We have looked at the card close-
ly under magnification and cannot see any creases or wrinkles. The image of a so young Ty 
Cobb batting looks good. The corners show typical wear for a VG 3 and are not bad at all. 
The card has some slight general wear surface wear on the front, also not bad at all for this 
card. An extremely early and now almost vital Ty Cobb card, this would be a signature addi-
tion to many vintage card collections.

Key Lots
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4  1909 T206 Walter Johnson (hand at chest) SGC 6 .................1500
Great card, it is always fun to find a key Walter Johnson T206 card with an unusual back. 
Very high grade for one of these, this terrific card offers four square corners, perfect color 
and image quality, bright white borders and a fine back. The image could not be any brighter 
or cleaner. Centered to the upper left corner, this might otherwise have graded a Near Mint 
7. HOFers with uncommon backs have never been hotter, this is a huge card in today’s mar-
ket given the player/back combination. Our consignor purchased this from us back in 2015, 
do you think he will make money?!

Key Lots



5  1914 Cracker Jack  66  Nap Lajoie SGC 5 .................2500
Very desirable card, these hardly ever come to market in this quality. 1914 Cracker Jacks are 
of course famously condition sensitive, so a 5 is a really strong grade. Well centered with a 
beautiful image and rich color, this looks great. The borders are clean, the corners show only 
light wear and display quite well. The back is also quite clean, this is a very, very fine looking 
example of a terrific card. Nap Lajoie is one of the most collected players of his era, it is great 
to find such a nice example from a revered set.

Key Lots

10
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6  1915 Cracker Jack 7  Eddie Collins SGC 8 .................1500
A special card, these hardly ever come around in this quality. Razor sharp with a stunning 
image, this is a remarkably fine card. Centered slightly to the right border, the surfaces are 
super clean, the color is terrific and the corners are superb. This will be an upgrade for 99% 
of you.

7  1915 Cracker Jack  37 Grover C. Alexander PSA 4 .................1100
A key to the set, this is one of the most popular cards of this legendary HOFer. The offered 
has a nice image. Centered slightly to the bottom border, moderate staining and some very 
slight surface creasing keep this at a 4. The back displays well, the corners are not bad at all.

Key Lots



8  1915 Cracker Jack   57  Walter Johnson SGC 4 .................2000
A cornerstone card, this is a key to this most vital and beloved set. Offered is a pleasing 4, we 
could not see any creases or wrinkles, even under close inspection under magnification. The 
offered card has rich color, a fine image and quality centering. The card has slight staining as 
is typical for the issue, the back is very nice overall. The corner wear is moderate and con-
sistent. These have of course been white-hot in recent years, it will be interesting to see what 
happens with this great card in the next few years.

Key Lots

12



9  1915 Cracker Jack  68  Honus Wagner PSA 4 .................3000
One of the great baseball cards from this era, it does not get more iconic than a Cracker Jack 
Honus Wagner! This card offers one of the most realistic portraits of the beloved HOFer Ho-
nus Wagner, the strong color only enhances the perspective. The offered card is reasonably 
well centered with a perfect image. The borders are off-white but otherwise clean. The back 
is also lightly toned but clean. The card has one subtle crease, the corners are not bad at all. 
Who wants to add a truly great card to their collection?

Key Lots

13



10  1915 Cracker Jack   88   Christy Mathewson PSA 3 .................2500
Another truly iconic Cracker Jack card, you have to love this image. The offered card has an 
absolutely perfect and beautiful image of the legendary Matty. One of his most attractive 
and popular cards, it will be interesting to see where these trade at over the next few years. 
This card is a superb 3: centered slightly to the left border, there is no staining, the image is 
perfect. The corner wear is mild and consistent, much more like a 4 than a 3. The back is also 
clean, with just one corner line at the upper left. Great looking card, this is the kind of thing 
that stands out in a crowd. Who wants to add one of the best Matty cards to their collection?

Key Lots

14



 
11  1915 Cracker Jack  103  Joe Jackson PSA AA ..............5000
One of the ultimate baseball cards, this is the key card to the legendary Cracker Jack baseball 
card set. Almost beyond iconic, even in the offered grade this would be a signature addition 
to almost any collection. The offered lot has been slabbed Authentic Altered by PSA, which 
is to say that it is an original card that has been altered in some way. For this card, it is clear 
that something has been to reinforce, repair or do something with a tear of some sort by the 
top border. Cleanly done, there is just a fine line visible on either side of the card, far away 
from the image of Joe Jackson and in no way detracting or distracting from the beauty of this 
card. The card otherwise has beautiful color and an absolutely perfect image. The borders 
are white, the corners come to points and the back is perfectly clean. There is no staining to 
speak of, the card displays beautifully. It is always an interesting question whether a card 
such as the offered lot should be comparable to or exceed in value a trashed, ugly or oth-
erwise extremely problematic 1 or 2 graded example. As a note, a truly terrible condition 
1 with a hole in the card brought $15,000 in May at auction. It will be up to our bidders to 
answer that question for this particular lot!

Key Lots
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14  1921 W516-2-3 #10  Babe Ruth (extremely rare) SGC 3.5 ..............3000
We all know how hot early 1920s Babe Ruth cards have been in recent years. A fresh walk-
in at the National, this is really special. There are several variations to the 1921 W516 strip 
cards, this is the scarcest series. In fact, PSA has only graded two examples of this card, SGC 
presumably something similar. In terms of price comps, there is JUST ONE PUBLIC SALE, 
an awful condition card from back in 2016. The offered card is also extremely attractive in 
addition to being so rare. Beautifully cut, this has a perfectly registered image, rich color and 
very clean surfaces. The borders look good, the back is perfectly clean. Wear at the tip of the 
upper right corner led to the 3.5 grade, this is an exceptionally fine card for the grade. It is 
not every day that a 1921 Babe Ruth card of this rarity and beauty enters the market, it will 
be very interesting to see where this little treasure ends up! Great card.

Key Lots



15  1933 Goudey   53    Babe Ruth PSA 4 .................5000
The key 1933 Goudey Babe Ruth card, offered is a killer 4. Freshly graded at the National, 
this card has excellent centering and an outstanding image. The back is bright and clean, this 
is the kind of card that stands out in a crowd. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification. The corners show only light and consistent wear, the card is a hair away 
from a 5 and we are nearly certain that this will be superior to many of the examples already 
in 5 holders. Great card, this has everything going for it - happy bidding!

Key Lots

17



16  1933 Goudey  149 Babe Ruth PSA 3 mk ...........2000
Classic Babe Ruth card, these are always super desirable. The offered card has gorgeous color 
and a perfect image. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, even under very close inspec-
tion with magnification. Centered to the bottom left border, the corners are in the VG-Ex/Ex 
range, the borders are clean, as are the surfaces. The back is also perfectly clean. We exam-
ined the card for several minutes under a bright light with magnification and cannot see any 
type of marking. There is only a slight bit of wear on the card by the lower right corner on 
the back, perhaps that led to the qualifier, but it really seems odd. There are no visible inden-
dations in the paper from erased pencil, but I suppose that is always a possibility. Either way, 
the winning bidder will receive a card markedly superior to its technical grade, and possibly 
a mistake on PSA’s part, but we cannot guarantee that of course.

Key Lots



17  1933 World Wide Gum
  Full Set of eight progressive proof uncut sheets  ...........................3000
Simply an amazing item, offered is a remarkable run of eight full 24-card 1933 Goudey 
World Wide Gum (aka Canadian Goudey) uncut production sheets. These are each blank 
backed with matching file holes on the left side. These are 24 of the the first 52 cards from 
this famed set. The colors are vibrant and gorgeous, the display value here is just amazing. 
These would look incredible framed together on a wall. These sheets each have HOFers Foxx, 
Waner, Simmons, Vance, Lazzeri, Manush and Frisch. It is incredibly rare to find such a 
wonderful production item from any card from the 1930s, much less the truly historic and 
absolutely vital 1933 Goudey issue. Presumably a true one-of-a-kind item, who wants to own 
something great that no one else has?!

Key Lots



18  1939 Play Ball 92  Ted Williams RC PSA 3 .................1750
One of the vital baseball Rookie Cards, these are of course always super desirable. Offered 
is a nice 3, with good centering, a perfectly crisp image and a clean back. The corner wear is 
mild and consistent. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. This 
is simply a terrific card for the grade, no doubt it will find a happy home!

Key Lots



19  1948 Leaf 79 Jackie Robinson PSA 2 .................2000
The most valuable standard issue Jackie Robinson card, this is now a cornerstone card to so 
many collectors. Offered is an absolutely ideal PSA 2 exemplar. Beautifully centered with a 
flawless image, there are no print issues. The back is clean, the corners exhibit only moderate 
and consistent wear. There is some stray slight creasing, the surfaces are pretty clean overall. 
It would be almost impossible to find a nicer PSA 2 than the offered card, this is absolutely 
perfect for so many collectors.

Key Lots



20  1949 Bowman 50  Jackie Robinson PSA 5 .................2500
A vital card of Jackie, it is amazing how much less these sell for than his Leaf card. Freshly 
graded, this came to us directly from the original owner! A beautiful and ideal 5, the offered 
card has outstanding centering. The color and image quality are absolutely impeccable, the 
surfaces are very clean. The back is also bright and clean. The corners show only very light 
and consistent wear, it would be almost impossible to find a nicer 5 than the offered lot. This 
is a great card to put in drawer for a few years and see what happens with the market.

22

Key Lots
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21  1954 Topps 128    Hank Aaron RC SGC 4 (ctd) ........1800
Offered is an ideal mid-grade Hank Aaron Rookie Card. Well centered, this has perfect color 
and image quality. The corners show only light and consistent wear. The white borders look 
good, the back is clean. Moderate corner wear appears to be the only real issue here, this is a 
very, very solid and attractive card for the grade.

Key Lots

23



22  1958 Packard Bell  Willie Mays PSA 6 .................1500
Super cool and scarce postcard size Willie Mays card, these hardly ever come to market. Pro-
duced for his first year in San Francisco, the card has a terrific large black and white portrait 
of the Say Hey Kid. Very attractive card, the back has a team schedule and a printed note 
from Mays. Charming card, there is hardly any wear, the surfaces are super clean, this looks 
like an absolutely ideal 6 to our eyes. Great card.

23  1959 Bazooka  Mickey Mantle SGC 5 .................1000
The key Bazooka card, this is an awfully nice card. Much, much nicer than the 3 grade for eye 
appeal, this is well cut. The corners are all sharp, the borders are white, the color is perfect. 
The back has hardly any issues, pinpricks of wear on Mantle’s image likely led to the rather 
harsh 3 grade, this is a really nice card, as nice as we have seen in years. Condition sensitive 
issue, it is very hard to find these with wide borders and sharp corners, terrific card.

24

Key Lots



24  1963 Topps 537    Rose RC PSA 7 .................1250
Vital 1960s Rookie Card, these are always super popular. Freshly graded from a presentation 
set, this is a superb card. Well centered, the color and imagery really pop, it has a super clean 
look and feel. The blue borders are flawless, this has four very sharp corners. We feel that this 
should have graded an 8, the card is centered to the top and is world class for the grade.

Key Lots

25



25  1961 Cleveland Browns National City Bank
  2 Jim Brown (pop 1/2) PSA 9 .................1500
Great Jim Brown card, this hardly ever comes to market. There was just one public sale in 
2022, a PSA 6 on 3/20 for $3,120. Offered is a razor sharp and immaculate PSA 9. Beautiful-
ly cut, this has four super sharp corners. The uncommon image of the legendary Jim Brown 
kneeling with a football looks great, the back is superb as well. A pop 1/2 with none higher, 
this is a remarkable card of one of the most important players in the history of professional 
football. This is simply an awesome card on many levels.

Key Lots

26



26  1965 Topps 122   Joe Namath RC PSA 5 ...................800
One of the most desirable football cards ever produced, these continue to appreciate in val-
ue. Offered is a very attractive PSA 5 exemplar. Bright and clean, this has perfect color and 
image quality and bright white borders. The corners some only very minute wear, mainly on 
the bottom two corners. Well centered overall, it would be very hard to find a nicer 5 than 
the offered card.

27  1965 Topps 122   Joe Namath RC PSA 6 .................1000
One of the most desirable football cards ever produced, these continue to appreciate in val-
ue. The offered card has four sharp corners, a perfect image and great color. The borders are 
white and clean, the card has a very fresh look and feel. Centered to the lower left corner, this 
card has excellent eye appeal.

Key Lots

27



28  2000 Press Pass  Tom Brady Signed RC PSA 8/8 ..............2000
Very desirable certified signed Tom Brady Rookie Card,these are prized by Brady and mod-
ern football card collectors. Freshly graded at the National, the card has sharp corners and 
a fine image, the edges are crisp, there is hardly any wear. Signed boldly by Brady as a Rook-
ie, this displays very well. A pricey card, this seems like a much better deal than the signed 
Rookies that can sell for seven figures!

Key Lots

28
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29  1958 Topps 66 Bobby Hull RC PSA 5 .................1500
Vital hockey HOF Rookie Card, these are usually found in terrible condition if at all. Offered 
is a very nice, colorful and attractive PSA 5. The card has a fresh feel with a perfect image. 
The surfaces are clean, all four corners come to nice points, the borders are white. The back is 
perfectly clean, centering to the right border keeps this at a very crisp and fine 5.

Key Lots

29



30  Ruth, Babe Fine Sweet Spot Signature w/2 others 7 .........................2125
Fresh to market, this is a lovely Babe Ruth signed ball. Likely from the early 1930s, the ball 
itself is a very attractive and well preserved Spalding Babe Ruth Home Run Special with 
signature multi-color stitching. The sweet spot has a large and absolutely classic Babe Ruth 
black fountain pen ink signature. The top panel is signed by Lefty Gomez, the east panel by 
Joe Glenn. All Yankees, these three played together only in 1932 and 1933, which is almost 
certainly when this was signed. With the stratospheric market for high grade Babe Ruth sin-
gles, this fine looking ball with a terrific large Ruth signature will no doubt find a very happy 
home among our bidders! JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots

30



31  Ruth, Babe Signed/Framed Personal Envelope 9 .........................2500
Great piece, this is something that we have never seen before. Offered is a piece of Babe 
Ruth’s personal letterhead envelope, signed in a perfect spot. Signed Sincerely Babe Ruth in 
pencil, this is a large and classic exemplar. The autograph contrasts nicely against the clean 
envelope. Smartly framed with a large format photo from The Babe’s final appearance in 
Yankee Stadium, the presentation could not be any better. Total size 15x18. JSA LOA (full).

31

Key Lots

31



32    Ty Cobb Single Signed Baseball 7 .........................2500
One of the ultimate signed baseballs, these have to be right next to Babe Ruth as something 
that should be in any serious autographed baseball collection. Dated February 23, 1959, this 
is a clear-coated Semi-Pro League model ball. The ball has even toning and slight cracking. 
The ball is boldly signed and inscribed by Cobb on a side panel. Signed in his trademark 
green ink, Cobb pens almost the whole panel with a nice signature and a flourish. It will be 
very interesting to see where these trade at in a few years. PSA DNA (full).

Key Lots

32



1887 N172 Old Judges

34  Cap Anson Street clothes, A.C. ANSON, 
  Chicagoes PSA AA ........... 650
The top Old Judge HOF player, these are not easy to find and 
are always extremely desirable. Offered is a very pleasing 
and well preserved image. The image is a touch light but 
still classic. The front of the card has no noticeable wear or 
creasing, it has a fresh and clean look and feel. The back is 
clean as well. We do not know what the alteration was, it is 
possible it was rebacked, but we are unfortunately not cer-
tain. Either way, this is an extremely attractive card of this 
most vital 19th century HOF player.

35  Tug Arundel Bat at ready PSA 2.5 .............. 75
Solid Old Judge, this has a dark and particularly well con-
trasted image. There is no real creasing, mild edge wear at 
the bottom border is present, the back is fine.

36  Jack Boyle Striped cap, hands thigh high
  - St. Louis PSA 2.5 .............. 63
Light image, the card is otherwise clean. The back has no 
paper loss, but a crease.

37  Dan Brouthers Bat at ready over shoulder, 
  looking/R-Detroits PSA 1 ............... 375
Classic Old Judge HOFer, this card happens to have a really 
nice image. Creasing and back damage keep this at a 1, but 
the creases fortunately do not crack the paper on the front of 
the card. The front of the card displays well.

38  Watch Burnham Portrait, looking to L-Manager
   SGC 3 .............. 150
Great Old Judge card, this is just such an evocative image. 
Beautifully contrasted, this is an absolutely ideal type card 
for the set. Extremely clean card, the surfaces look great, 
there is no creasing, even the back is perfectly clean. You 
cannot do better than for an Old Judge 3.

39  Tom Burns Tagging player on ground
  -Chicago’s PSA 6 ............... 225
A very difficult issue to find in 6 holders, this crisp card 
has solid corners and clean surfaces. The back is clean, the 
image is a touch light but still nice.

40  Elton Chamberlain Ready to pitch, hands 
  at chest-P., St. PSA 1 ................. 63
Low grade card actually has a very nice image and no back 
damage, but four corner chips keep this at a 1.

41  Bob Clark (Tag Mickey Hughes-Brooklyn) 
   SGC 2 .............. 200
Very cool card, you have to love the multi-player Old Judge 
cards. Respectable 2, the image is a touch light but not bad 
at all. The card is clean overall and has no paper loss on the 
back; stray writing on the back likely led to the 2 grade.

42  John Clarkson End of pitch, R/arm extended for-
ward, L/hand on thigh-Boston SGC 1 .............. 275
A true Old Judge HOFer, this particular image is scarce, 
desirable and hardly comes to market. Low grade due to 
corner wear and general wear, oddly enough the back has no 
paper loss or damage. The image of HOF pitcher Clarkson 
using his unique pitching motion has good contrast, no 
doubt this card will find a happy home!

43  Tom Daly Bat at ready at 30-Chicago  PSA 4 ......... 90
Superb image with perfect clarity, this is cut to the lower 
right corner. The back is clean.

44  Tom Deasley (NY-Catch-to his right hands 
  chin high) SGC 5 .............. 125
Nice image, this has good quality and very clean surfaces. 
The edges are crisp and clean, the back is clean. These are 
not easy to find in this quality.
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1887 N172 Old Judges

45  Tom Deasley (Washington) PSA 2 ................. 50
Respectable 2, this has some typical back issues. The image 
is not bad, the front displays reasonably well.

46  Mike Dorgan (Throw, ball in hand ear high, 
  look at camera) PSA 2 mc ........... 75
Cut to the top border, this is rather clean overall with a nice 
image. The back shows only very slight wear, nice card.

47  Buck Ewing (W/ Mascot, N.Y’s)  PSA 1 ............... 250
Classic Old Judge card, this is so charming. Light but fully 
discernible image, the card is not bad at all. The front is 
clean overall, moderate back damage led to the 1 grade. 
Please note Ewing was an absolute top 19th century HOF 
player.

48  Fessenden, Wallace (umpire)    SGC 2 ............ 200
Great card, this has a very high quality image of a 19th cen-
tury umpire. Among the tougher Old Judge cards, these are 
prized by collectors. The back is clean, the photo looks great, 
a nick by the left border keeps this at a very pleasing 2.

49  Silver Flint (Bat at 90, Chicago.)   SGC 2 ............... 45
Extremely light image, the back is not bad at all.

50  Jim Fogarty (Field grounder-squat hands 
  at ground) PSA 2 ................. 63
Nice image, wear at the left border keeps this at a 2. The 
back is not bad at all.

51  Dave Foutz (St. Louis Browns Champions)
   SGC 4 .............. 150
Really nice card from this desirable subset, the corners are 
sharp. The image is solid, the front has hardly any wear. The 
back is not bad at all either, slight wear by the top border 
keeps this at a 4.

52  Bill George Pitch, hands held out chest high
  -New Yorks SGC 2 ................ 63
Very bright and clean card, the image quality is outstanding. 
The card has no paper loss on the back, but a substantial 
crease keeps this at a 2.

53  Pete Gillespie (Catch-hands out face high 
  look at ball) SGC 3 ................ 90
Pleasing 3, this has a nice image with good contrast. The 
card has general wear only, the back has no paper loss or 
other issues endemic to N172s.

54  Bill Holbert Throw, R/hand forward chin high
   PSA 3 ................. 75
Tougher card of this Brooklyn Dodger player, we hardly ever 
see these. Slightly light image, the back is fine, this has mild 
general wear.

55  Dick Johnston Strike, looking at approaching
   ball-Centre Field PSA 3 ................. 90
Very unusual pose, we have not seen this in years. The image 
is not bad at all, the card has no back damage. General wear 
and corner wear keep this at a 3.

56  Tim Keefe (Tag D. Richardon)   SGC 2 ................ 300
Another very cool Old Judge multi-player card, this one has 
a HOFer! Nice image, this is so evocative of 19th century 
baseball. The card has a fair amount of corner wear but no 
creasing or back damage, this should be a very popular lot.

57  King Kelly (Portrait no cap, 10,000 Kelly, 
  Chicago jersey) PSA 1 ............... 650
Great card of this famed 19th century HOFer, these do 
not come around very often and are always very desirable. 
Offered is a pleasing PSA 1, with note to a slightly light but 
attractive image. The card grades a 1 due to some general 
wear on the front and back wear, it is far from ugly.

58  Arlie Latham (Portrait in striped cap) 
  Browns Champions SGC 3 .............. 150
Very desirable portion of the Old Judge set, you have to love 
the hats! Pleasing 3, this has a nice if slightly light image and 
no back damage. There is one nick by the left border, we do 
not see any creases.
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59  Jack Lynch Throw-right arm back head high
   SGC 4 .............. 225
Great pose, this might be the first time that we have seen 
one of these. Fine image quality, the back is clean. Wear at 
the upper left corner keeps this at a 4, this is an outstanding 
example of an Old Judge card.

60  Mike Mattimore NY- pitching, hands at neck
   PSA 2.5 .............. 50
Solid 2.5, the image is a touch light but nice. The surfaces 
are clean, the card presents well, there is no back damage.

61  Doggie Miller (Bat at 45) PSA 3 ................. 75
Clean 3, we do not see this card very often. The image is a 
touch light. There is wear at the top border, the surfaces are 
clean, the back is nice.

62  Ed Morris (Throw-ball in left hand cap top high,   
                     right hand on thigh,Pittsburghs)     PSA 2 ....... 63
Neat Old Judge, we also hardly ever see this one. Pleasing 
2, this has an interesting image, you have to love his tie and 
pitching stance. The surfaces are reasonably clean, the back 
is not bad at all.

63  Tip O’Neill Stooping to field grounder, 
  ball between hands PSA 2.5 .............. 75
Pleasing image, this is not bad at all. The back has some 
general wear, this is a very solid card for the grade.

64  Yank Robinson Brown’s Champions    SGC 2 ...... 100
Respectable 2, the image is not bad. There is some gener-
al wear present, the back has no paper loss but an owners 
stamp and stray writing.

65  Danny Richardson (Arms at side leaning 
  forward) SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Rich image, this looks to have been exposed to moisture at 
one time.  The back has typical issues.

66  Jimmy Ryan Chicago-Catch-hands at RT knee
   PSA 3 mk ........... 75
Nice image of a hatless Chicago player making a play, a 
stamp and writing on the back led to the qualifier.

67  Schriver, Pop (Catch, Stooping)   PSA 1.5 ............. 63
Respectable image, the back is not bad at all. Somewhat 
conservatively graded, this is very nice for a 1.5.

68  Smith, Germany (Brooklyn) PSA 1.5 .............. 75
Brooklyn Dodger player, you have to love his bat. Medium 
quality image, not bad at all, typical back issues keep this at 
a 1.5.

69  Sowders, John (KC) SGC 1.5 ............. 63
Uncommon KC player, the image is very nice. The card has 
no back damage, but alas creasing keeps this at a 1.5.

70  Ward, John (sliding) SGC 1 .............. 250
Super cool card, you have to love this image. A classic photo, 
the image quality is excellent, the front is clean. The corners 
are in the VG range, typical back damage keeps this at a 1. 
Great card of this fascinating HOFer and retail magnate, 
these are so undervalued in our opinion in today’s market.

71 Welch, Curt (Brown’s Champions) SGC 1.5 ............. 90
Neat card from this desirable subset, you have to love the 
great uniforms. Pleasing card, this has a nice image and a 
very attractive front. Some creasing is present, mainly on 
the back. The back has none of the typical paper loss, but 
there is damage in one spot, keeping this at a very attractive 
1.5.

72 Art Whitney (W/ Dog,3d B.) PSA 2 ............... 200
Another very fun and unique Old Judge card, you have to 
love the photo. The image is a touch light but nice, the front 
of the card has only mild general wear. Cut close on the bot-
tom border, writing on the back led to the qualifier. 
Neat card.
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73 1887 N28 Allen and Ginter
 Comiskey SGC 1.5 ........... 100
A key to this vital set, this is always a very desirable card. 
Ideal for the grade, this has rich color and no back damage. 
Creasing is present, the corners are not bad at all, the card 
displays quite well for a 1.5.

74 1894 N142 Duke Honest Cabinet
 William Nash  SGC 2 .............. 500
Great 19th century cabinet card, there has not been a public 
sale for one of these in years. Freshly graded by SGC, our 
consignor purchased this from us many years ago. This 
large format card offers a glorious example of top 19th 
century lithographic printing. Full size with some mild edge 
wear, there are no visible creases to our eyes. The surfaces 
are quite clean, the edge wear is very mild. There is a stray 
pencil notation on the back, possibly of some significance, 
this can of course be removed if desired. Either way, this 
is a truly gorgeous 19th century cabinet card from a very 
desirable issue. This is the kind of card that is a wonder to 
hold in hand.

1895 N300 Mayo Cut Plug

75   Charlie Abbey PSA 3 ............... 238
Well centered with a superb image, we cannot see any creas-
es or wrinkles. The back is fine, the surfaces are quite clean. 
The corner wear is mild, the 3 grade really does look to be a 
click low. Nice card.

76   Billy Hamilton SGC 2.5 ........... 500
Great card of this elusive 19th century HOFer, he has hardly 
any cards. Offered is a really nice 2.5, the offered card is no-
table for a flawless image and rich black borders. Centered 
to the left border, there are no visible creases, the corners 
show only light wear. The back has wear in one spot and is 
clean overall. This is an extremely nice card for the grade.

77   Yale Murphy PSA 3 ............... 210
Centered to the right, the image is great, the black borders 
and edges are crisp. Slight wear on the back led to the 3 
grade, there is no paper loss.

78  Otis Stocksdale (Stockdale) PSA 3.5 ............ 150
Very nice Mayo, the black back looks great, the surfaces are 
quite clean. The image looks great, the corners show hardly 
any wear. The grade appears to be quite conservative, the 
card is very solid.
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1906 Fan Craze

79  Ames, Leon PSA 9 ................. 30
80  Donlin, Mike PSA 9 ................. 30
81  Howard, G.E. PSA 9 ................. 30
83  Kling, Johnny SGC 9 ................ 30
84  Leach, Tommy PSA 9 ................. 30
85  McIntyre, Harry PSA 9 ................. 30
86  O’Neil, Mike PSA 9 ................. 30
87  Overall, Orville PSA 8 ................. 20
88  Parent, Fred PSA 8 ................. 20
89  Seymour, Bentley PSA 8.5 .............. 25
90  Weimer, Jake PSA 9 ................. 30

82  Jack, Chesbro PSA 6 ............... 400
Great card, this cult favorite HOFer has so few cards, this 
might well be the most attractive. Extremely clean and fine, 
the surfaces appear to be super clean, there is really no ob-
vious wear. This looks to be a superb card for a 6, do not as-
sume another one of these will be coming around again any 
time soon, as collectors understandably are very reluctant to 
let go of this neat card.

91 1907 Dietsche Cubs Postcards
 Mordecai Brown PSA 4 ............... 300
A very tough and desirable postcard, these do not come 
around very often. Great image, this is unmailed. There are 
no visible creases or wrinkles, the corners show only light 
wear. Some slight general wear is present, the 4 grade is 
conservative to our eyes.

92  1909 E92 Dockman
  Honus Wagner Batting SGC A .............. 500
Affordable period Honus Wagner card, the condition is ad-
mittedly super low grade. Well centered, this has extensive 
creasing and corner wear. The card still retains good color 
and a nice image, the back is not bad at all. Given the player 
and era, these still trade in the $2,500 range.

93 1909 E95 Philadephia Caramel
  Mathewson PSA 4 ............. 1000
Desirable card, this is an absolute key to this extremely 
popular early 20th century caramel set. Very condition sen-
sitive, a 4 is actually high grade for this card. Well centered 
with rich color, the borders are clean, the back has some 
slight wear and displays well. The corners show mild and 
consistent wear, this has good eye appeal and displays very 
well. This is the first time that we have handled this card in 
this quality in years.

94 1909 T204 Ramly  Eddie Cicotte PSA 5 ............... 900
Great card, this is one of the keys to a Ramly set. Hardly 
ever offered for sale, these are revered by advanced Ram-
ly collectors. Offered is a fresh and fine 5, with excellent 
centering, attractive gold borders and mild corner wear. The 
back looks good, this will be a major upgrade for almost all 
of you and of course a great add to an advanced 1919 Black 
Sox collection!

95 1909 T204 Ramly  Johnny Evers PSA 3 ............... 300
Elusive card of HOFer Johnny Evers, this happens to be 
a really nice 3. Well centered, the gold borders show only 
very light wear, the back is fine. The corners show mild and 
consistent wear, the image is flawless.
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1909-11 T206 Singles

96  Mordecai Brown (Chicago) PSA 3 ............... 250
Ideal 3, this is a classic T206 HOFer. Centered with per-
fect color, the borders are white, the image looks great. We 
cannot see any creases or wrinkles, the back is clean. The 
winning bidder should really like this lot.

97  Campbell   SGC A (Carolina Brights back) ........ 250
Very desirable and attractive back, this will be a perfect card 
for so many collectors. The front has some damage by the 
upper right corner but is far from ugly, the back looks to be 
perfectly clean. Who wants to fill in a very tough space in 
their T206 back run?

98  Jack Chesbro PSA 3 ............... 150
Very clean Piedmont 150 3, this looks great. The image is 
perfect, the color is superb, the borders are white. The back 
is clean, some corner creasing at the lower right corner 
keeps this at a very fine 3.

99  Delahanty (Lousville)
                                   PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights) ..... 500
Brightly colored card, this is has a nick at the upper left 
corner on the otherwise very clean front. The back has some 
very subtle wear and displays well. Carolina Brights are 
among the most difficult and attractive T206 backs, and are 
always extremely desirable.

100  Hartsel               PSA 2 (Carolina Brights) ............ 500
Well centered with consistent corner wear, we cannot see 
any creases, the card has good color. The back has some very 
subtle wear and displays well. Carolina Brights are among 
the most difficult and attractive T206 backs, and are always 
extremely desirable.

101  Mathewson (portrait) PSA 5 ............. 1500
One of the most desirable and attractive of all T206 HOFers, 
this is such a great card. The kind of card that could hook 
many a collector into becoming a T206 collector, this card 
has some real eye appeal. With amazing color and a stun-
ning image, this card can stand apart in a crowd. With pris-
tine white borders, the back is perfect as well. The corners 
come to points, centering to the left border keeps this at a 
beautiful 5.

102  Mathewson (white cap) PSA 4 ............. 1000
Gorgeous card, this has an absolutely flawless image. The 
color is superb, the borders are white. An ideal 4, this has 
excellent centering and only mild and consistent corner 
wear. The back is clean, it would be almost impossible to a 
find a superior 4 than the offered card.

103  Willis (St. Louis, throwing) SGC 5 .............. 200
Clean HOFer, this has rich color, good centering and clean 
white borders. Slight corner wear, mainly at the bottom two 
corners, led to the 5 grade.
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104  1911  D304 Brunner’s Bread
  Christy Mathewson SGC 3 1000
Extremely attractive and colorful Christy Mathewson card, 
these are quite scarce. The offered card is simply ideal for the 
grade, with note to a perfect image, great color and white 
borders. The corners show only mild and consistent wear, 
there is hardly any creasing. The back is clean, this is a real 
keeper!

105  1911 S81 Silk Mathewson, Christy  VG ........... 400
One of the great collectibles of the early 20th century, these 
are such great looking cards. The kind of thing that looks so 
much nicer in person, offered is a vibrant and attractive S81 
silk. The image is flawless, the card appears to be full size. 
There are stitch holes on the edges from one-time display, 
the back is clean, we cannot see any creases, it is otherwise 
quite clean.

106  1911 S81 Silk   Speaker, Tris    ........................ 500
One of the great collectibles of the early 20th century, these 
are such great looking cards. The kind of thing that looks so 
much nicer in person, this is framed.

107  1911 S81 Silk   Tinker, Joe   ........................ 500
One of the great collectibles of the early 20th century, these 
are such great looking cards. The kind of thing that looks so 
much nicer in person, this is framed. Colorful and attractive 
silk, this retains a large, vibrant image and displays quite 
well. We do not know the full size of the silk as we did not 
remove it from the frame, there is just some light general 
wear that we can see. Matted and framed quite well, the total 
size is 12x14.

108  1911 T201 Double Folders
   Cobb/Crawford   PSA 4 ............... 375
Such an undervalued card with Ty Cobb and his HOF team-
mate Sam Crawford, these are so charming. Offered is a re-
spectable 4, with good color. The front is well centered, with 
a small crease and typical wear at the bottom two corners. 
Centered to the right border on the back, there is a corner 
crease at the lower right corner, the back looks good overall.

109  1911 T3 Turkey Red  Vic Willis   SGC 5 .......... 400
Great card, the color and image quality here are just phe-
nomenal. The kind of card that could make almost anyone 
into a T3 set collector, this card has perfect centering. The 
back is clean, the front looks great, the corner wear is very 
mild and consistent. T3s are so hard to find in this quality, 
this will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
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110 1912 T202 Triple Folders   Devlin Gets His Man
  (Devlin (Giants), Mathewson) PSA 4 ............... 250
Quality card, these seem to finally getting their just due! 
Offered is a colorful and attractive PSA 4. The borders 
are white, there is no center crease, the images look great. 
Centered to the left border with some light creasing, this 
displays very well for the grade.

111 1912 T202 Triple Folders 
     Just Before the Battle (Mathewson, Meyers) SGC 5.5 . 200
Sharp and clean card, it is nice to see these great looking 
cards getting their just due. Crisp and clean, this has four 
square corners, bright white borders and great color. Cen-
tered slightly to the right border, this looks great for the 
grade.

1913 National Game

112  Cobb, Ty PSA 7 ............... 150
Affordable Ty Cobb card from 1913, these do seem like great 
buys right now. Clean card has a nice image, the back looks 
good, there is hardly any visible wear.

113  Jackson, Joe PSA 6 ............... 500
Popular card of Shoeless Joe Jackson, these have naturally 
been very hot in recent years. Offered is a freshly graded 6, 
this has a good image and a fresh look. The card has only 
the slightest wear and presents very well for the grade. The 
image looks good, as does the back, this is a very solid card 
for the grade.

114  Johnson, Walter PSA 7 ............... 100
Clean full image of the great Walter Johnson, this has hardly 
any wear. One stray print dot by the bottom border may 
have kept this from an 8, the card displays well.

115  Wagner, Honus PSA 5 ............... 100
Affordable period Honus Wagner card, this has a full body 
image of Wagner in the field. Pleasing Ex, this displays well 
for the grade.

116  1913 T200 Fatima  Pittsburgh Pirates  PSA 2 ........ 300
A hot card of late, this has Honus Wagner as a player. Beau-
tifully centered with a superb image, the brown borders look 
good, the back is clean. This has slight corner creasing, PSA 
was very harsh here, this looks much more like a 4 than a 2.

1913  Tom Barker

117  Johnny Evers SGC 9 ................ 90
Mint Cubs HOFer from 1913, this card is nice as it has a 
different image used than on his other cards.

118  Walter Johnson SGC 8 .............. 250
Very unusual item, this is an affordable pre-World War One 
Walter Johnson card in high grade! These are of course not 
rare, but anything from Johnson this early in an 8 holder 
merits some real respect.

119  Tris Speaker SGC 9 .............. 104
Mint Tris Speaker card from 1913, I always liked the image 
of these. The card appears to be immaculate.

120  Honus Wagner SGC 5.5 ........... 275
An affordable period Honus Wagner card, the offered card 
has a nice full body image of Wagner making a play in the 
field. The edges are quite crisp and clean, this looks much 
more like an 8 than a 5.5, we do not follow the grade here.

121  Ed Walsh SGC 9 .............. 100
Mint card of this deadball era HOF pitcher, Walsh does not 
have many cards.

122  Cy Young SGC 8 .............. 200
Fine card of Cy Young at the end of his legendary career, this 
is an attractive full body image of Young. Sharp and clean, 
this has hardly any wear. While not especially condition 
sensitive, these cards still seem like absolutely bargains in 
this quality relative to the prices of Young’s plentiful T206 
cards in low grades.
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1914 Cracker Jacks

123   8 Oldring SGC 4 ............... 100
Really nice 1914 Cracker Jack, this has terrific centering and 
no visible creases or wrinkles. The back is clean, we do not 
see any staining, mild corner wear appears to be the only 
flaw here.

124   9 Hoffman SGC 1.5 .............. 50
Well centered with slight creasing, pencil writing on the 
back led to the 1.5 grade.

125   10 Stuffy McInnis SGC 1.5 .............. 50
Not terrible, this has some creasing and corner wear; an 
owner’s stamp on the back led to the low grade.

126   11 George Stovall SGC 3 ................. 75
Well centered with light toning, the image is not bad at all. 
The back has no paper loss, this has some general wear.

127   13 Wilson PSA 1.5 ............... 50
Attractive card has no staining and clean surfaces. We see a 
mild crease on the back, the 1.5 grade seems awfully harsh!

128   16 Howie Camnitz GAI 3 .................. 50
Bright and clean, the back looks good, the borders are white. 
The grade really looks to be very conservative here.

129   20 Falkenberg SGC 1.5 .............. 50
Pleasing front, some minute residue on the back from scrap-
book removal led to the 1.5 grade.

130   21 Heinie Zimmerman SGC 2 ................. 90
Well centered with some creasing, the back has some slight 
wear.

131   28 Jack Barry SGC 4 ............... 200
Bright and clean, there are no obvious stains, we do not see 
any creases. Centered to the upper right corner, the surfaces 
and image look good.

132   31 Heinie Wagner PSA 1 .................. 50
Well centered and attractive card, a subtle pinhole at the top 
center keeps this at a 1. The staining is not bad at all, 
the card has good color.

133   33 Amos Strunk SGC 3 ................. 90
Well centered with one minute corner crease, pleasing 3.

134   34 Ira Thomas GAI 5 .................. 75
Well centered with one minute stain on the left border, 
the card has a bright look and is rather nice overall.

135   38 Red Dooin SGC 2 ................. 90
Well centered with moderate creasing. The back is clean, 
the surfaces look good.

136   45 Luderus PSA 3 ................ 100
Slightly toned, this has just one corner crease on the back. 
The card displays extremely well for the grade.

137   47 Josh Devore SGC 3 ................. 90
Pleasing 3, this is well centered with some slight corner 
creasing.

138   49 Dots Miller SGC 3 ............... 100
Centered to the bottom border, this has good color. There is 
a fair amount of corner wear and some creasing present on 
the card.

139   51 Nap Rucker SGC 3 ................. 90
Popular Brooklyn Dodger, this has a fair amount of corner 
wear and some minor creasing. The back is clean.

140   56 Clyde Milan PSA 4 ................ 150
Reasonably well centered and quite clean for the grade, this 
is a really nice 1914. We cannot see any creases or wrin-
kles, the borders are clean, there are no stains. Corner wear 
appears to be the only issue on this very fine 1914 Cracker 
Jack card.

141   59 Doc Gessler SGC 4.5 ............ 200
A really nice card for a 1914 Cracker Jack, this has a good 
image and rich color. With hardly any staining, the corner 
wear is light, the back is quite clean as well for the issue.

142   69 John McGraw PSA 1.5 ............. 100
Desirable 1914 Cracker Jack HOFer, this is well centered 
with a clean front. The back has wear from scrapbook re-
moval, hence the grade.
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1914 Cracker Jacks

143   78 Merkle PSA 1 ................ 100
Famed player, this is a desirable card. Well centered with no 
staining and a good image, extensive creasing keeps this at a 
1, there is no back damage or paper loss.

144   83 Russ Ford Beckett 3 ............. 75
Well centered with even corner wear, we do not see any 
creasing, the back is fine. This is a pleasing 3 with no obvi-
ous staining.

145   94 Eddie Cicotte SGC 4 ............... 250
Extremely desirable card of the key 1919 Black Sox figure, 
we hardly ever see these in the 1914 Cracker Jack set. A very 
solid card for the issue, there is hardly any staining, the sur-
faces are clean. Centered to the right border with extremely 
minute creasing, the image is strong, the back is clean. A 4 is 
a high grade for a 1914 Cracker Jack, this is a great card!

146   111 Nixey Callahan SGC 3.5 ............ 200
Solid card, this has clean borders and excellent color. There 
is a hint of corner crease, the surfaces are clean, the card is 
centered to the right border.

147   112 Sweeney SGC 1.5 .............. 60
Well centered with a fair amount of surface wear in a few 
places, it still displays reasonably well.

148 1914  T213 Type 2   Christy Mathewson   SGC 2 ..... 500
Colorful and attractive card, the image quality is terrific. 
The back is clean, this has rich color. Very uncommon card, 
creasing keeps this at a 2, the corner wear is not bad at all.

149 1914 T222 Fatima  Earl Hamilton SP   SGC A ....... 160
A very tough card, there has not been a public sale for years. 
Possibly cut short, the card has creasing, the back extra 
residue from scrapbook removal. The front retains a very 
nice image.

150 1914 T222 Fatima  Red Murray SGC 5 .............. 375
Super clean for this card and set, a 5 on a T222 is like a 9 on 
almost any other card! Beautifully centered with only very 
slight corner wear, this might be the nicest condition card 
that we ever handled from the so fragile T222 card set.

1915 Cracker Jacks

151   1 Otto Knabe SGC 3 .............. 100
Pleasing 3, this is well centered. The image is not bad at all, 
the front has no creasing, the corners show moderate wear.

152   2 Home Run Baker PSA 4 ............... 375
An elusive HOFer, this one has no visible creases or wrin-
kles, even under magnification. Quality image, there is only 
very slight staining. Centered to the right border, this has 
good color and a fine image. The corner wear is not bad at 
all for the grade.

153   3 Joe Tinker SGC 3 .............. 150
This card has a fine image and good color. Corner wear and 
minute creasing keep this at a 3, the surfaces are clean for 
the grade.
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1915 Cracker Jacks

154   4 Larry Doyle SGC 4.5 ............. 90
Well centered with excellent color and a fine image, the 
corner wear is light, this is an ideal card for the grade.

155   5 Ward Miller PSA 4 ............... 100
Reasonably well centered, this has a good image and nice 
color. There is no obvious creasing, the surfaces are clean, 
the corner wear is very moderate.

156   6 Eddie Plank SGC 3 .............. 800
A key card to the set, these are always so popular. With rich 
color and a fine image, the card also has a very nice back. 
A crease that barely cracks the paper, and corner wear keep 
this at a 3. Centered to the top border, the corner wear is not 
bad at all for the grade.

157   8 Rube Oldring PSA 7 ............... 200
A superb condition card, this has four sharp corners. The 
image and color are terrific, the centering is solid. The sur-
faces are clean, this looks like a terrific 7 to our eyes.

158   10 Stuffy McInnis PSA 4 ................. 75
Well centered with slight staining, we cannot see any creases 
or wrinkles, the corner wear is mild and consistent.

159   11 George Stovall PSA 4 ............... 100
Very colorful card, this has a terrific image. Centered slight-
ly to the left border, the corners show light wear, we cannot 
see any creases, this presents very well for a 4.

160   12 Connie Mack BVG 3.5 ........... 200
Very popular card from this great set, the color is terrific. 
The card has clean surfaces and a fine image. The corner 
wear is mild and consistent, there is just one minute surface 
crease, the back is clean.

161   13 Art Wilson SGC 5.5 ............. 90
Bright and clean, this has striking color and a gorgeous 
image. Well centered with only light corner wear, this is an 
ideal card for the grade.

162   14 Sam Crawford SGC 3 .............. 210
Well centered with a nice image, the corners come to points. 
Mild staining and light creasing keep this at a 3, this is 
perfectly acceptable for the grade. We do not see this HOFer 
very often from this beloved set.

163   15 Reb Russell PSA 2.5 .............. 50
Reasonably well centered with one corner crease, this has 
some light staining and displays very well for the grade.

164   16 Howie Camnitz SGC 5 .............. 110
Well centered with four solid corners, mild staining keeps 
this at a 5.

165   17 Roger Bresnahan SGC 3 .............. 104
Reasonable 3, this has good color and a nice image. The cor-
ner wear is consistent, there is hardly any creasing. Centered 
to the top border, the back has subtle staining.
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166   18 Johnny Evers SGC 3.5 ........... 200
Very bright and clean card, this has a superb image and 
clean white borders. There looks to be some very minute 
surface creasing that does not crack the paper. Centered 
slightly to the right border, the corner wear is very slight, 
this is an awfully fine looking card for the grade, notable for 
an outstanding image.

167   19 Bender SGC 1.5 ........... 100
Mildly toned, this is centered to the left border. Not bad at 
all, corner wear and some general surface wear led to the 1.5 
grade. The back has no paper loss, this displays much better 
than its grade.

168   19 Chief Bender SGC 4 .............. 250
Bright and quite clean, this has a great image. The borders 
are clean, there is almost zero staining. The back is clean as 
well. The corners show light wear, with some corner lines, 
this elusive HOF card displays quite well for the grade.

169   20 Cy Falkenberg PSA 4 ................. 75
Well centered with excellent color and a fine image, corner 
wear and very minute creasing keeps this at a 4.

170   21 Heinie Zimmerman SGC 4 ................ 75
Generously graded, this is well centered. There is some 
slight surface wear and a fair amount of corner wear.

171   22 Smoky Joe Wood SGC 3 .............. 250
Very popular card of a cult favorite player, these are always 
hot lots. Fine 3 with hardly any creasing, the card has a solid 
image. Centered slightly to the left border, the corners show 
moderate wear, this is a very pleasing 3 to our eyes.

172   23 Charles Comiskey PSA 2 ............... 200
A key card, this is one of my favorite images. The offered 
card grades a 2 due to creasing and corner wear. It does 
however retain an outstanding image, has great color and 
the back is quite nice as well.

173   24 George Mullen (Mullin) PSA 2 ................. 63
Lightly toned with some general surface wear, this looks 
fine for a 2.

174   25 Mike Simon PSA 2 ................. 63
Cut to the top, there is a slight nick in the top border.

175   26 Jim Scott SGC 4 ................ 75
Pleasing 4, this is centered to the right border with a nice 
image and rich color. There is no obvious creasing, mild 
staining and corner wear keeps this at a 4.

176   27 Bill Carrigan SGC 7 .............. 170
Really nice card, this has four very strong corners. Reason-
ably well centered, the image looks great. This will be an 
upgrade for almost all of you.

177   28 Jack Barry PSA 2 ................. 63
Cut to the upper right corner, this has a corner clip.

178   29 Vean Gregg SGC 5 .............. 125
Centered slightly to the upper right corner, this has moder-
ate corner wear and toning.

179   31 Heinie Wagner PSA 4 ................. 90
Well centered with four square corners and white borders, 
we do not see any creases or wrinkles even under magnifica-
tion, the grade seems odd.

180   32 Mordecai Brown SGC 3 .............. 200
With a nice image, corner wear and some mild creasing 
keep this at a 3. Centered to the upper left corner, the back 
has slight staining and no damage.

181   33 Amos Strunk PSA 7 ............... 200
Sharp and superb, this has four terrific corners. Centered 
slightly to the top border, this has pristine white borders 
and a superb image.

182   34 Ira Thomas SGC 4.5 ........... 100
Solid card for the grade, the color is good, the corners 
show light wear, we cannot see any creasing.

183   35 Harry Hooper SGC 3 .............. 200
Elusive Red Sox HOFer, this has good color and a nice 
image. The corner wear is not excessive, this has just one 
minute crease by the lower right corner.
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184   36 Ed Walsh SGC 3 .............. 200
Elusive card of this top deadball era HOF pitcher, this is well 
centered with a very nice image. The color is good, the back 
has no paper loss. With some light creasing and staining, 
this is a pleasing 3 overall to our eyes.

185   38 Red Dooin SGC 8 .............. 250
Razor sharp, this is centered slightly to the left border or it 
might have graded a 9. The color and image are perfect, this 
card looks terrific.

186   39 Chick Gandil SGC 3 .............. 200
Popular and elusive card of this 1919 Black Sox member, 
corner wear and slight toning keep this at a 3. The back is 
fine.

187   40 Jimmy Austin PSA 2 ................. 75
Tough grade, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification. There is very slight staining at the 
right border, the corner wear is very mild.

188   41 Tommy Leach SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Well centered and clean overall, an owner’s stamp on the 
back led to the 1.5 grade.

189   42 Al Bridwell PSA 4 ............... 110
Very attractive card as it has rich color and a superb image. 
Slight creasing, corner wear and minute staining on the 
back combine to cause the 4 grade; the card nonetheless has 
striking eye appeal.

190   43 Rube Marquard PSA 1.5 ............ 150
Fine image, this is a tougher HOF card. Well centered, 
creasing and back wear led to the 1.5 grade.

191   44 Jeff Tesreau PSA 5 ............... 110
Very attractive horizontal card, this has excellent centering 
and a fine image. The color is terrific, the corners show only 
light wear, this is a really nice 5.

192   45 Fred Luderus SGC 8 .............. 375
Razor sharp Cracker Jack, these are always great when 
they can be found in this quality. The color and images are 
perfect, the surfaces are immaculate. Centered slightly to 
the bottom border, this is an awfully clean and fine looking 
card.

193   46 Bob Groom PSA 4 ................. 75
Well centered with no visible creasing and square corners, 
mild staining keeps this at a 4.

194   47 Josh Devore SGC 8 .............. 250
Another superb card, this one has good centered and four 
razor sharp corners. The color and image are perfect, the 
surfaces look to be immaculate.

195   48 Steve O’Neill SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with good color and no visible creasing, 
moderate staining keeps this at a 4.

196   49 Dots Miller PSA 3 ................. 90
Not bad at all, a corner crease and moderate staining keep 
this at a 3.

197 50 John Hummell (Correct spell Hummel)
     SGC 5.5 ............. 75
Nice 5.5, this has a strong image. Well centered with slight 
corner wear, this displays well.

198   51 Nap Rucker SGC 4.5 ............. 75
Well centered with a fine image, there are no visible creases. 
Nice card, slight staining keeps this just below Ex.

199   52 Zach Wheat SGC 3 .............. 200
Popular Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, this is reasonably well 
centered with no visible creases or wrinkles. The card has a 
nice image, a fair amount of corner wear keeps this at a 3.

200   53 Otto Miller SGC 8 .............. 250
Razor sharp Brooklyn Dodger Cracker Jack, this has a ter-
rific image. Centered to the upper right corners, the corners 
are unimprovable, the borders are white, the card is basical-
ly immaculate.

201   54 Marty O Toole SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Presentable card, this has toning and a fair amount of 
corner wear.

202   55 Dick Hoblitzel (Correct spell Hoblitzell)
     PSA 5 ............... 110
Bright and well centered, the color is terrific, the borders are 
white. The corners are all very strong, this looks awfully nice 
for a 5.
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203   56 Clyde Milan SGC 7 .............. 104
Centered to the lower right corner, this has four sharp cor-
ners. The image looks great, the surfaces are clean, this is a 
fine looking card.

204   58 Wally Schang SGC 4 ................ 75
Well centered with square corners and no creasing, some 
general surface wear keeps this at a 4.

205   60 Oscar Dugey SGC 7 .............. 104
Beautiful card, this has a strikingly colorful and attractive 
image. Well centered with four sharp corners, you cannot 
ask more than this out of a 7!

206   61 Ray Schalk SGC 3 .............. 175
Nice 3, this is well centered with a good image. We cannot 
see any creases or wrinkles, the surfaces are clean. Popular 
card, Schalk was a 1919 White Sox HOFer.

207   62 Willie Mitchell SGC 8.5 ........... 350
Razor sharp and superb, this is a real condition stunner. 
Perfectly centered with four super sharp corners, the card 
is pristine. We cannot see why this did not grade a Mint 9, 
it appears to merit that grade.

208   63 Babe Adams SGC 7 .............. 104
Quality pitcher, this is a great looking 7. Very well centered 
with four solid corners, the image looks great, the surfaces 
are super clean.

209   64 Jimmy Archer SGC 5 .............. 110
Well centered with good color, the borders are clean. 
Corner wear keeps this at a pleasing 5, nice card.

210   65 Tris Speaker SGC 4 .............. 500
A key to the set, this card has such an evocative image of 
baseball from this era. Centered to the left border, the card 
has solid corners, rich color and a fine image. There is just 
one minute surface crease at the lower right corner. Some 
light staining is present, it is more noticeable on the back 
than the front. This is a very solid 4 overall; Tris Speaker 
cards are always prized by collectors, especially his iconic 
Cracker Jack card.

211   67 Doc Crandall PSA 2 ................. 50
Reasonably well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, 
even under magnification. We do not follow the grade here.

212   69 John McGraw SGC 1.5 ........... 125
Colorful card has a terrific image, back wear in one spot 
keeps this at a 1.5. The front is clean, with no visible creases.

213   70 Fred Clarke PSA 1 ............... 100
Harsh grade, this is well centered with good color. Creasing 
is certainly present, but the back is clean and the card has a 
bright look and feel, this should have been a 2.

214   71 Chief Meyers SGC 2 ................ 63
Well centered, this has mild creasing and some staining, 
it is not bad at all for the grade.

215   72 Joe Boehling SGC 5 .............. 125
Lightly toned, this has solid corners and excellent centering.

216   73 Max Carey SGC 4 .............. 150
HOFer, this has a fine image, rich color and clean surfaces. 
The corner wear is mild, the back is clean. The card has one 
corner line, it displays well for the grade.

217   74 Frank Owens (Correct spell Owen)
     PSA 2 ................. 63
Centered to the upper right corner, the back has pinprick 
areas of wear in two spots.

218   75 Miller Huggins SGC 7 .............. 450
Super card, this has exceptional centering and solid sharp 
corners. The beloved 1927 Yankees manager and of course a 
HOFer, Huggins cards as a player are always desirable. The 
offered card has a superb image, rich color and super clean 
surfaces. Three corners are very sharp, the slightest wear on 
one corner keeps this card at a beautiful 7.

219   76 Claude Hendrix SGC 5 .............. 125
Super sharp and clean, the borders are white, the corners 
are terrific. The card has a slight diamond cut, that might 
be why it only came back a 5.

220   77 Hughie Jennings SGC 5.5 ........... 225
Fun HOF card, I like this image. Exceptionally well cen-
tered, this card looks great for the grade. Clean and fresh, 
the corners come to points, the back is clean.
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221   78 Fred Merkle SGC 3 ................ 90
A pleasing card from this infamous player, his cards are 
always popular. Centered to the left border, there is hardly 
any creasing, the corners show consistent wear. The card has 
some light staining, it presents very well overall, I like the 
pose here.

222   79 Ping Bodie PSA 8 ............... 375
Quality player, this is a razor sharp 8. Super clean, the 
corners are terrific, the surfaces are super clean. With a very 
slight diamond cut, this will be a real upgrade for 99% of 
you.

223   80 Ed Reulbach SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Quality pitcher, this has some staining and general wear. 
There are no obvious creases, the back has no paper loss.

224   81 Jim Delahanty SGC 3.5 ............. 75
Centered to the upper right corner, we cannot see any creas-
es. Surface wear in one spot by the left border likely led to 
the 3.5 grade, the card is not bad at all.

225   82 Gavvy Cravath SGC 4 .............. 104
Popular player, this has good color and a nice image. Cen-
tered to the right border, corner wear and a crease keep this 
at a 4.

226   83 Russ Ford SGC 3 ................ 63
Sharp card has four strong corners and bright white bor-
ders; very slight back wear keeps this at a 3.

227   84 Elmer Knetzer PSA 4 ............... 100
Sharp, white and well centered, the corners are terrific. 
Some very minute creasing at the top border and slight 
back wear keep this at a 4, the card displays very well.

228   85 Buck Herzog SGC 5 .............. 100
Well centered with slight staining, the corners exhibit con-
sistent wear.

229   86 Burt Shotten SGC 8.5 ........... 375
Future 1947 Brooklyn Dodger manager, this is a neat card. 
The condition is stunning, with four razor sharp corners, 
immaculate white borders and that signature super high 
grade look and feel. This card is really something to hold in 
hand.

230   87 Hick Cady PSA 2 ................. 50
Well centered with toning, some back issues keep this at a 2.

231   89 Larry Cheney PSA 4.5 .............. 75
Clean and well centered, one corner line on the back keeps 
this just below a 5.

232   90 Frank Smith PSA 7 ............... 175
Superb 7, you have to love the high leg kick pitching pose. 
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a terrific card 
for the grade.

233   91 Roger Peckinpaugh SGC 5.5 ........... 125
Fun horizontal format card, this is well centered with a 
perfect image. The corner wear is light, the card displays 
very well.

234   92 Al Demaree SGC 8 .............. 250
Neat horizontal format card, this has four very sharp cor-
ners. Super clean, we hardly ever see this card in this quality.

235   93 Derrill Pratt SGC 3.5 ............. 90
Well centered with no visible creasing, mild staining keeps 
this at a 3.5.

236   95 Ray Keating PSA 6 ............... 200
Another fun horizontal card, this time of a Yankee pitcher. 
Sharp and clean, centering to the left border keeps this at a 
nice 6.

237   96 Beals Becker PSA 2 ................. 50
Centered to the right border, this has slight creasing and 
some general wear.

238   97 Rube Benton PSA 4 ................. 90
Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, the corner 
wear is light, the surfaces are clean, this looks to be a very 
solid 4.

239   98 Frank LaPorte SGC 8 .............. 250
Funny image, this is razor sharp. Well centered with super 
clean, it is great when you can find Cracker Jack cards in this 
quality in today’s market.

240   99 Hal Chase PSA 2 ............... 150
Widely collected player, this is one of his most popular 
cards. The offered card is well centered with rich color, we 
cannot see any creases. There is slight wear at the top of the 
back, the grade might be a click low.
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241   100 Tom Seaton SGC 7 .............. 104
Super sharp and clean, the corners are terrific, the borders 
are white. Centered slightly to the left border, this is a great 
looking 7.

242   101 Wildfire Schulte SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with no visible creases, mild staining keeps 
this at a 4.

243   102 Ray Fisher SGC 2 ................ 63
Well centered with some creasing, the card has mild toning.

244   104 Vic Saier SGC 4 ................ 90
Centered to the right border, this has good color and clean 
surfaces. We cannot see any creases, the corners show only 
light wear.

245   105 Jimmy Lavender PSA 8 ............... 375
Gorgeous 8, this has a pack fresh look and feel. Well cen-
tered with great color, the surfaces are pristine. The borders 
are all perfectly white, the corners could not be any sharper. 
If you want just one non-HOF PSA 8 Cracker Jack card, it 
would be very hard to do better than the offered lot!

246   106 Joe Birmingham SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Well centered with some creasing, there is some surface 
wear by the bottom border.

247   107 Tom Downey PSA 6 ............... 125
Crisp and clean, the corners all come to solid points. The 
card has a good image and a slight diamond cut.

248   108 Sherry Magee SGC 7 .............. 104
Quality player, this is a really nice card. The color are imag-
ery are superb, the corners are sharp, the borders are clean.

249   109 Fred Blanding SGC 3 ................ 63
Sharp card, the front has four strong corners and is centered 
to the right border; slight wear in one spot on the back led 
SGC to grade this a somewhat conservative 3.

250   110 Bob Bescher SGC 5 .............. 125
Well centered with even corner wear, the surfaces are clean.

251   111 Herbie Moran SGC 3 ................ 63
Centered to the right border, this has some staining and a 
back crease.

252   112 Jeff Sweeney SGC 5 .............. 150
Clean 5, this has nice borders and only very light corner 
wear. Centered to the lower left corner, this displays very 
well for the grade.

253   113 George Suggs PSA 5 ............... 125
Extremely sharp and clean card, the corners are terrific, 
the borders are white. Centered to the right border, this is 
awfully nice for a 5.

254   114 George Moriarty SGC 4 ................ 90
Bright and clean card, one minute surface crease keeps 
this at a pleasing 4.

255   115 Ad Brennan SGC 2 ................ 50
Well centered with a nice front, some general wear on the 
back likely led to the somewhat conservative 2 grade.

256   116 Rollie Zeider SGC 3 ................ 63
Well centered with no visible creasing, corner wear appears 
to be the only real defect here.

257   117 Ted Easterly PSA 4.5 ............ 100
Well centered with no visible creasing, corner wear appears 
to be the only issue here.

258   118 Ed Konetchy SGC 3 ................ 63
Centered slightly to the upper right corner, this has one cor-
ner crease and a stray mark on the back. The image is nice, 
the color is good.

259   119 George Perring SGC 7.5 ........... 200
Super sharp card, the corners are superb. Bright, fresh and 
clean, this is centered slightly to the left border.

260   120 Mickey Doolan SGC 7 .............. 104
Well centered with a terrific image, this has four sharp 
corners. The surfaces are super clean, a nick in the bottom 
border keeps this from grading higher.

261   121 Hub Perdue SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, solid 4.

262   122 Donie Bush SGC 4 ................ 90
Also Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, 
solid 4.
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263   123 Slim Sallee SGC 4.5 ........... 100
Well centered with clean surfaces, the borders are white, we 
cannot see any creases or wrinkles. Pleasing and colorful 
card, corner wear appears to be the only issue here.

264   124 Earle Moore (Correct spell Earl)  PSA 3 .... 63
Crease-free 3, corner wear appears to be the only real defect 
here.

265   125 Bert Niehoff PSA 6 ............... 150
Terrific 6, this has four sharp corners, bright white borders 
and a flawless image. The surfaces are super clean, the 6 
grade looks to be very, very conservative on this one.

266   126 Walter Blair PSA 3 ................. 75
Rounded card has some general wear, we do not see any 
creases or wrinkles.

267   127 Butch Schmidt PSA 2 ................. 50
A small scrape by the bottom border keeps this at a 2, it is 
otherwise not bad at all.

268   128 Louis Evans PSA 2 ................. 50
Fairly well centered with a nice front, mild surface wear on 
the back keeps this at a 2.

269   129 Ray Caldwell SGC 7 .............. 104
Sharp and fine Near Mint 7, this has four really strong 
corners. Reasonably well centered and quite clean, these are 
such great cards when they can be found in this quality.

270   130 Ivy Wingo SGC 1 ................ 40
 
271   131 George Baumgardner SGC 8 .............. 250
Gorgeous Cracker Jack, this has four stunningly sharp cor-
ners. The image is perfect, the color is superb, the surfaces 
are immaculate, With the slightest diamond cut, this is as 
nice a Cracker Jack card as you will find.

272   132 Les Nunamaker SGC 7 .............. 104
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has great color 
and a terrific image. Superb quality, you cannot find a nicer 
7 than the offered card.

273   133 Branch Rickey SGC 2 .............. 625
A super critical card of one of the important figures in 
baseball history, this is a key to the set. So hard to find, these 
have exploded in price in recent years. Offered is a pleasing 
2: there is hardly any creasing, the card is well centered, the 
image is nice. The corner wear is typical for the grade, there 
is some light staining, the back looks good.

274   134 Armando Marsans SGC 5 .............. 150
Popular card of this star Cuban player, the offered card has 
strong color and a fine image. Reasonably well centered and 
clean, the corner wear is light, this is a solid Ex 5 to our eyes.

275   135 Bill Killifer (Correct spell Killefer)
     SGC 3.5 ............. 63
Strong card, this is well centered with no visible creases or 
wrinkles. I love the look on the face of Killifer, we do not see 
this card very often.

276   136 Maranville SGC 5 .............. 210
Popular card, this has such a great image. Nice 5, this is 
centered to the left border. The corners show very light wear, 
the borders are clean. There is hardly any staining, this is a 
nice card.

277   137 Bill Rariden PSA 2 ................. 50
Very nice for the grade, we do not see any creases. The card 
is slightly toned and has wear in one spot on the back.

278   138 Hank Gowdy PSA 2 mk ........... 40
Quality player and World War One hero, this has a minute 
surface scrape on the front and some general wear.

279   139 Rebel Oakes SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with one corner crease, this is slightly toned.

280   140 Danny Murphy PSA 4 ................. 90
Very well centered, this has a small crease and some general 
wear.
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281   141 Cy Barger PSA 5.5 ............ 110
Bright and super clean, the image is superb, the borders are 
white, the surfaces look great. Centered to the upper right, 
the corners are very solid, this looks much more like a 6 
than a 5.5, PSA split hairs a bit with the grade here.

282   142 Gene Packard PSA 2 ................. 50
Tough grade, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, there is 
no paper loss on the back.

283   143 Jake Daubert PSA 7 ............... 225
Quality Brooklyn Dodger player, this is a very difficult card 
to find in a 7 holder. The card is bright, sharp and clean, it 
fully merits the high grade. Centered slightly to the top bor-
der, the corners are terrific, the surfaces are super clean. 

284   144 Jimmy Walsh SGC 5 .............. 100
Very sharp and clean, this looks much more like a 7 and a 5. 
Well centered

285   145 Ted Cather SGC 2 ................ 40
Well centered, this has one crease on the front and some 
back wear.

286   146 Lefty Tyler PSA 4 ................. 90
Beautifully centered with no creases or wrinkles, the 
image is strong. This displays very well for the grade.

287   147 Lee Magee SGC 3.5 ............. 75
Well centered with one minute corner crease, this has 
slight staining and is not bad at all.

288   148 Owen Wilson PSA 2 ................. 50
The king of the triple, this is well centered with a nice 
image; mild wear on the back keeps this at a 2.

289   149 Hal Janvrin SGC 3.5 ............. 75
Fairly well centered with some slight creasing, the card is 
off-white and not bad at all.

290   150 Doc Johnston SGC 3 ................ 63
Well centered with some staining, there is hardly any 
creasing.

291   151 George Whitted SGC 7 .............. 104
Beautiful 7, this has outstanding centering. The corners are 
all quite sharp, the image and color are superb, the surfaces 
are pristine.

292   152 George McQuillen SGC 4 ................ 75
Solid 4, this is well centered with no visible creases or 
wrinkles.

293   153 Bill James PSA 5.5 ............ 100
A cult favorite player, this has outstanding centering and a 
perfect image. The corners show only slight wear, this looks 
awfully nice for a 5.5.

294   154 Dick Rudolph SGC 8 .............. 250
Another Cracker Jack stunner, this has a great image. Well 
centered with four super sharp corners, the color is terrific, 
the surfaces are immaculate.

295   155 Joe Connolly SGC 5 .............. 110
Super colorful card, this is well centered with only slight 
corner wear.

296   156 Jean Dubuc PSA 2.5 .............. 50
Centered to the top with one small back surface crease, this 
displays very well for the grade.

297   157 George Kaiserling SGC 2 ................ 50
Well centered with no visible creasing, some general wear on 
the back keeps this at a 2.

298   158 Fritz Maisel SGC 3.5 ........... 110
Yankee player, popular card, this is well centered with no 
visible creases or wrinkles. Not bad at all, the card has some 
staining and general wear.

299   159 Heinie Groh SGC 3.5 ........... 100
Well centered and clean, we cannot see any creases, this dis-
plays very well for the grade, the color and image are strong.

50
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300   160 Benny Kauff SGC 1.5 ............. 50
Reasonably well centered with a pleasing image, general 
wear, mainly on the back, keeps this at a 1.5.

301   161 Edd Rousch (Correct spell Roush)
     SGC 4 .............. 450
An elusive and very popular high number HOFer, people 
often get in bidding wars at auction to add this card to their 
collection. Offered is a bright and attractive 4, notable for 
a fine image and high quality centering. The corner wear is 
not bad at all, there is just a very subtle corner line at the 
upper right corner, we cannot see any creasing. The back is 
clean, this looks to be a very pleasing and attractive 4 to our 
eyes.

302   162 George Stallings SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with some light toning, we do not see any 
creases or wrinkles.

303   163 Bert Whaling PSA 6 ............... 125
Sharp and well centered, the corners are terrific. Slightly 
toned, this otherwise would likely have graded a 7 or an 8 
based on the superb corners.

304   164 Bob Shawkey SGC 3 ................ 90
Very early card of this 1927 Yankee pitcher, this is well cen-
tered with some minute corner creasing. The image is solid, 
nice 3.

305   165 Eddie Murphy SGC A ................ 40
Possibly cut short, we do not know why it came back Au-
thentic.

306   166 Bullet Joe Bush PSA 6.5 ............ 150
Star 1920s player, this is an elusive high number. Presented 
in a very fine PSA 6.5 grade, this has quality centering and 
four solid corners. Very nice.

307   167 Clark Griffith SGC 3.5 ........... 125
Well centered with one corner crease, the image is good, 
the color is vibrant. The surfaces are clean, this displays 
well for the grade.

308   168 Vin Campbell PSA 2 ................. 50
Pleasing 2 with one crease, this is slightly toned and not 
bad at all.

309   169 Ray Collins SGC 1.5 ............. 40
Clean front, some staining and general wear on the back 
led to the 1.5 grade.

310   170 Hans Lobert SGC 1.5 ............. 40
Well centered with a pleasing image, creasing and some 
staining on the back led to the 1.5 grade.

311   171 Earl Hamilton SGC 3 ................ 75
Centered to the left border, this has slight creasing. The 
image is nice, corner wear is the only real issue here.

312   172 Erskine Mayer PSA 4 ............... 210
Hot card of a Jewish ballplayer, these are needed by many 
collectors. Well centered with just one super minute surface 
crease, this is a nice 4. The image looks good, the surfaces 
are clean, the back is fine.

313   173 Tilly Walker SGC 3 ................ 75
Crisp and clean with square corners, slight wear on the 
back led to the 3 grade.

314   174 Bobby Veach PSA 2 ................. 50
Reasonably well centered, a crease and corner wear keep
this at a 2.

315   175 Joe Benz SGC 5 .............. 125
Elusive card in condition, offered is a colorful 5. Centered 
to the left border, this has reasonably clean surfaces, a 
terrific image and mild corner wear.

316   176 Hippo Vaughn SGC A ................ 50
Sharp card has four square corners and excellent centering, 
we do not know why it received an A grade, it  could be 
trimmed or cut short.
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317  1916 Fleischmann Bakery  Casey Stengel
     SGC 1.5 ..................... 1000
One of the very best Casey Stengel cards, this is the first one 
that we have seen or handled. Simply a tremendous card as 
it has the tab, these hardly ever come to market. Casey is 
pictured as part of the 1916 Brooklyn Dodgers. The image of 
a so young Stengel looks good. The card has various minor 
to moderate flaws that combine to cause the 1.5 grade (some 
creasing, wear at the bottom border, some back wear etc.) 
but nonetheless the card retains a solid image and good eye 
appeal. The borders are white, the corners show moderate 
wear in the VG range.

318  1917 Felix Mendelsohn  Carey, Max  PSA 4 ...... 250
Very elusive card of this HOFer, these hardly ever come to 
market. Great image, this is a terrific card to hold in hand 
as the larger size is a real enhancement. Clean with slight 
corner wear, there is only mild wear, this presents quite well 
for a 4.

319  1917 Felix Mendelsohn  Holke, Walter  PSA 5 .. 175
A great card for a very advanced type-card collector, this 
issue is very hard to find in 5 holders. Crisp and clean, the 
image looks great, the card has only slight wear.

320  1917 Felix Mendelsohn  Veach, Bobby  PSA 3 .. 125
Great looking image, the larger size is such an enhance-
ment for these cards. The clarity is perfect, the front has no 
visible creases and looks to be quite clean. The blank back 
also appears to be clean, perhaps a minute corner crease or 
something along those lines led to the 3 grade.

321  1921 Exhibit   Ty Cobb   SGC 3 .............. 900
Classic Ty Cobb exhibit card, this is a very desirable card 
from the first exhibit set. Well centered with a clean image, 
the blank back is quite clean. The corners show very light 
wear for the grade, the top border has slight toning. There is 
just a very minute surface crease, the surfaces are quite clean 
overall. This is a very, very fine card for the grade.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
on Wednesday January 30.
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322  1921 Exhibit  Rogers Hornsby SGC 3 .............. 450
Desirable earlier Rogers Hornsby card, this is well centered 
with hardly any creasing. The image looks good, the blank 
back is clean. The corner wear is mild and consistent, the 
card has slight surface snow and minute edge wear, the 
grade is a bit conservative to our eyes. This is a very solid 
looking card that is much more like a 4 than a 3.

323  1921 Exhibit  Walter Johnson SGC 4 .............. 463
Neat card, the larger size affords a terrific full view of Walter 
Johnson’s unique pitching stance. Solid card, the corners 
come to points, there are no visible creases, the blank back 
is clean. Slightly toned at the lower right corner, this might 
have led to the 4 grade. The card displays extremely well.

324  1922 Eastern Exhibit   Ty Cobb PSA 3 ............... 500
Very elusive and desirable 1920s Ty Cobb Exhibit card, we 
hardly see these anymore. Offered is a bright and attractive 
3, with a fine image, good eye appeal and a clean back. The 
card has one crease and consistent corner wear, it is a per-
fectly acceptable 3.

325  1922 W573   Babe Ruth   PSA 1 ............... 200
A very elusive Babe Ruth card, a one is almost high grade 
for these given the fragile stock! Rarely offered for sale, the 
offered card has a perfect image of a circa 1920 Babe Ruth 
in Yankee pinstripes. Extensive wear at the top border and 
some wear on the back led to the 1 grade. The card has excel-
lent eye appeal and is something that you just never see. We 
are going to start this one super low to make things interest-
ing, happy bidding!

326  1922 William Patterson 
  42 Rabbit Maranville   SGC 5 .............. 375
Really tough card, when was the last time that you saw one 
of these? Presented in a really nice Ex 5 grade, the card is 
well centered with solid white borders and a very clean look 
and feel. With an unusual image not found on other cards, 
the blank back is clean. The corners show only very slight 
wear, this is awfully fine for the grade.53
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327  1923 Maple Crispette 22   Ty Cobb     SGC 3 .......... 750
Very tough 1920s Ty Cobb card, these hardly ever come to 
market. A charming smaller size black and white issue, this 
has excellent centering and a perfectly clear image. The cor-
ners show mild and consistent wear, the borders are clean. 
The back has some very minute surface creases, and is clean 
as well. We have not seen one of these in years, good card.

328  1925 Exhibit    Ty Cobb   SGC 4 .............. 800
Difficult and desirable Ty Cobb card from one of the great 
Exhibit sets, these do not come to market very often. The 
offered lot does not have any visible creases and the back is 
clean. The image looks good, a fair amount of corner wear is 
the only distraction here.

329  1926 Postcard Back Exhibit
  Lou Gehrig (batting) PSA 1 mk ........................ 500
Scarce and desirable early Lou Gehrig card, this has multi-
ple creases and a minute scrape by the left border. A received 
stamp(s) on the back led to the qualifier, the card does 
however retain its original color. The large format image of 
Gehrig batting still diplays well, no doubt this will be a very 
popular lot despite the condition issues.

330  1928 Fro Joy Candy
  6 Babe Ruth  Beckett 5 ..................... 700
Scarce issue, these are almost always fake. Offered is a clean 
slabbed 5, with good centering, clean surfaces and corners 
that come to points. The card looks much more like a 6 than 
a 5.
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331  1928 George Ruth Candy Company
  1 Babe Ruth   SGC 1 .............. 500
Very scarce and desirable 1920s Babe Ruth issue, these are 
usually fake. Attractive oversize issue, there is little to no 
creasing. The back is clean, staining keeps this at a 1. This is 
great for an advanced type-card or Babe Ruth collector.

332  1929 R316 Kashin  Babe Ruth SGC 2.5 ........... 500
Very sharp looking card, this has four terrific corners. We 
cannot see any creases, there is minute wear in one spot by 
the lower right corner. Cut almost completely to the bottom 
border, the surfaces and image otherwise look great.

333  1930 W554   Babe Ruth   SGC 2 .............. 625
Extremely attractive oversize Ruth item, the larger size af-
fords for such a great image. Quite clean overall, we cannot 
see any creases, the corners are not bad at all, the surfaces 
are clean. W554 is written neatly on the blank back by the 
upper left corner, this appears to be the only real flaw here. 
Good card.

334  1931 W517 4 Babe Ruth Throwing   PSA 3 ........... 750
Tough grade, this is a very clean card. Nicely cut with wide 
borders, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under 
magnification. The back looks great, the surfaces appear 
to be perfectly clean. Interesting card as it has an image of 
Ruth not used on anything else, this is much more like a 5 
than a 3, solid card.

335  1931 W517 20 Babe Ruth Portrait   PSA 4 .......... 1000
A fine and unique image of Babe Ruth during the Great De-
pression, this is a tough card. The image clarity is excellent, 
it is a lovely sepia tone. Reasonably well cut, the corners and 
edges are not bad at all. The back is clean, the front looks 
good, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under 
magnification.

336  1931 W517 35 Lou Gehrig       PSA 3.5 .................. 750
One of the great Lou Gehrig cards, this has an absolutely 
wonderful image of a smiling Gehrig. Vey nicely cut with 
wide borders, the back is clean, as are the surfaces. The cor-
ners show light and consistent wear, there is a tiny surface 
wrinkle by the upper left corner. Conservatively graded, this 
is a fine looking card.



337  1933 DeLong 7  Lou Gehrig PSA 1 ............... 875
Classic and beloved Lou Gehrig card, these are always super 
popular. Freshly graded, offered is an honest PSA 1. Well 
centered with good color, the cards has lots of creasing. The 
back has no paper loss or obvious damage, the image still 
displays well, there are no technical flaws. The lower grade 
will put this within the price range of a broad group of 
collectors.

338  1933 George C Miller  Earl Averill   PSA 2.5 ........ 100
A revered 1930s issue, these are always prized by collectors. 
Offered is a 1930s Cleveland Indians HOFer, presented in 
an attractive 2.5 grade. Nice image, this is reasonably well 
centered with good color, a very clean reverse and solid sur-
faces. There is just one visible back crease, consistent corner 
wear keeps this at a 2.5.

1933 Goudeys

339   92 Lou Gehrig PSA 1 ............... 400
Classic Lou Gehrig card, the lower grade will put this 
within the price range of many collectors. Reasonably well 
centered, a fair amount of geeneral wear led to the 1 grade. 
Rough but not ugly, the back is not bad at all overall, the 
corners have extensive wear.

340   92 Lou Gehrig PSA 2.5 .......... 1100
Classic Lou Gehrig card, these are always so popular. Nicely 
centered with rich color, the back is clean. We cannot see 
any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The card 
has natural edge wear on the right border and slight surface 
wear by the right edge in one spot. The image is perfectly 
registered and vibrant, the color is excellent, the card has 
strong eye appeal, particularly for the grade.
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1933 Goudeys

341   119 Rogers Hornsby SGC 5 .............. 475
Classic Rogers Hornsby card, this is one of the keys to the 
set. Often found with terrible centering or other condi-
tion issues, these are very difficult to find in 5 holders. The 
offered card has beautiful color, a flawless image and clean 
surfaces. This is a real keeper!

342   144 Babe Ruth PSA 1 mk ......... 500
Classic Babe Ruth card, the low grade will make this 
affordable to many collectors. The offered card retains a 
nice image and its original color, but it earns its one grade 
with corner wear, surface wear and creasing. Not ugly at all 
despite the grade, a fountain pen owner name on the back 
right of the card led to the qualifier.

343   158 Moe Berg PSA 6 ............... 125
Everyone’s favorite spy, these are always super popular. 
Usually found in the VG range, this is the first 6 that we have 
seen or handled in years. Reasonably well centered, this has 
four sharp corners, pristine surfaces and great color.

344   181 Babe Ruth PSA 1 ............... 600
Classic Babe Ruth card, the low grade will make this afford-
able to many collectors. Reasonably well centered, the color 
is faded. The image is otherwise nice, the front has some 
creasing but is not bad at all. The back has some paper loss, 
hence the grade. You can do far, far worse than this card for 
a 1933 Goudey Ruth PSA 1!

345   194 Earl Averill SGC 6 .............. 100
One of the most attractive high number 1933 Goudeys, the 
image is just terrific. Remarkably well centered, the corners 
come to points, the surfaces are clean, this is a terrific 6.
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346 1933 R306 Butter Cream
  Earl Averill SGC 4 .............. 100
Extremely scarce 1930s issue, HOFers are always especially 
desirable. This is a very condition sensitive issue, a 4 is a 
high grade for this set. A very well preserved card, the image 
is perfect, the surfaces are clean, the edges are crisp, the cor-
ners come to points. A slight back crease and some minor 
general wear led to the 4 grade, this is a very solid card for 
the grade.

347   1933   R308 Tattoo Orbit
  180 Earl Averill PSA 7 ............... 100
Extremely scarce 1930s issue, these hardly ever come to mar-
ket. The condition here is also extraordinary, how often do 
you see a HOFer from this set in a 7 holder? Crisp and clean, 
the image looks great, the white background is vibrant, the 
edges are sharp and crisp. This is perfect for a really high-
end type-card collection.

349  1933 Uncle Jacks Candy
 Earl Averill SGC 2 .............. 150
Very tough card of this Indians HOFer, this example has 
excellent centering, good color and a fine image. The back is 
clean, the corners are not bad at all. SGC graded this a very 
conservative 2 based on some very light corner creasing. 
Nice card.

348  1933 Sport King 2 Babe Ruth PSA 1 mk .. 500
Classic Babe Ruth card, this one is great as it will appeal 
to a wider audience of bidders due to the lower cost. Well 
centered with rich color and a flawless image, this is very 
nice for the grade. The back has no paper loss, we cannot 
see the reason for the qualifier, perhaps pencil was erased. 
Well centered, the corners show consistent wear, creasing is 
present, there is one nick in the right border. Overall, this is 
an awfully colorful and attractive card for the grade.

350  1933 Worch Cigar  Earl Averill PSA 3 ........ 100
Extremely attractive oversize issue, I love the images on 
these. A bright and clean 3, the photo is perfect, corner wear 
and a slight back crease led to the 3 grade.

351  1933 World Wide Gum
  93 Babe Ruth   PSA 1 ............... 500
Elusive Goudey Ruth card, we hardly ever see these any-
more. Offered is an honest one, it is well centered and has a 
respectable image. The color is not bad at all, but this card 
fully earns its one grade with corner wear and creasing. The 
back has no paper loss, which is always nice.

352  1934 Batter Up 57 Hank Greenberg    PSA 4 ...... 100
A pricey card in today’s market, these have never been easy 
to find above VG. Offered is a sharp looking 4. Well centered 
with no creasing, the color is good, the surfaces are clean. 
The corner wear is very mild, this displays awfully well for 
the grade.

353  1934 Batter Up 154  Johnny Murphy RC   
       PSA 7 ............... 100
Good card, this is a high number Rookie Card of the very 
interesting Johnny Murphy. Sharp and clean, this has a per-
fect image, solid corners and good centering.
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357  1934 Goudey  61 Lou Gehrig PSA 4 ............... 800
One of the great Lou Gehrig gum cards, this is an elusive 
and always desirable card. Offered is a particular colorful, 
attractive and fine looking PSA 4 exemplar. Well centered 
with perhaps the best image that we have seen on one of 
these in years, this is a card that stands out in a crowd. 
There is just one minute corner crease at the upper left. The 
corners come to points, the back is particularly bright and 
clean. It would be extremely difficult to find a nicer example 
of this card in a 4 holder.

358  1935 Goudey
  Ruth/Brandt/Maranville/McManus PSA 5 ........ 500
Babe Ruth’s last card as a player, these usually have ma-
jor condition issues. A 5 is very good grade for this card. 
This card offers rich color, excellent image quality and fine 
images. Reasonably well centered, the borders are clean, 
the corners show only light and consistent wear. The back 
is clean, this is number 3A for those doing the full puzzle 
combinations.
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354  1934 Diamond Stars 66  Medwick   PSA 6 ........ 50
Popular player and card, this has good color and four solid 
corners. Pleasing 6, this has quality centering.

355  1934 Four-In-One Exhibits  
 Ruth/Gehrig/Dickey/Gomez PSA 1 mk ......... 300
Great card, all four players are HOFers! A very uncommon 
card, collectors never like to let one of these go! The images 
look great, creasing by the bottom border, slight wear on 
Gehrig’s image and some back wear keep this at the 1 mk 
grade.

356  1934 Goudey  61 Lou Gehrig PSA Authentic 300
Well centered with good color, the front actually has a really 
nice image. There is some creasing, the front displays in 
the 2 range. The back has extensive paper loss, hence the 
Authentic grade.

359  1935 Wheaties Series One
  Lou Gehrig              SGC Authentic .......... 250
The first and best Lou Gehrig Wheaties card, these are 
almost impossibly undervalued relative to his Goudey card. 
Full size with some of the bottom advertising, the color is 
terrific, the image is superb. There is one crease or closed 
tear on the left border on the front, the back has some stain-
ing and minute creasing. Slabbed SGC Authentic, this looks 
great despite the typical condition issues.

360  1936 R314 Wide Pen Sepia
  Joe DiMaggio                      Beckett 3.5 .......... 375
Great looking card, this has a wonderful large image of a 
so young DiMaggio smiling in sepia tone. Bright and clean, 
this is well centered with clean borders and a spotless blank 
back. The corners are in the Ex range, some truly tiny sur-
face wrinkles by the bottom border keep this at an awfully 
well presented VG Plus grade.

361  1937 OPC  103 Earl Averill PSA 5 ............... 150
Very tough card of this Indians HOFer, I cannot remember 
the last time that we saw one of these. Crisp and clean, the 
corners come to points, the surfaces are clean. Well centered 
with a  solid die-cut, the image is strong, the back looks 
good, you cannot ask more than this out of a 5.

362  1939 Play Ball 26 Joe DiMaggio PSA 4 ........ 600
Classic early Joe DiMaggio card, the offered card has an 
outstanding quality image. Beautifully centered, the corners 
show only light wear, they are about Ex overall. The borders 
are clean, the back is quite vibrant and nice. An extremely 
subtle corner line at the upper left corner that may only be 
visible under magnification keeps this at a world class 4.

363  1947 Smiths Oakland Oaks 
  1 Casey Stengel   PSA 8 ............... 125
Neat PCL card of the legendary Stengel, the condition is 
outstanding. Well centered and super sharp, these seem so 
undervalued in today’s market.
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1948 Leaf

364   13 Michaels SP SGC 3 ................ 50
Fine 3, this is well centered with rich color and no print 
issues. The corner wear is consistent, there is hardly any 
creasing and the back looks great.

365   30 Goodman SP PSA 4 ............... 100
Crisp and awfully nice for a 4, this has four solid square cor-
ners. Well centered with a terrific image, the grade is hard 
to follow here.

366   38 Kluszewski RC PSA 5 ................. 50
Popular card, this is well centered with four square corners. 
Very conservatively graded, this is awfully nice for a 5.

367   48 Schmitz SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Beautifully centered with rich color, the image is superb. 
A remarkable 5, the slightest wear by the upper left corner 
keeps this at a superb 5.

368   53 VanderMeer PSA 6 ................. 25
Sharp and well centered, the image is superb, this is a very 
conservative grade.

369   76 Ted Williams PSA 2 ............... 150
An exceptionally nice card for the grade, this has outstand-
ing centering and tremendous image quality. There is some 
surface wear on the left side of the card and a corner line at 
one corner on the back, the grade does seem rather harsh. 
Extremely attractive card, this winning bidder should really 
enjoy this one.

370   97 Marion RC PSA 7 ................. 25
Very sharp and colorful card, this is centered mildly to the 
lower left corner.

371   104 Stewart SP PSA 4 ................. 75
Centered to the left border, this has four sharp corners and 
excellent image quality. There is one faint print line and a 
subtle back crease, nice 4.

372   104 Stewart SP PSA 5.5 ............ 125
Crisp and quite clean, the corners are strong. The image and 
color are good, this is centered to the top border.

373   106 Boudreau PSA 5 ................. 15
 
374   113 Leonard SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Beautifully centered with a terrific image, this is a really nice 
5. The borders are clean, the corners show hardly any wear.

375   121 Pesky SP PSA 4 ............... 100
Remarkably well centered, the image is gorgeous. Clean 
card, a subtle back crease keeps this at an awfully nice 4.

376   131 Sid Gordon SP PSA 6 ............... 150
Very nicely centered with square corners, the image is 
strong. Solid 6, the borders exhibit very subtle toning.

377   146 Reiser SP PSA 8 oc .......... 125
One of my favorite cards in the set, the image and color are 
superb. Super sharp card, centering to the lower left corner 
led to the qualifier.

378   149 Majeski SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Very sharp card, the image looks great. Centered to the 
right border, the corners are terrific.

379   158 Breechen SP PSA 7 ............... 200
A tough card in this quality, the color and imagery are ter-
rific. The corners are quite sharp, this is centered mildly to 
the bottom border. Who wants to upgrade?

380   161 Stephens SP PSA 5.5 ............ 100
Beautiful image, great color, nicely centered. Conservatively 
graded, the card has four solid corners, this is a real keeper!
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381  1948 Swell Sport Thrills 
 3  Jackie Robinson PSA 2.5 ............ 400
Extremely desirable very early Jackie card, these sell for 
big prices. Offered is a really nice 2.5. Well centered with 
four square corners, the image looks great. The surfaces are 
clean, some very fine creasing keeps this at a 2.5.

382 1948 Swell Sport Thrills
 14 Lou Gehrig PSA 7 ............... 400
Gorgeous card, this is well centered with four super sharp 
corners. The classic image of Gehrig is superb, the surfaces 
are pristine. This is a truly world class 7, it is not clear why it 
did not grade at least an 8, the winning bidder should really 
enjoy this cardboard treasure.

1949 Bowman

383   24 Stan Musial SGC 7 .............. 300
Terrific 7, this is well centered with great color and image 
quality. The corners are all sharp, the borders are clean, 
it would be very hard to find a nicer 7.

384   29 Kiner PSA 7 ............... 104
Reasonably well centered with four very sharp corners, t
his has great color. Fine 7.

385   50 Jackie Robinson PSA 1 mk ......... 500
Classic card, this is not bad at all. The offered lot has out-
standing color, great centering and a superb image. Some 
creasing is present, the corner wear is typical for the grade. 
The qualifier is due to an APR 2 1949 stamp on the back, we 
are not sure of it’s significance, it could potentially be some-
thing interesting or exciting!

386   100 Hodges RC Beckett 7.5 ....... 250
A key to this great set, Gil finally got into the HOF this year, 
a real injustice. Always a popular card, this one has terrific 
centering. The color is good, the corners are all strong, the 
back is perfectly clean.
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1949 Bowman

387   194 Branca RC PSA 8 ................. 90
Popular Brooklyn Dodger pitcher and high number, the 
card has good color. The corners are sharp, it is centered 
slightly to the right border.

388   233 Doby RC PSA 6 ............... 300
Very desirable card of late, these are never easy to find in 
nice condition. Sharp high number, the corners are terrific, 
mild centering to the right border likely kept this at a 6. 
Solid card, these have been very hot in recent years.

389  1950 Bowman 46 Yogi Berra PSA 7 ..... 600
A very tough card in condition, these are usually hammered 
when they come to market. Remarkably well centered, this 
has bright white borders and terrific color. The corners show 
only very light wear, this will be a major upgrade for almost 
all of you.

390  1950 Bowman 112 Gil Hodges PSA 7 ....... 50
Only his second-year card, this has four sharp corners and 
great color. Centered slightly to the top border, this looks 
to be a very solid 7 to our eyes.

391  1951 Bowman 50 Mize PSA 8 ................. 70
Terrific 8, this has excellent centering and bright white
borders. Sharp and fine, this is a classic 8 to our eyes.

392  1952 Berk Ross  Yogi Berra PSA 7 ..... 110
A tough card in this quality, the condition is terrific. Very 
well centered for the issue, this has sharp corners, wide bor-
ders and a fine image.

1952 Topps

395   26 Monte Irvin (black back) PSA 7 ............... 165
Elusive 7, these often have major cutting and other condi-
tion issues. Sharp with great color, the image is superb. The 
borders are white, the corners are strong, centering to the 
upper right corner keeps this at a 7.

396   33 Spahn PSA 7 (black) .. 400
Great looking card, 1952 Topps cards are so great when they 
are sharp and fresh. Well centered with striking color and 
image quality, this is a real stunner. With four solid corners, 
this is a superb 7 to our eyes.

397   277 E Wynn PSA 6 ................. 40
Beautifully centered, the color is terrific, the corners come 
to points.

399   402 Harrist PSA 7 ............... 150
Very sharp and fine, mild centering to the top border keeps 
this from grading higher.
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393  1952 Berk Ross Mickey Mantle SGC 4.5 .. 800
Very desirable Mickey Mantle card, this has the same image 
as his 1951 Bowman Rookie Card and is always hard to find. 
Offered is a sharp and clean card, with four strong corners, 
perfectly clean surfaces and a fine image. We do not see any 
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The card is 
cut to the upper right corner as is typical, we do not see any 
other condition flaws.

394  1952 Bowman 
  101 Mickey Mantle  PSA 4 ............. 1125
A very hot card as it is only his second year card, these may 
be poised for a big price escalation. Offered is a fresh and 
fine 4, this card it notable for a truly exceptional quality im-
age and no print lines or issues. Centered to the top border, 
the surfaces are clean, the corner wear is very mild. The back 
is clean, one very fine surface wrinkle on the front that does 
not crack the paper keeps this at a really nice 4.

398   1952 Topps 312 Jackie Robinson   PSA 1 ........... 1000
A cornerstone Jackie card, these have been exploding in 
price in recent years. Offered is a typical 1, this one has lots 
of creasing. The card has good centering and retains good 
color, the back is clean, which can be hard to find on a 1. 64



400  1952 Topps Canadian (gray back)
  163 Stan Rojek PSA 5 ............... 350
Strong card, a 5 is a super high grade card for this issue. 
Reasonably well centered with light corner wear, the card 
has rich color and a fine image.

401  1953 Bowman Color
  59 Mickey Mantle PSA 4.5 (ctd) ... 900
A perfect card for the grade, this has outstanding centering. 
We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnifi-
cation. The borders look good, the image is solid, the corner 
wear is just a hair below Ex.

402  1953 Topps  1  Jackie Robinson PSA 2.5 ............ 200
Very attractive card, this has great color and a perfect image. 
Reasonably well centered with no visible creasing, wear at 
the lower right corner appears to be the only issue here.

403  1953 Topps  244   Willie Mays PSA 2 ............... 400
A classic card and an absolute key to the set, these are always 
desirable. The offered two is not bad at all, there is hard-
ly any creasing, the card has a nice image. There is a very 
minute area of surface wear on the front, the back appears 
to be fine.

404  1953 Topps  244   Willie Mays Beckett 5 ........ 1000
Classic Willie Mays card, an absolute key to this great set. 
Undervalued in this quality in our opinion, the offered card 
is notable for terrific centering. Bright and clean, the black 
borders show hardly any wear, the image of a young Mays 
looks good, the corners are not bad at all. The back has some 
very slight wax by the bottom border, this is a perfectly ac-
ceptable 5, notable again for the uncommonly high quality 
centering.

405  1953 Topps  258   Gilliam RC SGC 7 .............. 200
Elusive card, especially with sharp corners, the offered card 
is extremely sharp but is centered to the left border.

406  1954 Bowman   65  Mickey Mantle  PSA 4.5 ...... 300
One of my personal favorite Mantle cards, this clean card 
has hardly any print and no visible creases or wrinkles. With 
good color and a nice image, the borders are white, this is 
centered to the left border, the back is fine.

407  1954 Bowman  65   Mickey Mantle  PSA 6 ......... 700
One of my personal favorite Mantle cards, these are not 
easy to find in this quality. A terrific 6, this has four square 
corners, bright white borders and a fine image. There are no 
print issues, the surfaces are clean. Reasonably well cen-
tered, it would not be easy to find a nicer 6 than the offered 
card.

408  1954 Bowman  65   Mickey Mantle   PSA 6 ........ 700
Classic 1950s Bowman Mantle card, these are not easy to 
find in this quality. Sharp and clean, this has a flawless 
image with none of the usual print issues. The borders are 
white, the card has four solid corners. Centered to the left 
border, the back is perfectly clean.
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409  1954 Dormand  Mickey Mantle    PSA 8 ............ 300
Classic 1950s Mickey Mantle postcard, these are not easy to 
find in this quality. Super sharp and clean, this has beautiful 
original color and four very very corners. The photography 
on this set is absolutely top notch.

410  1954 NY Journal-American
  Willie Mays SGC 8.5 ........... 400
Fine and uncommon 1950s Willie Mays regional issue card, 
these hardly ever come around in this quality. The offered 
card has four super sharp corners, pristine surfaces and 
hardly any wear of any kind. It would be almost impossible 
to improve on the quality of the offered card.

411  1954 San Francisco Call Bulletin
  Willie Mays PSA 7 ............... 150
Super cool card, these are so undervalued in our opinion. 
Scarce, we hardly ever see these, especially in this quality. 
The offered card is a superb 7, with perfect centering, rich 
color and four sharp corners. The surfaces appear to be flaw-
less, this looks much more like an 8 than a 7 to our eyes.

1954 Topps

412   10 Jackie Robinson PSA 5 ............... 200
Freshly graded, this has vibrant color and high quality 
corners for the grade. Centered mildly to the top border, the 
image is good, there are no print issues. Often found with 
various condition issues, a 5 is a very good grade for this 
card.

413   10 Jackie Robinson SGC 5 .............. 200
Popular Jackie card, this has terrific centering. The corners 
show mild and consistent wear, the surfaces are clean, this 
is a pleasing 5.

414   17 Rizzuto PSA 9 ............... 400
Popular card, this hardly ever looks like this! Perfectly cen-
tered, this has bright white borders, gorgeous color and four 
super sharp corners. The back is perfect as well. Who wants 
to make a move on the registry or just get a Mint 1954 Topps 
HOF card?

415   20 Spahn PSA 8 ............... 100
An elusive card in an 8, this is well centered with four sharp 
corners. The card is super clean, the borders are white, this 
is perfect for a world class 54 Topps set.

416   30 Mathews PSA 7 ................. 40
Nicely centered with four very sharp corners, this is an 
awfully clean card. An 8 to many of us, the slightest wear on 
the back of the corners led to the conservative 7 grade.

417   30 Mathews PSA 7 ................. 40
Sharp and awfully nice, the grade appears to be very conser-
vative. The corners look great, even on the back. Solid card.

418   94 Banks RC PSA 6 ............... 800
Very fine 6, these are so hard to find without miscut and 
off-center qualifiers. Well centered with four square corners, 
the image looks great, the corners are solid, the edges are 
crisp and the back is very strong as well. This looks to be a 
very fine 6 overall.

419   94 Banks RC PSA 8 oc .......... 800
Razor sharp card, this is centered to the top border but not 
miscut. The card has a superb image, great color and im-
maculate surfaces. A great looking card, given the nature of 
the issue, the off-centering is not visually distracting at all.
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420   179 Aaron PSA 6 ............... 150
Sharp and clean, this is only Aaron’s second card. The color 
is strong, the brown borders look good. Centered to the top 
border, a flick of wear at the lower left corner is present, 
nice card.

421   184 Willie Mays PSA 6 ............... 250
Classic Willie Mays card, these seem like such great buys in 
this quality in today’s market. Offered is a very high-end 6, 
notable for crisp corners, rich brown borders and good 
centering. There is only the slightest wear, the color is 
superb, this is much more like a 7 than a 6.

422   202 Mantle PSA 5 ............... 680
Classic 1950s Mantle card, this has a perfectly clean image 
and clean brown borders. Very well centered, a flick of wear 
at the lower left corner keeps this at a very pleasing 5. 
Nice card.

423  1 Cent Wax Pack GAI 9 ............... 375
Great piece, this is a Mint 1955 Bowman baseball pack. 
Sealed of course, this is likely from the famous find. The 
edges are perfect, the pack has brilliant color and that signa-
ture Mint look and feel, this is in amazing condition.

1955 Topps

424   22 Skowron PSA 8 ................. 50
Somewhat elusive 8, this has great color. Sharp and reason-
ably well centered, solid card.

425   50 Jackie Robinson PSA 5.5 ............ 100
Classic Jackie card, this is a gorgeous 5.5. Well centered 
with crisp corners, the color and image quality are superb. 
Terrific card.

426   123 Koufax RC SGC 5 .............. 800
Very attractive and colorful Koufax Rookie, this has great 
color and no print issues. Centered slightly to the left bor-
der, the image could not be any nicer. The borders are white, 
the corner wear is very light, this card is an impressive 5 
overall to our eyes.

427   164 Clemente RC PSA 3 ............... 500
Colorful and attractive 3, there is only the most minute of 
surface wrinkles on the bottom of the back. Centered to the 
bottom border, the corners show mild and consistent wear. 
The back is clean, this is a nice 3.

428   194 Mays  PSA 6 ............... 660
A key to the set, this high number usually comes around in 
very rough condition. Offered is a very solid 6, notable for 
rich color and square corners. Reasonably well centered, this 
will be a major upgrade for almost all of you.
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1956 Topps

429   30 Jackie Robinson PSA 5 ............... 150
His last card, this is a classic card. With a white back, the 
offered card has a nice image. The corners all come to solid 
points, centering to the left border keeps this at a 5.

430   30 Jackie Robinson SGC 6 .............. 300
Jackie’s last card, these are always so popular. Offered is a 
very colorful and clean SGC 6 exemplar. Well centered, this 
has a flawless image, perfect color and clean white borders. 
The corners come to points, this is a quality 6.

431   30 Jackie Robinson (wb) PSA 7 ............... 400
Jackie’s last card, these are always so popular. Offered is a 
fresh and sharp 7, this has four square corners, bright white 
borders and a flawless image. The white back is clean, this is 
centered slightly to the lower right corner, solid 7.

432   31 Aaron SGC 6 (wb) ...... 300
Crisp and clean, the corners come to points, the borders are 
white, this is a very nice card. Centered slightly to the right 
border, the image looks great, as does the back, it is quite 
nice overall.

433   79 Koufax   PSA 6 (white back) ...................... 220
Sharp card, this has four solid corners. Bright and clean, the 
borders are quite clean, centering to the left border keeps 
this from grading higher.

434   101 Roy Campanella Beckett 8 .......... 150
Popular card, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

435   130 Mays PSA 5 ............... 300
Very clean 5, this has clean white borders, rich color and 
only slight corner wear. Centered slightly to the left border, 
this is perfect for so many sets out there!

436   135 Mantle (white back) PSA 3 ............... 200
Super popular Mantle card, these always seem to appreciate! 
Offered is a crease-free 3 with terrific color. The card has a 
fair amount of corner wear at the upper right corner and is 
centered very heavily to the bottom border. The borders are 
white, the scarce white back is quite clean. White back 1956 
Mantles are so hard to find these days!

437   135 Mantle SGC 5 .............. 500
Classic 1950s Topps Mantle card, these are always so pop-
ular among collectors. Offered is a rather crisp and sharp 
SGC 5, notable for square corners, good color and clean 
white borders. Centered slightly to the top border, this looks 
much more like a 6 than a 5.

438   135 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 800
Classic 1950s Topps Mantle card, these are always so popu-
lar among collectors. Offered is a crisp and sharp looking 6. 
This card has four square corners, clean white borders and 
a perfect image. The back is clean, the card displays very 
well for the grade. Centered slightly to the right border, this 
is a great card to add to any nice 1956 Topps set or Mantle 
collection.



1956 Topps

439   150 Snider PSA 7.5 ............ 110
Very popular card, this has outstanding centering and four 
sharp corners. Fresh and fine, this looks awfully nice for the 
grade.

440   225 McDougald PSA 8 ................. 40
Sharp and well centered, nice 8.

441   288 Cerv PSA 8 ................. 30
Elusive card, it is always nice to find these in 8 holders.

1957 Topps

442   7 Aparicio PSA 8 ................. 20
Sharp and well centered, strong card.

443   24 Mazeroski RC PSA 8 ................. 50
Popular player, this one is nice as it has excellent centering. 
The borders are white, the corners are sharp, this is a fine 8.

444   55 Banks PSA 8 ............... 100
A key to a quality set, these are so hard to find with quality 
centering. The offered card is centered just about perfectly 
left to right, and mildly to the top border. The color is good, 
the image is solid, the borders are white. The corners are all 
sharp, this will be an upgrade for almost all of you.

1958 Topps

445   5 Mays SGC 6 ................ 75
Crisp and clean, this has four square corners and a quality 
image. Centered slightly to the top border, nice 6.

446   47 Maris RC PSA 7 ............... 150
Classic Rookie Card, it is always nice to find these in 7 
holders. A fine looking card, this has four solid corners, 
rich color and bright white borders. The image looks great, 
slight centering to the bottom border keeps this at a rather 
pleasing 7.

447   52 Clemente SGC 6 ................ 60
Sharp card has four solid corners, white borders and very 
clean surfaces. Solid 6, this is due to mild centering to the 
right border.

448   150 Mantle PSA 7 ............... 300
The key to this widely collected set, it is always nice to find 
these in 7 holders. Sharp and clean, the corners look great. 
The image, color and surfaces are strong, mild centering to 
the right border keeps this at a 7.

449   343 Cepeda RC PSA 6 ................. 40
Popular card, this is a nice 6, Well centered overall with 
crisp corners, the color is terrific. The borders are white, 
there are no print issues. Solid card.

450   418 Mantle/Aaron PSA 7 ............... 150
Great card, this is one of my personal favorites. Sharp and 
clean, the grade looks to be conservative. The offered card 
has outstanding centering, fine imagery and rich color. The 
corners are very strong, it would be almost impossible to 
find a nicer 7 than the offered card.

451  1959 Oklahoma Today Major Leaguers
  Mickey Mantle PSA 6 ............... 500
Very unusual Mickey Mantle card from his home state, these 
hardly ever come to market. The offered card has perfect 
color and clean surfaces; reasonably well cut and sharp, 
perhaps a slightly better cut might bring this up to an 7 or 8, 
but it displays quite well as offered.
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452  1959 Topps  1  Frick PSA 8 ............... 104
Elusive 8, these usually have centering problems. Offered is  
a fresh and fine 8, with terrific centering, four sharp corners 
and clean white borders. This will improve almost any set in 
the hobby.

453  1959 Topps  10   Mantle PSA 5 ............... 150
Solid 5, the corners come to points with slight wear. Cen-
tered mildly to the upper right corner, this card has rich 
color and a fine image. This is a perfect card for so many 
1959 Topps sets.

454  1960 Armour Coin  Willie Mays   PSA 9 .............. 50
Fun Mint Mays coin, this has perfect orange color and looks 
terrific.

455  1960 Topps  148 Yaz RC SGC 6.5 ......... 100
Sharp card, this has excellent centering and four strong cor-
ners. The card has slight print marks, this likely kept it from 
gradng higher.

456  1960 Topps 316 McCovey RC PSA 6 ............ 100
Beautifully centered, which is so unusual for this card. The 
corners come to points, the borders look great, the color is 
strong, the corners all come to solid points.

457  1960 Topps 350 Mantle PSA 5 ............ 125
Very popular and elusive Mantle, this is a nice card. Bright 
and clean, the image is strong, the borders are white, the 
surfaces are clean. Centered to the right border, this is a 
quality 5.

458  1961 Fleer 75 Babe Ruth PSA 8 .............. 75
The key to this popular set, these are elusive in 8s. Well cen-
tered and quite sharp, this looks great.

459  1961 Topps 300 Mantle PSA 6 ............ 100
Remarkably well centered, this has great color and a superb 
image. The corners come to points, showing only the slight-
est bits of wear at the time. The borders are bright white, 
this is a very conservative and extremely attractive 6.

460  1961 Topps 475 Mantle MVP PSA 7 ............ 100
Classic Mantle card, this is an extremely popular piece. 
Often rejected by PSA for cutting issues, 7s are especially 
desirable. Sharp card has terrific corners and great color, 
centering to the upper right corner keeps this at a 7.

461  1962 Kahns 21 Jay PSA 8 .............. 25
 
462  1962 Topps 10 Clemente PSA 8 ............ 100
Popular Clemente card, these often have major condition 
issues. Very sharp card, the brown borders look great, 
the corners are terrific. Centered slightly to the right border, 
the image is quite nice.

463  1962 Topps 387 Lou Brock RC PSA 7 ............ 100
Very condition sensitive card, these are not easy to find in 
7 holders. Sharp and clean, this is centered slightly to the 
bottom border. The brown borders look great, nice 7.

465  1962 Topps Bucks  Willie Mays PSA 7 ............ 100
Very cool Willie Mays insert card, this looks terrific. Very 
well centered with four sharp corners, these are so hard to 
find in this quality.

466  1963 Fleer 5 Mays PSA 9 st ......... 110
Beautiful card, this has excellent centering, a perfect image 
and sharp corners. The back appears to be clean, the stain is 
incredibly minute, something tells me this will end up in a 
straight 9 holder in the future.

467  1963 Fleer 5 Willie Mays PSA 8 ............ 238
One of my favorite cards, this has a perfect image. The white 
borders are quite clean, the corners are sharp. Centered 
slightly to the right border, the image clarity is impressive.
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1963 Topps

468   138 Mays/Musial PSA 8.5 ............ 150
Razor sharp card from a presentation set, these often have 
major centering and cutting issues. Centered a hair to the 
top, it would be almost impossible to find a sharper example 
of this popular card.

469   148 World Series Game 7 PSA 8 ................. 50
Very sharp and well centered, this came from a presentation 
set. Tough 8.

470   210 Koufax PSA 8 ............... 325
Classic Sandy K card, this is a superb 8. Freshly graded from 
a presentation set, the image and color are terrific. Well 
centered with four very sharp corners, the red borders look 
great, this is a great looking image of Sandy K almost in 
repose.

471   250 Musial PSA 8 ............... 175
Very sharp and fine card, this came from a presentation set. 
The corners and color are superb, slight centering to the 
bottom border kept this out of contention for a 9.

472   380 Banks PSA 8 ............... 104
A tough card in this quality, this came from a presentation 
set. Super sharp and clean, this is centered a hair to the left 
border and is a superb 8.

473   470 Tresh SP PSA 8 ................. 25
A key to the set, this has terrific centering and four sharp 
corners.

474   500 Killebrew SP PSA 8.5 ............ 210
Gorgeous card from a presentation set, PSA really split hairs 
with the grade here. Beautifully centered with four razor 
sharp corners, this is a superb card. Who wants to upgrade 
one of the key cards to the set?

475   537 Rose RC PSA 6.5 ............ 800
A beloved player, this is a cornerstone Rookie Card. Offered 
is a really nice 6.5, a flick of wear at the upper right cor-
ner likely kept this just shy of a 7. Notable for outstanding 
centering, the blue and white borders look great, the color 
is terrific. The corners all come to solid points, this is an 
absolutely ideal card for the grade.

476   553 Stargell RC SGC 6.5 ........... 100
Sharp card, this has four strong corners and great color. 
Centered slightly to the upper left corner, the card is quite 
crisp and clean, superb for the grade.

477   553 Stargell RC PSA 8 ............... 275
One of my favorite cards from the set, this example is freshly 
graded from a presentation set. Well centered with four very 
sharp corners, the color and images really pop here.

1964 Topps

478   125 Rose SGC 6 .............. 100
Extremely popular card, this has four sharp corners and a 
terrific image of a so young Pete Rose. Centered mildly to 
the right border, this is an awfully nice card for a 6.

479   125 Rose PSA 7 ............... 300
Super popular card, these are elusive to find in 7 holders. 
Sharp and fine, the corners all come to solid points, the 
borders and surfaces are clean.

480   360 Pepitone PSA 9 ................. 35
Mint 1964 Yankee, the condition is superb.

481   390 Cepeda PSA 8 ................. 45
An elusive card in this quality, this one is well centered 
with four sharp corners and very clean white borders.
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482  1964 Topps Stand Up
  1 Cent Wax Pack GAI 9.5 ............ 100
Very desirable sealed pack from a widely collected issue, 
how often do these come around? Graded Gem Mint 9.5 by 
Global way back when, the pack looks superb.

1965 Topps

483   3 Killebrew/Mantle LL PSA 8 ................. 55
Extremely sharp and clean, the borders are very white. The 
card has four terrific corners and great color, it is a fine 
looking 8.

484   250 Willie Mays PSA 7 ............... 150
Very popular card from Willie’s second MVP season, these 
often have major condition issues. Crisp card has hardly any 
corner wear, the borders are white, the color is excellent. 
Centered to the left border, the card displays well.

485   250 Willie Mays PSA 7.5 ............ 350
Classic 1960s Wlllie Mays card, these are very popular as it 
was Mays’s second MVP season. Often found in low grade, 
this is a superior example. Sharp card, this has only the 
slightest wear. Centered slightly to the top border, the image 
looks great, the borders are perfect white and immaculate. 
This is a very solid 7.5.

486   477 Carlton RC PSA 6 ................. 50
Sharp and clean, the corners all come to solid points, there 
is hardly any visible wear. Centered mildly to the left border, 
solid 6.

1966 Topps

487   99 Stargell/Clendenon PSA 8 ................. 20
 
488   126 Palmer RC                 PSA 8 (well ctd).......... 250
Bright and fine 8, the color is terrific. Exceptionally well 
centered with four sharp corners, the borders are perfectly 
white. We feel this is superior to most 8s that trade.

489   547 Clarke PSA 8 ................. 80
A key to the set, it is always nice to find these in 8 holders. 
Sharp and well centered, the card looks great.

1967 Topps

490   31 Brewer PSA 9 ................. 10
 
491   150 Mantle   PSA 6 ............... 125
Crisp card, this has rich color and clean white borders. The 
upper left corner has a corner line, and it is centered to the 
right border.

492   150 Mantle Beckett 7.5 ....... 260
Very sharp and fine 67 Mantle, this has quality centering. 
The borders are bright white, the color is terrific. The cor-
ners are quite sharp, this is an awfully fine card for a 7.5.

493   200 Willie Mays PSA 8 ............... 100
Another classic Willie Mays 1960s Topps card, these are 
always great to find in this quality. Super sharp card, the 
corners are superb, the color is rich and perfect. Centered 
slightly to the right border, the surfaces looks to be immacu-
late, the borders are perfectly white.

494   476 Perez PSA 9 ............... 200
Classic short-print, this is always a very popular card. A key 
to the set, this has gorgeous color and pristine white bor-
ders. The corners are super sharp, it has good centering.

495   515 Campaneris PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint 9 card of this versatile cult favorite player, the condi-
tion is immaculate.

496   565 Krause PSA 9 ................. 90
Tougher 9, the last public sale was for $350. Immaculate 
card, this has razor sharp corners and terrific centering.
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1967 Topps

497   581 Tom Seaver RC PSA 7 ............... 700
Vital and classic HOF Rookie Card, this is also the key card 
to one of the most popular Topps sets ever produced. Very 
sharp and clean, this has four strong corners, rich color and 
bright white borders. The card has no diamond cut and is 
centered to the left border. The card has a very bright and 
fresh look and feel.

498   583 Barker PSA 9 ................. 45
High number Yankee, it is always nice to find these in 
Mint 9 holders.

1968 Topps

499   50 Willie Mays PSA 7 ............... 125
Not an easy card to find in a 7, these often have condition 
issues. Sharp and quite clean, centering to the right border 
keeps this from grading higher.

500   247 Bench RC SGC 6.5 ........... 100
Sharp and quite clean, the color is terrific, the borders look 
great. Centered to the right border, the images look terrific, 
with note to rich color.

501   247 Bench RC PSA 7 ............... 200
Quite sharp and clean, the corners look great. Centered 
slightly to the right border, this looks like a very solid 7.

502   280 Mantle SGC 6.5 ........... 125
A key to the set, this example offers a perfect image and four 
square corners. The surfaces look to be super clean, mild 
centering to the left border keeps this at a 6.5.

503   280 Mantle PSA 8 ............... 600
Widely collected Mantle, these are always so popular. Sharp 
and colorful card, the corners look great, the borders are 
perfect. Centered mildly to the left border, the back is very 
clean.

504   355 Banks PSA 9 ............... 100
Perfectly centered, this has four super sharp corners. The 
color is terrific, the card looks to be immaculate.

505   480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente   PSA 9 ............. 150
Classic card, a key to the set. Notable for outstanding 
centering, this corners are all dead Mint, the surfaces are 
immaculate.

506   490 Killebrew/Mays/Mantle SGC 7.5 ........... 100
Classic card, this has four sharp corners and super clean 
surfaces. Nicely centered left to right, this is cut slightly to 
the top border. This will be an upgrade for almost all of you.

1969 Topps

511   260 R. Jackson RC SGC 6 .............. 100
Very clean 6, this is another conservative grade. Well cen-
tered with four square corners, the borders are white, the 
image is terrific. This will be perfect for so many 1969 Topps 
sets.

512   260 R. Jackson RC PSA 6 (ctd) ...... 160
Solid 6, this is about 55/45 left to right and is centered 
slightly to the bottom border. The borders are bright white, 
the color is terrific, the corners are sharp, this looks very 
nice for the grade.

513   533 Ryan PSA 8 ............... 125
Terrific 8, this is only Ryan’s second card and is always very 
popular. Well centered with four sharp corners, this has 
bright white borders and a perfect image.

514   533 Ryan PSA 8 ............... 125
One of my favorite Ryan cards, this is just so classic! Well 
centered with four sharp corners, this is an ideal 8. Not rare 
but not so easy to find, these are great cards to put in a box
for a few years and see what happens with the market
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507  1968 Topps Action All Star Stickers
  7  Mantle Center Panel (Carew, Gibson, McCovey) ....... 600
Desirable Mantle piece, these are always so popular among 
collectors. Due to slabbing of single panels, these have 
exploded in price in recent years. Well centered overall with 
hardly any wear, the colors are bright, the surfaces are clean. 
There are some very fine paper wrinkles by the folds as is 
typical, there are no obvious flaws or issues here. This is the 
absolute key to this very fun and unique 1960s Topps set.

508  1968 Topps Action All Star Stickers 
  14 Killebrew Center Panel (Seaver, Cepeda, Mazeroski)
     Ex ..................... 110
Desirable piece, these are always so cool. Well centered, 
bright and clean, the color is terrific. With several HOFers, 
it is a shame that people are cutting these up to get slabbed 
as single panels. The upper right corner has a corner line, we 
do not see any other flaws. The blank back is perfectly clean.

509  1968 Topps Plaks Checklist 
  Checklist #1 (Mantle) PSA 2 ............... 750
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these hardly ever come 
to market and are especially difficult to find with numerical 
grades. Freshly graded by us, this is an awfully nice card 
for the grade. One of the tougher 1960s Mantle Topps test 
items, the offered card has excellent color and vibrant black 
and red borders that look great. We cannot see any creases, 
the centering is not bad at all, the corners look to be in the 
Ex Plus range to our eyes. There is a tiny nick in the border 
to the right of Frank Robinson, this may well have led to the 
grade. This is an awfully nice card for the grade.

510  1968 Topps Plaks Checklist
  Checklist #2 (Aaron, Clemente, Mays, Rose)   PSA AA . 200
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these are always extremely 
desirable. Centered slightly to the right border with beau-
tiful color and vibrant black borders, this looks great. The 
corners come to points, the surfaces are clean, the color is 
superb. Very scarce and desirable issue, this is needed by 
advanced Aaron, Clemente, Mays and Rose collectors, which 
is a sizable market. Great card.
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515  1970 Topps 140 Jackson PSA 7 ......... 25
Sharp and clean, this is centered slightly to the right border.

516  1970 Topps 600 Willie Mays PSA 7 ....... 100
A key to the set, this is a very popular card. Very sharp and 
clean card, mild centering to the right border keeps this at 
a 7.

517  1971 Topps 20 Jackson PSA 7 ......... 25
Well centered with rich black borders and four sharp 
corners, this is a fine 7.

518  1973 Topps 50 Clemente PSA 8 ......... 90
His last card, these are not easy to find in 8 holders. Very 
well centered with four quite sharp corners, this looks ter-
rific.

519  1984 Fleer Update
  93 Puckett RC  PSA 8 ......... 45
Well centered and quite sharp, this is a fine looking 8.

520  1993 SP 279 Derek Jeter RC
                   Beckett 8.5 ............ 125
Very sharp and clean, the color is terrific. There is hardly 
any wear, the corners are quite sharp.

521  1993 Topps Stadium Club Murphy 
  117 Derek Jeter RC  PSA 9 ......... 45
Fun Jeter Rookie, the color and image are perfect.

522  1994 Topps 158 Derek Jeter RC  PSA 10 ...... 25
 
523  2012 Bowman Chrome Draft Refractor
               10    Bryce Harper RC (171/300) Beckett 8.5 . 75
Uncommon numbered Bryce Harper RC, this is razor 
sharp and super clean.

524  2013 Panini Prizm Perennial Draft Picks Silver
  97 Mookie Betts                 Beckett 9/10 ........ 150
Mint 9 Mookie Betts Rookie card, the autograph is graded 
a 10. Top current player, these are always desirable.

525  2013 Panini Prizm Perennial Prospect Signatures
 97 Mookie Betts Blue Prizm 75/75 SGC 8 ....... 250
 
526  2014 Bowman Chrome
  109 Mookie Betts  PSA 10 ....... 95
Gem Mint Mookie Betts Rookie, top player, these are 
always desirable.

527  2014 Bowman Prospects
  109 Mookie Betts  PSA 9 ......... 20
 
528  2017 Topps Definitive Bat Card
 Hank Aaron Signed Bat Card (8/15) Nm-Mt ..... 175
 
529  2019 Leaf Ultimate Rookie Sensation
  Julio Rodriguez  PSA 9, 10 .. 125
One of the very top players in baseball right now, this 
should be a good card.

Sets and Lots

530  1887 N162 Goodwin Champions
  Lot of 10 different non-baseball players  ............ 100
Low grade lot due to typical back issues, the fronts tend
 to be nice. Great set, it is very unusual to find this many in 
one lot. We will have front and back scans of everything 
on our website.

531  1893 N526 Talk Diamond
  Lot of 8 different  Good ........ 175
Extremely attractive 19th century issue, these look great. 
The fronts are clean, the backs have typical but not
terrible damage.
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532  1906 W601 AL Stars w/many HOFers ........... 225
Great W601 piece, this is full size with the original full bor-
ders and binding holes on the left edge. Something you just 
never see, this has five HOFers: Lajoie, Mack, Jimmy Collins, 
Ban Johnson and Griffith. The condition is a very clean VG 
overall with just slight edge wear, the images are flawless, 
this displays very well.

533  1906 W601 NL Stars w/many HOFers ........... 225
Great W601 piece, this is full size with the original full 
borders and binding holes on the left edge. Something you 
just never see, this has five HOFers: McGraw, Chance, Duffy, 
Hanlon and Clarke. The condition is a very clean VG overall 
with just slight edge wear, the images are flawless, this dis-
plays very well.

534  1911 S74 Silk White 
  Lot of 21 different w/3 HOFers  ................. 375
Very mixed grade lot, we will have front and back scans of 
everything on our website. These have totally dried up in re-
cent years, the HOFers are Clarke, Marquard and McGraw.

535  1911 T205  Collection of 34 different   VG ....... 300
Pleasing, colorful and attractive lot of T205 commons. We 
will have have front and back scans of everything on our 
website. Ungraded tobacco lots like this are always extreme-
ly popular in our auctions.

536  1912 T207 Lot of 49 different VG ............ 625
A very nice lot for the grade, the condition varies only 
slightly. About 1/4 of this very difficult set in one shot, this 
is something that you hardly ever see. The backs are clean, 
creasing is very minimal overall, this lot is ideal for the 
grade in our opinion.

537  1913 National Game 
 Near-Set with 18 HOFers (44 different) Ex ............. 500
Loaded lot, these have a big value as singles. Slightly mixed 
mid-grade lot (some are VG), the keys ranged from 5 to 7 
that we submitted. There are no less than eighteen HOFers 
here (17 single cards plus Cobb sliding). These are the key 
cards in the lot: Home Run Baker, Chief Bender, Roger Bres-
nahan, Frank Chance, Fred Clarke, Sam Crawford, Johnny 
Evers, Clark Griffith MG, Miller Huggins, Hugh Jennings 
MG, Nap Lajoie, Connie Mack MG, Rube Marquard, John 
McGraw MG, Tris Speaker, Joe Tinker, Ed Walsh, Joe Wood, 
Runner Sliding, Umpire Behind (Ty Cobb).
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538  1947-66 Exhibits 
    Full Uncut Sheet w/Aaron, Clemente and Mays .......... 375
A terrific and rare offering, this is a full size 32-card 1947-
1966 Exhibit uncut sheet. Panels come to market, full sheets 
hardly ever surface. This displays well with some condition 
issues. Clean overall, this is a very substantial item as there 
an amazing 14 HOFers of the 32 cards! This will look amaz-
ing in the right frame.

539  1949 Bowman
  198 different w/75 high numbers VG ............ 500
A binder of 1949 Bowmans, this is a good lot as it has so 
many high numbers. An honest lower grade lot, these 
mainly range from Good to VG-Ex/Ex, averaging about VG 
overall to our eyes. An excellent value lot, some better cards 
are included in the lot: 1 Bickford RC, 5 Sauer, 6 Cavaretta, 
9 Fain, 11 Boudreau, 18 B Thomson, 19 B Brown RC, 32 
Yost RC, 47 Sain, 58 B Elliott, 65 Slaughter, 69 Henrich, 85.1 
Mize NNOF, 86 Pesky, 111 Schoendienst, 114 Reynolds, 
124.1 Murtaugh RC Script, 197 Lindell, 208 Keller, 208 
Trout, 219 Trucks RC and 240 Young.

540  1950 Bowman   Complete Set VG ............ 600
Classic Bowman set, this one is anchored by a Beckett 3 of 
the key Jackie Robinson card. The condition is fairly typical, 
some of the low numbers are really rough, the main series 
cards are a grade or more higher. We feel the set averages 
VG overall with variance in both directions. The set could 
benefit from some TLC but still represents an excellent 
value as offered. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Mel 
Parnell RC Fair-Good, 6 Bob Feller Fair-Good, 11 Phil 
Rizzuto VG, 19 Warren Spahn Good, 21 Pee Wee Reese VG, 
22 Jackie Robinson Beckett 3, 23 Newcombe RC GVG, 32 
Robin Roberts Fair, 33 Ralph Kiner Fair, 35 Enos Slaugh-
ter GVG, 39 Larry Doby Poor, 46 Yogi Berra Good, 62 Ted 
Kluszewski VG, 75 Roy Campanella GVG, 77 Duke Snider 
GVG, 84 Richie Ashburn VG, 98 Ted Williams VG, 112 Gil 
Hodges Good, 217 Casey Stengel MG VG-Ex mk, 219 Hank 
Bauer RC GVG.

541  1951 Bowman
  Lot of 60 sharp commons NM ........... 400
Beautiful lot, these is very slight duplication. Each card is a 
Card Saver for protection, the cards are a superb Near Mint 
overall with hardly any variance. Fresh lots like this, well 
centered and sharp overall, are almost impossible to find 
outside of slabs. We did not pick anything for grading from 
the lot.
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542  1952 Fischer’s Bread  
  Complete Set (32 pcs) VG .......... 1000
Beautiful and so scarce as a set, these have great color and 
display well. The condition varies, we will have front and 
back scans of everything on our website. The stars are Ralph 
Branca, Gil Hodges, George Kell, Ted Kluszewski, Bob 
Lemon, Johnny Mize, Joe Page, Red Schoendienst and Early 
Wynn.

543  1954 Bowman  Near-Set w/many variations 
  and some keys (270 total cards) Ex+ ........... 500
Someone tried to make a master set, the cards range from 
VG to Near Mint, averaging about Ex Plus to our eyes.  A 
great value lot due to the large quantity and strong star con-
tent, these better cards come in the lot: 1 Rizzuto, 2 Jensen, 
6 N Fox, 23 Kuenn RC, 33 Raschi TR, 38 Minoso, 45 Kiner, 
50 Kell, 57 Wilhelm, 58 Reese, 62 Slaughter, 64 Mathews, 74 
Gilliam, 84 Doby, 90 Campanella, 95 Roberts, 101 Larsen 
RC, 110 Schoendienst, 122 Furillo, 129 Bauer, 132 Feller, 
138 Hodges, 141 Garagiola, 145 Martin (2 different), 154 
Newcombe, 161 Berra, 170 Snider, 177 Ford, 196 Lemon, 
224 Bruton FBC. There are fourteen PSA cards in the lot: 15 
Ashburn 3.5, 19 Shantz 5, 66 Piersall 4, 67 6 (2), 7, 67 7, 97 
McDougald 7, 140 5, 6 (2), 163 4, 6, 7 and 218 Roe 5.

544  1954 Red Heart
  Complete Set - All PSA Graded  ................. 500
Classic and beloved 1950s set, this is loaded with HOFers 
and stars. The offered set varies from 2 to 7 and is a solid 
set. An excellent value set with the many HOFers, the cards 
are as follows (all are PSA graded unless noted otherwise):  
Ashburn 5, Baumholtz 3, Bell 6 (BVG), Cox 3, Dark 4.5, 
Erskine 4, Fain 2, Fondy 7, N Fox 6, Gilliam 5, Hegan 6, 
Kell 3,  Klu 5 (SGC), Kiner 5 (BVG), Kuenn 7, Lemon 6 
(BVG), Lollar 6 (BVG), Mantle 2, Martin 4.5 (BVG), Mc-
Dougald 4 (BVG), McMillan 3, Minoso 5, Musial 4 mk, 
Pierce 6, Rosen 6 (BVG), Sauer 6, Schoendienst 4, Slaughter 
7, Snider 8 oc, Spahn 6, White 3, Yost 3 mc and Zernial 6.
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545  1954 Topps
  Clean Near-Set (180 different) Ex-Mt ....... 600
Fresh lot of 1954s, this a very crisp and clean overall lot. 
The condition varies only slightly, the cards have a super 
fresh look and feel, with some cards that could possibly slab 
7 or higher. An absolutely ideal foundation for a clean set, 
these are not easy to find this nice outside of slabs. There 
are no major stars, but some secondary stars are included: 
9 Haddix, 14 P Roe, 23 Easter, 43 Groat, 52 Power RC, 54 
Stephens, 55 Cavarretta, 59 Conley, 63 Pesky, 79 Pafko, 102 
Hodges, 119 Antonelli, 121 Labine, 137 Moon RC, 141 Jay 
RC, 156 Coleman, 169 Hughes, 170 Rhodes RC, 175 Leja, 
187 Manush CO, 200 Jansen, 202 Purkey RC, 205 Sain, 235 
Law and 248 Smith RC.

546  1955 Armour Coins 
      Complete PSA-Graded Set minus Al Rosen ............... 200
Neat little lot, these are all PSA-graded and nice. The exact 
content is as follows:  Johnny Antonelli (N.Y. Giants back) 
7, Yogi Berra 8, Del Crandall 7, Larry Doby 8, Jim Finigan 
(Quincy back)  7, Whitey Ford 7, Jim Gilliam (Bats L-R-Thin 
lips narrow gap) 7, Harvey Haddix (Narrow gap)  7, Randy 
Jackson (Infielder-back)   7, Jackie Jensen (Reb Sox)  7, Har-
vey Kuenn (Condensed letters 1954 5, Mickey Mantel (Name 
spelled wrong) 8, Donald Mueller 6, Pee Wee Reese 7, Allie 
Reynolds 7, Curt Simmons 7, Duke Snider (Decimal .341)  
7, Warren Spahn 7, Frank Thomas 7, Virgil Trucks (White 
Sox)  7, Bob Turley 9 and Mickey Vernon 7.

547  1955 Bowman  Very Near-Set (308/320)
    w/all umpires and some stars + variations VG-Ex/Ex . 440
Pleasing and consistent mid-grade lot, the cards display 
very well for the grade. The condition varies mildly in 
both directions, the cards are more than clean overall with 
some sharper cards scattered about. Very close to a set, the 
underrated high number run with the umpires provides for 
some real value as singles. These better cards come in the lot 
(again all of the umpires are included as well): 10 Rizzu-
to, 22 Campanella, 25 Minoso, 29 Schoendienst, 33 Fox, 
38 Wynn, 60 Slaughter, 68 Howard RC, 89 Boudreau, 103 
Mathews, 130 Ashburn, 158 Hodges, 171 Roberts, 
195.2 Palica Traded.

548  1955 Red Man
  Complete Set w/Mays PSA 7  ............... 1500
The last Red Man set, this extremely attractive oversize issue 
is loaded with HOFers and stars. Often found with major 
condition issues, the offered set is anchored by a Willie Mays 
PSA 7 and looks great. The overall grade is a strong Ex-Mt, 
with slight variance in both directions. We grade the key 
cards as follows: 1.2 Richie Ashburn Ex, 3.1 Whitey Ford 
VG-Ex/Ex, 3.2 Gil Hodges Ex-Mt, 4.1 Nelson Fox  Ex, 7.2 
Willie Mays PSA 7, 8.1 Bob Lemon VG-Ex/Ex, 9.1 Irv Noren 
PSA 5, 10.2 Warren Spahn Ex-Mt+, 12.2 Hoyt Wilhelm Ex, 
14.1 Early Wynn Ex-Mt+, 16.1 Yogi Berra  PSA 6 mc, 16.2 
Ted Kluszewski VG-Ex/Ex, 17.2 Pee Wee Reese PSA 7, 18.1 
Larry Doby Ex+, 18.2 Al Schoendienst Ex-Mt, 19.2 Duke 
Snider PSA 6 and 24.1 Orestes Minoso VG-Ex/Ex. 79
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549  1956 Topps Complete Set      VG-Ex/Ex ....... 1000
Classic 1950s Topps set, these are always so popular among 
collectors and dealers. Offered is a particularly well col-
lected and consistent set. Every card is in a Card Saver for 
protection, the condition is an exceedingly nice and fine 
VG-Ex to Ex overall. There are hardly any cards that are ob-
viously below VG-Ex and several cards above Ex, including 
a few of the keys. Nothing has been picked for grading as far 
as we know, this is just an ideal mid-grade 1956 Topps set. 
Bursting with value, we grade the many key cards as follows: 
1 Harridge RC VG-Ex/Ex, 5 Williams Ex, 20 Kaline VG-
Ex/Ex, 30 J Robinson VG-Ex/Ex, 31 Aaron  VG-Ex/Ex, 33 
Clemente VG+, 79 Koufax Ex, 101 Roy Campanella VG-Ex/
Ex, 110 Berra VG-Ex, 113 Rizzuto NM, 130 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 
135 Mantle PSA 3 (well ctd), 150 Snider NM, 166 Dodgers 
TC VG-Ex, 200 Feller VG+, 240 Ford VG-Ex/Ex, 251 Yan-
kees TC VG-Ex, 260 Pee Wee Reese VG+ and 292 Aparicio 
RC VG-Ex/Ex.

550  1956 Topps
  Near-Set (320/340) w/several stars VG-Ex/Ex . 600
Solid and consistent mid-grade near set, these always offer 
such an excellent value. Smartly collected, there is mild con-
dition variance in both directions. A fairly simple project 
to complete if desired, these better cards come in the lot: 
1 Harridge RC, 2 Giles RC, 8 Alston, 10 Spahn, 15 Banks, 
25 Kluszewski, 63 Craig RC, 101 Roy Campanella, 107 
Mathews, 109 Slaughter, 118 Fox, 120 Ashburn, 140 Score 
RC, 145 Hodges, 150 Snider, 165 Schoendienst, 166 Dodgers 
TC, 180 R Roberts, 181 B Martin, 187 E Wynn, 188 White 
Sox TC, 208 E Howard FTC, 213 Tigers TC, 225 McDougald, 
226 Giants TC, 235 Newcombe, 251 Yankees TC, 255 Lem-
on, 260 Pee Wee Reese, 280 Gilliam, 299 Neal, 307 Wilhelm, 
332 Larsen and 340 McDermott.

551  1957 Sohio Indians  
     Complete Set in Original 3-Card Panels NM ........... 125
Very charming item, this is the original 1957 Sohio Indians 
set. As issued, this is with the original book in uncut three-
card panels. Loaded set, this has Rookie Cards of Roger 
Maris and Rocky Colavito, with HOFers Lemon and Wynn. 
Grading has made sets like this extremely hard to find, the 
Maris Rookie looks terrific.
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552  1957 Topps  Complete Set  ............... 1200
Vital and beloved Topps set, these are supremely popular 
among collectors. Always desirable with the many classic 
star cards, these are very hot right now as one can imag-
ine. The offered set is difficult to assign a single grade to, 
about 60% of the set is Ex-Mt, Near Mint or very close, the 
balance in mainly VG-Ex with variance in both directions. 
A quality set with enormous breakdown value due to the 
many clean cards, we grade the many key cards as follows: 
1 Williams VG-Ex/Ex, 2 Berra VG well ctd, 10 Mays SGC 
4.5, 18 Drysdale RC VG+, 20 Aaron  Ex+, 25 Ford VG, 30 
Reese SGC 5, 35 F Robby RC VG-Ex/Ex, 55 Banks SGC 4.5, 
76 Clemente Ex-Mt+ (possible 7), 95 Mantle PSA 4 (great 
centering), 170 Snider Ex-Mt, 210 Campanella NM, 212 
Colavito RC NM, 286 Richardson RC NM, 302 Koufax VG+, 
312 Kubek RC Ex, 324 Dodgers TC VG+, 328 B Robby RC 
VG-Ex/Ex, 338 Bunning RC VG-Ex/Ex, 400 Dodgers Slug-
gers Ex++ and 407 Berra/Mantle VG-Ex/Ex.

553  1959 Topps 
   Very Near Presentation Set w/PSA 7s (538/572)  NM . 1250
From a presentation set, these are fine looking cards. The 
condition is a solid Ex-Mt/NM overall with cleaner cards 
throughout. We sent a sampling to PSA, there were many 
7s and a few 8s; these PSA cards are included in the lot: 
150 Musial PSA 6, 163 Koufax PSA 6, 180 Berra PSA 7, 212 
Aaron/Mathews PSA 6, 360 Kaline PSA 6, 363 Avila PSA 7, 
461 Mickey Mantle HR PSA 7 oc, 509 Cash RC PSA 7, 550 
Campanella PSA 7 and 559 Banks AS PSA 7. These ungrad-
ed better cards are in the lot as well: 1 Frick RC, 8 Phillies 
Team, 20 Snider, 30 Fox, 40.3 Spahn COR 1921, 94 White 
Sox TC, 102 Alou RC, 147 Banks & Others, 155 Slaughter, 
166 Minoso/Colavito/Doby, 270 Hodges, 295 Martin, 300 
Ashburn, 310 Aparicio, 317 Ashburn/Mays, 338 Ander-
son RC, 349 Wilhelm, 350 Banks, 352 Roberts, 359 White 
RC, 387 Drysdale, 408 Fox/Aparicio, 415 Mazeroski, 420 
Colavito, 430 Ford, 435 F. Robinson, 439 B. Robinson, 450 
Mathews, 457 Dodgers TC, 467 Aaron Clubs HR, 478 Cle-
mente, 528 Pirates TC, 555 Mazeroski AS, 556 Fox AS, 557 
K. Boyer AS, 561 Aaron AS, 562 Kaline AS, 571 Spahn AS 
and 572 Pierce AS. The cards are Near Mint overall, many 
with that signature presentation feel but the set does have 
some centering issues. 60-70% of the set is reasonably well 
centered, others are off-center, some mildly, some heavily. 
The large quantity and inclusion of some slabbed key cards 
provides for a very solid value as single cards. This would 
be a very good project for someone to use to put together a 
pure Near Mint 1959 Topps set as these cards are so hard to 
find in quality condition outside of slabs in today’s market.
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554  1960 Topps 
  Very Near-Set w/stars (541/572) VG-Ex/Ex . 350
Pleasing and reasonably consistent set, the cards tend to 
have good color, there is some variance. A solid value lot, 
these better cards are included: 1 Wynn, 7 Mays/Rigney, 
50 Kaline, 73 Gibson, 132 F Howard RC, 295 Hodges, 316 
McCovey RC, 332 Yankees TC, 377 Maris, 420 Mathews, 509 
T Davis RC, 555 Fox AS, 561 Kaline AS.

555  1960 Bazooka
  Complete Set - All PSA Slabbed!  ................. 500
Something that you just never see, offered is a full PSA set 
of 1960 Bazooka baseball. A very difficult set to find in any 
quality, this one is really nice. Loaded with HOFers and 
stars, these are great looking color cards. A great value, the 
cards grade as follows: 1 Ernie Banks A, 2 Bud Daley 7, 3 
Wally Moon 7, 4 Hank Aaaron A, 5 Milt Pappas A, 6 Dick 
Stuart 8, 7 Bob Clemente 3, 8 Yogi Berra 6, 9 Ken Boyer 7, 
10 Orlando Cepeda A, 11 Gus Triandos 9, 12 Frank Malzone 
3, 13 Willie Mays A, 14 Camilo Pascual 7, 15 Bob Cerv A, 16 
Vic Power 9, 17 Larry Sherry 7, 18 Al Kaline 7, 19 Warren 
Spahn 6, 20 Harmon Killebrew 6, 21 Jackie Jensen 9, 22 Luis 
Aparicio A, 23 Gil Hodges 6, 24 Richie Ashburn 7, 25 Nellie 
Fox A, 26 Robin Roberts 6, 27 Joe Cunningham 7, 28 Early 
Wynn A, 29 Frank Robinson 5, 30 Rocky Colavito 4, 31 
Mickey Mantle A, 32 Glen Hobbie 9, 33 Roy McMillan 4, 34 
Harvey Kuenn 7, 35 Johnny Antonelli 8, 36 Del Crandall 6.

556  1961 Bazooka 
  Complete Set - All PSA Slabbed!  ................. 500
Something that you just never see, offered is a full PSA set 
of 1960 Bazooka baseball. A very difficult set to find in any 
quality, this one is really nice. Loaded with HOFers and 
stars, these are great looking color cards. 1 Art Mahaffey 6, 
2 Mickey Mantle A, 3 Ron Santo 6, 4 Bud Daley  7, 5 Roger 
Maris A, 6 Eddie Yost 9, 7 Minnie Minoso 7, 8 Dick Groat 
8, 9 Frank Malzone 8, 10 Dick Donovan 8, 11 Ed Mathews 
7 mk, 12 Jim Lemon 8, 13 Chuck Estrada 9, 14 Ken Boyer 6, 
15 Harvey Kuenn 9, 16 Ernie Broglio 7, 17 Rocky Colavito 7, 
18 Ted Kluszewski 7, 19 Ernie Banks 7, 20 Al Kaline 2, 21 Ed 
Bailey 7, 22 Jim Perry 9, 23 Willie Mays 1, 24 Bill Mazeroski 
6, 25 Gus Triandos 8, 26 Don Drysdale 8, 27 Frank Herrera 
8, 28 Earl Battey 9, 29 Warren Spahn 8, 30 Gene Woodling 6, 
31 Frank Robinson 5, 32 Pete Runnels 4, 33 Woodie Held 4 
mk, 34 Norm Larker 6, 35 Luis Aparicio 8, 36 Bill Tuttle 4.5.

557  1962 Bazooka 
  Complete Set (-8) All PSA Slabbed  ................. 500
Rarely offered lot, these are always desirable and not easy 
to find. The exact breakdown is as follows, 1 Bob Allison 
A,  4 Earl Battey A, 5 Warren Spann 1.5, 6 Lee Thomas 4, 7 
Orlando Cepeda 5, 8 Woodie Held 8, 9 Bob Aspromonte 6, 
10 Dick Howser  8, 11 Roberto Clemente 4 mk, 12 Al Kaline 
A, 13 Joey Jay 7, 14 Roger Maris A, 15 Frank Howard 7, 16 
Sandy Koufax 6, 17 Jim Gentile 9, 18 Johnny Callison A, 19 
Jim Landis 8, 20 Ken Boyer 9, 21 Chuck Schilling 6, 22 Art 
Mahaffey 6, 23 Mickey Mantle A, 24 Dick Stuart 6, 25 Ken 
McBride 5, 26 Frank Robinson 9, 27 Gil Hodges 8, 28 Milt 
Pappas A, 29 Hank Aaron 6, 30 Luis Aparicio A, 34 Ron 
Santo 7, 35 Norm Cash 6, 36 Jim Piersall 7, 37 Don Schwall 
A, 38 Willie Mays A, 39 Norm Larker 3, 40 Bill White 4, 41 
Whitey Ford 5, 42 Rocky Colavito 6. 82



 

558  1962 Kahns Atlanta Crackers
  Complete Set   NM ........... 175
Fun Minor League set, the condition is a solid Near Mint 
overall. Anchored by Rookie Cards of Tim McCarver and 
Mike Shannon, this is a nice set to add to an advanced 1960s 
collection. Nothing has been picked for grading, there could 
be some candidates for 8s within the lot.

559  1962 Topps  Low Number Near Set (504/522)
   w/many stars   VG-Ex ...... 250
Mixed grade lot averages a pleasing VG-Ex overall. Solid 
starter set, these cards are included: 25 Banks, 30 Mathews, 
70 Killebrew, 99 B Powell RC, 100 Spahn, 139.1 Babe Ruth 
Story:5, 140 Ruth/Gehrig, 150 Kaline, 167 McCarver RC, 
218 Torre RC, 234 Maris WS, 251 Yanks TC, 288 B Williams, 
310 Ford, 340 Drysdale, 350 F Robby, 395 Mays AS, 401 
Cepeda/Maris, 461 K Hubbs RC, 462.2 Tasby No Emblem, 
500 Snider, 505 Marichal.

560  Bulk 3,500 Count Card Lot  ............... 1000
The count is approximate. Offered is a pleasing mid-grade 
lot of 1950 through early 1970s Bowman and Topps baseball 
cards. The cards vary in grade and are VG-Ex or so overall 
with nicer cards. There are 56 1950 - 1955 Bowmans and 
440 1950s Topps cards as part of the lot. There is very heavy 
duplication for some cards, generally specials, checklists, 
team cards etc. The lot has no major HOFers, but a large 
number of cards that will list from $4 to $15 each or so. This 
is a good lot for a collector on a budget working on sets and 
of course for a dealer. The better cards will be detailed on 
our website.

561  1963 Topps Presentation Near-Set 
  w/Aaron, Clemente, Mays (505 different) Ex-Mt/NM ... 800
 Straight from a Topps factory presentation set, these cards 
have that signature bright color and super fresh look. As 
is well known for presentation sets, the cards are often cut 
short at the factory, so the grading services may not slab 
them with a numerical grade. The cards are nonetheless 
very high grade and clean cards, and represent a terrific and 
unique value in today’s market. These key cards are included 
in the lot: 1 Dav/Musial/Aaron LL, 300 Mays, 320 Spahn, 
340 Berra, 345 B Robinson, 390 Aaron, 400 F Robinson, 412 
Podres/Drys/Koufax, 415 Gibson, 490 McCovey, 500 Kille-
brew SP, 540 Clemente, 552 Tigers Team and 562 McNally 
RC.

562  1965 Topps  
                Very Near-Set w/stars (567/598) Ex ............. 500
Nice Ex lot, the condition varies mildly in both directions. 
The lot has some centering issues and a fair number of very 
solid cards. Very close to a set, with these better cards: 1 
Oliva/Howard, 2 Clemente/Aaron, 120 F. Robinson, 130 
Kaline, 150 Brooks Robinson, 205 Spahn, 236 McLain RC, 
260 Drysdale, 282 Murakami RC, 400 Killebrew, 460 Allen, 
461 Carroll/Niekro, 485 Fox, 533 McGraw/Swoboda, 550 
Stottlemyre, 551 Mets Team and 556 Schoendienst.
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563   1968 Topps  558 different w/some HOFers
                                                  Strong Ex-Mt/NM ........... 380
Well centered and really nice and clean overall, this looks 
to be an absolutely ideal lot for the grade. Not a difficult 
project at all to complete, this will result in a terrific quality 
1968 Topps set. The offered set has a substantial catalog 
value with the large number of secondary specials, high 
numbers etc. Fresh lot, we did not pick anything for grad-
ing; these better cards come in the lot: 1 Clemente/Gon LL, 
2 Yaz/F. Rob LL, 3 Cepeda/Clemente LL, 4 Yaz/Kill LL, 20 B 
Robinson, 58 Mathews, 144 Morgan, 145 Drysdale, 220 Kil-
lebrew, 240 Kaline, 290 McCovey, 355 Banks, 370 Clemente 
AS, 408 Carlton, 544 Mayo Smith, 571 LaRussa, 575 Palmer.

564  1968 Topps  Complete Set 
         w/Ryan, Bench PSA 6 and 7    Ex-Mt/NM ....... 1250
Classic 1960s Topps set, this example is anchored by a PSA 
6 Ryan Rookie and a PSA 7 Bench Rookie. The rest of the 
set is about Ex-Mt/NM overall with some typical centering 
issues and also many fine Ex-Mt/NM and Near Mint cards. 
Reasonably consistent and nice, we grade the key cards as 
follows: 45 Seaver Ex+, 50 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 80 Carew Ex++, 
110 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 150 Clemente Ex-Mt, 177 Ryan/Koos-
man RC PSA 6, 230 Rose NM, 240 Kaline Ex-Mt, 247 Bench 
RC PSA 7, 280 Mantle Ex, 330 Maris Ex, 480 Oliva/Cardinas 
Ex-Mt, 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle Ex, 528 Tigers Team NM oc, 
530 Bird Belters/Robinson NM oc and 575 Palmer Ex.

565  1969 Topps 
  Complete Set + Deckle Edge Set VG-Ex ...... 680
Respectable 1969 Topps set, the set looks to be about half 
of more VG-Ex, the balance is almost all VG or VG Plus. 
Not a bad set at all, there are cleaner cards throughout, the 
lower grade cards are not ugly or abused. In a nice touch, 
the set comes with a clean 1969 Topps Deckle insert set 
with the Wynn variation. This set could benefit from some 
simple and inexpensive upgrading, we grade the key cards 
as follows: 20 Banks Ex, 50 Clemente  Ex, 95 Bench VG, 100 
Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 120 Rose Ex, 130 Yaz VG-Ex/Ex, 190 Mays 
VG, 255 Carlton VG, 260 R Jackson RC VG-Ex, 480 Seaver 
VG-Ex/Ex, 500.1 Mantle  VG+, 510 Carew VG, 533 Ryan 
VG+, 550 B. Robinson VG+, 573 Palmer VG+, 597 Fingers 
RC VG and 630 Bonds RC VG-Ex/Ex.

566  1969 Topps Deckle Edge
  Complete PSA 6 Set w/variations  ................. 275
Popular insert set, this is the basic set of 33 plus two vari-
ations. Every card is a pure PSA 6; the edges and centering 
is always problematic with these cards, they are not easy to 
find in PSA 6 quality. Good value set, this has 11 HOFers. 
The keys are Clemente, Mays, Rose, Foy, Koosman, Yaz and 
Carew. As of August 15, 2022, the VCP value is $1,092 for a 
PSA 6 set. Good lot.

567  1969 Transogram Mantle, Mickey ................ 275
Classic Mickey Mantle item, these are always very desirable 
and never easy to find, especially in today’s market. A flat-
tened card alone can sell over $1,000 in any grade, offered is 
a full box. The card has some stray wear on the borders, with 
some light wear and a surface crease that can be felt but not 
seen. The cellophane has some slight tears on the sides but 
looks good overall. The toy is nice, the box displays reason-
ably well overall.



568  1970 Topps Complete Set Ex+ ........... 500
Offered is a really nice 1970 Topps set. Conservatively grad-
ed, the set is loaded with fine and sharp Ex-Mt and Near 
Mint cards. Centering varies as always with a 1970 Topps 
set, but this is a very solid set. The high numbers look good, 
the set could benefit from some very simple and inexpensive 
upgrading, but it has a lot to offer as currently constitut-
ed. A very popular set, the key card grades will be on our 
website.

569  1971 Dell 
  Complete Set in Original Wrapping  ................. 150
Mammoth set is in the original form with loads of play-
ers like Ryan, Mays, Seaver, Aaron et al. A very tough and 
undervalued set, this one is nice as it is in the original box. 
Slabbing has made full uncut sheets hard to find, neat set.

570  1972 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ ........... 600
A seemingly forever popular 1970s Topps set due to the 
large size, many stars and high number run, offered is a 
solid example. The set ranges from VG-Ex to Near Mint 
but happens to have strong key cards, providing for a big 
value. The high numbers vary in grade, they are in the Ex to 
Ex Plus range overall. The issues with this set can be easily 
remedied if desired, a dealer can still have a field day with 
these as singles given the break value on these. The many key 
cards grade as follows: 49 Mays NM, 79 Fisk RC NM, 299 
Aaron Ex-Mt, 309 Clemente  VG-Ex/Ex, 310 Clemente IA 
Ex-Mt+, 433 Bench Ex, 435 Jackson VG-Ex/Ex, 445 Seaver 
Ex, 550 B Robby Ex++, 559 Rose Ex-Mt+ ctd, 560 Rose IA 
NM, 595 Ryan VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 686 Garvey Ex-Mt, 695 Carew 
Ex-Mt, 696 Carew IA VG-Ex/Ex, 751 Carlton Tr Ex-Mt, 752 
Morgan Tr Ex-Mt ctd, 754 F Robby Tr Ex ctd, 761 Cey/Ogil-
vie RC Ex-Mt+.

571  1974 Topps Complete Master Set NM ........... 100
Fun lot, this has the basic set, Washington NL set, error 
cards and the traded set. The condition is very nice, about 
60-70% Near Mint or better, the balance is almost all Ex 
to Ex-Mt, closer to Ex-Mt; from a hobby old timer, the set 
could benefit from some simple and inexpensive upgrading, 
nothing has been pulled for grading. Anchored by solid 
Winfield and Schmidt cards, we grade the key cards as fol-
lows: 1 Aaron NM ctd, 10 Bench Ex, 20 Ryan Ex, 80 Seaver 
Ex-Mt+, 130 Jackson NM, 252 Parker RC Ex-Mt+, 250.2 
McCovey WASH Ex-Mt+, 280 Yaz Ex, 283 Schmidt Nm-Mt, 
300 Rose Ex and 456 Winfield RC NM.

572  1974 Topps Deckle 
  Quality Mets Lot (7 pcs) Ex-Mt ....... 100
Good lot, this has the three Mets from this great set (Seaver, 
Matlock, Millan) in both final deckle edge form (2 are white 
backs, one is a grey) and in the very scarce square cut proof 
format. Each Seaver has slight creasing but presents well, 
the others are higher grade. Also included is a wrapper.

573  1975 Topps  High Grade Unpicked Star Lot 
  (149 pcs)   NM ........... 500
Fresh lot, these have not been picked for grading. The con-
dition averages a fine Near Mint overall with many nicer. 
The content is as follows: 280 Yastrzemski (21), 300 Jackson 
(14), 335 Palmer (71), 370 Seaver (32), 622 Lynn RC (5) and 
623 Hernandez/Garner RC (6). The ungraded catalog value 
could approach $2,000.
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574  1975 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt ....... 260
Classic 1970s Topps baseball set, these are very colorful 
and attractive cards. Offered is a pleasing Ex-Mt set, the 
condition varies mildly. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 
Aaron HL Ex-Mt+, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt+, 61 Winfield Ex-Mt, 
70 Schmidt Ex-Mt+ ctd, 223 Yount RC Ex-Mt, 228 Brett 
RC PSA 6, 260 Bench Ex-Mt+, 300 Jackson Ex+, 320 Rose 
Ex-Mt+ ctd, 500 Ryan Ex-Mt ctd, 616 Rice RC Ex-Mt+, 620 
Carter RC Ex-Mt+ and 660 Aaron Ex.

575  1976 Topps  Clean Star Lot (215 cards)
                       NM to Nm-Mt ............ 300
Likely from vending, these are super sharp cards. We did 
not pick anything for grading, these are fresh and superb 
cards. The exact content is as follows: 230 Carl Yastrzemski 
(67), 341 Lou Gehrig ATG (32), 345 Babe Ruth ATG (57), 
365 Fisk, 400 Rod Carew, 480 Mike Schmidt (6), 500 Reggie 
Jackson (51). 

576  1976 Topps  
  Vending Box w/some stars    NM to Nm-Mt ....... 200
From a former Topps employee, cards were removed 
decades ago but there is still some good content here. The 
condition is really nice, we did not review any commons or 
secondary cards for slabbing. The stars include: Carlton, 
Eckersley RC, Flanagan RC, K. Hernandez, Palmer, Perez, 
Rice, B. Robinson, Williams AS (2), Winfield (2) and Yaz.

577  1977 Topps 
  Lot of 3 near-vending boxes    NM to Nm-Mt ..... 375
From a former Topps employee, this person pulled most 
of the better cards out years ago (we believe long before 
grading). Still a good lot, these are in the original boxes 
and quite sharp. The commons have not been reviewed for 
grading, there should be some quality cards for slabbing 
throughout these boxes.

578  1978 Topps Lot of 14 Sealed Rack Packs ........... 450
Neat lot, these are super tight but are missing the header. 
From a good source, these should be filled with super sharp 
cards for the person brave enough to pop these open! Stars 
on the back are Brock (2), Carew, McCovey,  Palmer, Rice, 
Rose RB and Seaver (3).

579  Assorted 1980s Unopened Pack Lot (46 pcs) ..... 125
Respectable lot of 1980s era packs, all from a good source. 
The content includes twenty-one rack packs from 1984-1988 
Topps w/one 1984 and four 1986s, 1984 Fleer rack, Topps 
wax packs: 81 (3), 82, 84 (2), 85, 87 (5), Donruss wax packs: 
82, 84 (2), 87, Fleer wax packs: 81, 83, 85 and five cello 
packs: 83 Fleer (3), 85, 86 Topps.

580  1984 Donruss  Complete Wax Box   ................. 175
Classic 1980s wax box, the packs are tight, the box shows 
some general wear.

581  1986 Topps Tiffany Complete Set Nm-Mt ..... 125
Untouched set in the original box, who wants to play the 
PSA 9 and 10 game next year?

582  2001 Bowman Chrome
  Factory Sealed Box   ................. 400
Desirable box with some key cards, who wants to play the 
PSA 10 game?86



Autographed Cards

583  1930 W554 Burleigh Grimes 9 ............... 100
Very attractive oversize issue, these are not easy to find with 
signatures. Boldly signed in blue ballpoint ink, this is a fine 
combination of card and signature. JSA LOA (full).

584  1930 W554 Waite Hoyt 9 ............... 100
Attractive oversize issue, it is cut to the right border. Signed 
with a 1928 inscription in solid blue ballpoint ink, this dis-
plays very well. JSA LOA (full).

586  1939 R303-B  Lefty Gomez 9 ................. 60
Clean mid-grade card, this is well centered. Signed in the 
center in solid blue ballpoint ink, this displays well. 
JSA LOA (full).

585  1936 R311 Leather 
  Jimmie Foxx Signed Card 8 ............... 625
Very scarce signed oversize Jimmie Foxx card, you have to 
love the classic huge image of Foxx with his catcher face 
mask. With some general wear, this is signed “My Best To 
The Boys Jimmie Foxx” in bold blue ballpoint ink. The blank 
back is clean, great signed card of a top, top HOF player. 
JSA LOA (full).

587  1939-1959 Phillies Related Signed Card Lot 
    (80 pcs) 9 ............... 250
From 1939 Play Ball through 1959 Topps, these are all vin-
tage cards signed by former Phillies players. Lots of this size 
and age are so hard to find now with slabbing. As it is the 
Phillies from this era, there are no major HOFers or great 
stars. These cards come in the lot: 39PB 28, 40PB 98, 49B 
Nicholson, Phillie, Seminick, 50B DeMars, 53T Groat, 
54T Dark, 55B Ennis and 55T Repulski, Groat. The condi-
tion of the cards vary, the autographs tend to be very solid. 
JSA LOAA.

588  1950 Callahan  Tris Speaker 9.5 ............ 250
Terrific signed card, these are so few Tris Speaker cards 
that come to market with a signature. Mid-grade card has 
scrapbook residue on the back, the signature is in blue blue 
fountain pen ink. The autograph contrasts perfectly against 
the clean card and looks great. JSA LOA (full).

589  1957 Topps
  80 Gil Hodges Signed Card 7 ............... 200
Beckett slabbed, this is one of the most classic of all Gil 
Hodges Topps cards. Well centered and very clean, this has a 
pleasing but not perfect red ballpoint ink signature.
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590  1960 - 1969 Phillies Related Signed Card Lot
   (69 pcs)   9 ............... 225
Nice lot of Phillies signed cards, these are all from the 1960s, 
some period signed. The cards and autographs are clean 
overall. Due to slabbing, signed cards like this are so hard 
to find. The cards are all former Phillies players but they 
may not be in a Phillies uniform. The lot includes 60T Dark, 
Green, Mauch, 61T Green, 62T Francona, Sievers, 64T Cal-
lison, Duren, 65T Lopez RC, 66T Lonborg, A. Phillips, 68T 
Game T. Gonzalez and 69T D. Money RC.

591  1964 Topps 200  Sandy Koufax 8 ............... 125
Pleasing card is well centered with good color and slight 
wear. Sandy K signed this at the left border, this is a nice ear-
lier signature. PSA slabbed, these are white-hot right now.

592  1964 Topps 225  Roger Maris 8.5 ............ 150
Bright and clean card, this is centered heavily to the right 
border. Signed in solid blue ballpoint ink, the autograph 
contrasts nicely against the card. PSA slabbed.

593  1964 Topps 136  Koufax Strikes Out 15   8 ........ 125
Attractive VG to VG-Ex card, this has an earlier blue ball-
point ink signature in the center of the card. PSA slabbed.

594  1965 Topps 155 Roger Maris 8 ............... 150
Well centered card, this has good color and a nice image. 
Maris signed this neatly on his image, this is an earlier style 
autograph. PSA slabbed, this should be a very popular lot in 
today’s market!

595  1968 Topps 27  Gil Hodges Signed Card   9 ... 200
Gil’s first card as a Met, these are always desirable. Well cen-
tered and clean, this has a solid blue ballpoint ink signature. 
Beckett slabbed, this looks great.

596  1969 Topps Bowie Kuhn   9 ............... 100
Scarce and fun card, Topps produced these for the new base-
ball commissioner in 1969. Considered his Rookie Card, 
these have become very desirable since Kuhn was inducted 
into the HOF. Signed examples are scarce, offered is a sharp 
and clean card. PSA slabbed Authentic for the signature (we 
did not grade the card itelf), the autograph is perfectly bold 
and clean.

597  1970s to 1990s Phillies Related Signed Card Lot 
  (112 pcs)   9 ............... 200
Mainly from the 1970s, this is a fun lot of cards signed by 
Phillies players, not necessarily in Phillies uniforms. The 
cards and autographs are clean. There are no major stars 
here, but the lot is good for advanced Phillies and signed 
card collectors. 
 
598  1973 Topps 
  615 Mike Schmidt Signed Rookie Card   8 ......... 100
Clean well centered card, the corners come to points, the 
borders are white. Mike signed this very neatly on his image, 
this looks to be an earlier signature. PSA slabbed.

600  1994 Upper Deck   Mickey Mantle 9.5 ............ 350
Very desirable Mickey Mantle insert card, this has a Mint 
blue sharpie ink signature. PSA slabbed, this has the UDA 
hologram on the back and comes with the original card 
from Upper Deck. These are extremely popular among 
signed card collectors from this era.



599  Collection of 76 different HOF signed cards!  9 . 200
Great lot, these were culled from a nice quantity for strong 
signatures. An instant HOF signed card collection, lots 
like this are almost impossible to find due to slabbing and 
the white-hot market for quality signed cards. The cards 
range from the 1970s to the 2000 era, with some inserts. 
Everything is clean, the signatures are quite bold overall. 
These autographs are included in the lot: Alston, Anderson, 
Banks, Berra, Brett, Brock, Carlton, Carter, Cronin, Dickey, 
Drysdale, Durocher, Eckersley, Gibson, Gwynn, T. Hoff-
man, Hunter, R. Jackson, LaSorda, MacPhail, E. Martinez, 
Mathews, McCovey, Minoso, Molitor, Morris, Murray, 
Musial, Mussina, Oliva, Raines, Ripken, F. Robinson, Ryan, 
Sandberg, Seaver, Seaver, Smoltz, Stargell, Santo and Yount. 
JSA LOAA.

601  Lot of Approx. 2,300 Signed Cards 9 ............... 300
Bulk lot of signed cards, these are in penny sleeves for pro-
tectin. The cards and autographs are clean, due to the size 
of the lot, we did not have JSA review it, the cards are being 
sold strictly as-is. A bulk lot, these range from 1970 to about 
2000. There are 1953 Topps Archive cards, collector issues 
with stars from the 1980s and many contemporary signed 
cards. These better autographs come in the lot: J. Beckett, 
Branca, Burdette, Darling, Face, Garvey, Glavine, 
J. Gonzalez RC (2), Green, Konerko, Bob Miller, Mize, 
Nomo, Salmon, Score, Sean Casey RC (3), Smoltz (3), 
Ueberroth, B. Valentine RC (3), Whitaker.

Baseball Autographs

602  1881 Harry Wright Personally 
  Written Scorecard w/Anson and Kelley   ............ 200
Very neat item, offered is a Harry Wright personally scored 
scorecard. This measures 6.5 x 4 and is very neatly scored. 
This was for a game played on July 5, 1881 between the 
Boston and Chicago teams. The HOFers here are Cap Anson 
and King Kelley. PSA DNA (full).

603  1980 Perez Steele   Uncut Sheet 
       w/12 sigs incl. Mantle and Koufax 9.5 ............ 150
Super cool piece, offered is a scarce and beautiful 32-card 
large format Perez Steele postcard uncut sheet. This looks 
terrific, and has spotless signatures from Mantle, Koufax, 
Bell, Berra, Gomez, Leonard, Wynn, Conlan, Ford, Spahn, 
Irvin, Herman and Johnson. JSA LOAA.

604  1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments
  Complete Set w/67 signed cards 9.5 ............ 500
Such a great signed set, it is so fun that the artists borrowed 
the design of the legendary T3 Turkey Red baseball cards. 
Perfect quality, these have been appreciating rapidly in 
recent years, full sets are not easy to find and are fought 
over by collectors and dealers when they come up for public 
sale. The only missing pieces are Campanella, Ashburn and 
Mantle/Mays/Snider. The offered lot includes keys: 9 Hank 
Aaron, 11 Stan Musial, 13 Ted Williams, 16 Sandy Koufax, 
19 Mickey Mantle, 26 Pee Wee Reese, 31 Charlie Gehringer, 
37 Bill Dickey, 51 Cool Papa Bell, 53 Yogi Berra, 65 Willie 
Mays, 72 Carl Yastrzemski, 73 Tom Seaver, 77 Rod Carew, 99 
Steve Carlton, 100 Mike Schmidt, 102 Tommy LaSorda, 104 
Reggie Jackson and 106 Phil Rizzuto. The value of these as 
singles is simply huge in today’s market. JSA LOAA.
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605  1989 Perez Steele Celebration
  Complete Set w/39 signed postcards    9.5 .......... 450
A great value in today’s market, this charming set is filled 
with perfect autographs of HOF players. The star power 
is terrific, with note to Mantle, Williams, Aaron, Banks, 
Bench, Berra, Musial, Reese, Yaz and more. An exact listing 
will be on our website, quality lot. JSA LOAA.

3x5s, Cuts and GPCs

606  3 x 5  1950s Baseball Player Autograph 
  Collection (582 pieces)  ................. 200
A real passion project for our consignor, these are neatly 
presented in perfect order in three attractive black albums. 
All well presented with NO DUPLICATION, the autographs 
are quite clean, JSA only looked at the autographs that 
are scanned on our website. These are mainly pure 3x5s, 
but include GPCs and mounted cuts and small photos. 
The signatures are in both vintage fountain pen and ball-
point ink and sharpie. These better signatures come in the 
lot: Baczewski, Benton (D’1968), Bridges, Norm Cash, 
Chesnes, Coker, C. Connors, Courtne, Dressen (D’1966), 
Dubiel (ANS), Dyer (check cut, D’1964), Dykes, Bob Elliott 
(D’1966), Sid Gordon, Grimm, Haynes, Hemsley, Higgins, 
Dixie Howell, Jok, Kinder, Kluttz, Konstanty, Koslo, Kucab, 
Madison, Malmberg, Newsom (D’1962), Noble, S. O’Neill, 
Palica, Reiser, Repulski, Del Rice, H. Rodriguez, Short, H. 
Simpson, Stirnweiss (D’1958), Suder, B. Swift, H. Thompson 
(w/others), Thomson (1953 GPC), M. Wall.

607  Cut  Alexander, Grover Cleveland   9 ............. 375
A historic HOFer, his autograph is always very desirable. 
Signed on the back of a 1936 R312 cut card, this is a pleasing 
black fountain pen ink autograph. D’1951. JSA LOA (full).

608  Cut  Bender, Chief 9.5 .............. 200
Signed on a 4 x 2.5 better stock card, the signature is perfect. 
Very popular HOF Chief Bender signed this in a perfect 
spot in flawless blue ballpoint ink. D’1954. JSA LOA (full).

609  Cut  Bottomley, Jim 9.5 .............. 125
Beautiful black fountain pen ink signature, this was signed 
as a player circa 1959. Uncommon HOF signature, Cardinal 
HOFer Sunny Jim Bottomley signed this in 1959 at a 
relatively young age. PSA slabbed.

610  Campanella, Roy Vintage Signature  9 ............... 200
Beautiful and classic pre-accident Campy signature, this is 
from the early 1950s. Signed on a clean small card in flowing 
blue ink, this is a really nice signature. PSA slabbed.

611  3 x 5  Cobb, Ty 9 ................. 400
Postmarked index card from 1953, this has tape at the 
corners but is otherwise clean. Signed in bold blue ink, the 
signature contrasts nicely against the postcard and looks 
great. Cobb is elusive on a GPC, he usually is found on a 
check. PSA slabbed.
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612  GPC  Cobb, Ty 9 ................. 400
GPC from 1953, this is slightly trimmed but quite clean. 
Signed in flowing blue ink, the blue ink signature contrasts 
nicely against the postcard. Cobb is elusive on a GPC, he 
usually is found on a check. PSA slabbed.

613  3 x 5  Foxx, Jimmie 9 ................. 325
Postmarked 1954, this is a large and classic Jimmie Foxx sig-
nature. The signature has no issues, the cancellation marks 
can be seen on the front of the index card. Foxx is a key 
HOFer, and is always a desirable autograph. PSA slabbed.

614  GPC  Foxx, Jimmie 9 ................. 325
Postmarked 1954, this is a large and classic Jimmie Foxx 
signature. There is tape at the corners far away from the 
signature. Foxx is a key HOFer and is always a desirable 
autograph. PSA slabbed.

615  Cut  Maranville, Rabbit 9 ................. 100
Gorgeous black fountain pen ink signature, this was signed 
circa 1929. Fresh to market, this is on an attractive card that 
is perfectly clean, this is a really nice signature. PSA slabbed 
Authentic, HOFer Maranville died in 1954 and is an uncom-
mon and popular autograph.

616  Cut  Ott, Mel 9 ................. 200
Gorgeous black fountain pen ink signature, this was signed 
circa 1929. Fresh to market, this is on an attractive card that 
is perfectly clean, this is a really nice Melvin Ott signature. 
PSA slabbed Authentic.

617  GPC  Robinson, Jackie 9 ................. 300
Super desirable GPC of Jackie R, these have been exploding 
in price in recent years. Clean with some toning from dis-
play, the signature is in solid blue ballpoint ink. This is nice 
as it was signed during his playing career (it is postmarked 
10/13/1954). JSA LOA (full).

618  GPC  Speaker, Tris 9.5 .............. 150
GPC from 1954, this has slight tape at the corners and is 
otherwise quite clean. Boldly signed by the great Tris Speak-
er, this has a large and flawless blue ink signature. 
PSA slabbed.

619  GPC  Wagner, Honus 8 ................. 150
Honus Wagner GPC, this one is nice as it a full ANS with 
lots of writing. Warmly signed and inscribed by Wagner, 
he dates this June 14, 1946. JSA LOA (full).
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620  Cut  Wilson, Hack 9.5 .............. 300
Perfect quality, this is a dead Mint black fountain pen ink 
signature from circa 1929. Very desirable autograph, this 
cult favorite HOFer died in 1948 at only age 48. The front 
of the card and signature are flawless, it is PSA slabbed 
Authentic.

621  Cut  Wright, Harry ANS PSA 9 ....... 1400
One of the most important figures in baseball history, this 
is one of the absolute keys of 19th century HOF collecting. 
Presented in a PSA Mint 9 slab, the quality here is remark-
able. Superb cut, it reads as follows: “Please return to Harry 
Wright Mgr. Phila. B. Club 1941 North 22nd Street Phila. 
PA”. Wright has beautiful handwriting, making this even 
more special. D’1895.

622  3 x 5  Young, Cy 9 ................. 400
Likely a mounted GPC, this is a very fine and classic blue 
ink Cy Young signature. Extra paper is on the back, this has 
a postmark and might be a GPC. The front looks good, this 
is PSA slabbed Authentic.

623  Phillies-Related Vintage Cut/Related 
  Autograph Lot (200 sigs) 9 ................. 250
This lot of autographs was culled from a 10,000 item de-
cades-long Philadelphia Philles and related collection. Less-
er players were an obsession for this collector, he attempted 
to get the signature of every player in Phillies history. The 
offered lot is mainly autograph album pages and related flats 
with multiple signatures. Signed in pencil and ink, these are 
almost all going to be pre-1950 Phillies players. Of course, 
many of these played for other teams, there could well be 
some buried treasure here given the collection it came 
from. The autographs are clean overall, and include Morrie 
Arnovich (D’1959 at age 48), Richie Ashburn (very early), 
Bennie Bengough (D’1968), Vince DiMaggio (vintage), Karl 
Drews (D’1963 at age 43), George Earnshaw, Jumbo Elliott 
(D’1970), Bill Hohman (1927 Philly, D’1968), George Kelly 
(HOF), Lou Koupal (D’1961), Fabian Kowalik (D’1954 at 
age 46), Dutch Leonard, Hans Lobert (D’1962), Frank Mc-
Cormick (vintage), Bing Miller, Roberto Ortiz (D’1971), Lee 
Riley (D’1970), Rosie Rosenfeld (D’1969), Bryon Saam, Burt 
Shotton (D’1962), Lon Warneke, Tom Zachary. This should 
be a dream lot for a collector or dealer of obscure vintage 
autographs.  We did not have JSA review the lot given the 
medium, it is being solid as-is, but we would be shocked if 
there were any major issues.

624  Collection of 218 different 
  Phillies Related GPCs 9 ................. 750
This lot of autographs was culled from a 10,000 item de-
cades-long Philadelphia Philles and related collection. Less-
er players were an obsession for this collector, he attempted 
to get the signature of every player in Phillies history. The 
offered lot of GPCs is focused on 1950s and pre-World War 
Two players. Filled with obscurities, there could be some 
very tough signatures here. Many of the signatures are 
taped, the lot is clean overall, there is no duplication. The 
content includes: Ashburn (1960), Bragan, Butcher, Camilli, 
Coffman, Cohen, Crouch, Donnelly, Groat (1955), Haddix, 
Killefer, Bob Lemon (1949), McCormick, Murtaugh, Steve 
O’Neill. Due to the nature and size of the lot, it was not 
practical to have JSA review these; the lot is being sold as-is, 
we would be very surprised if there were any major issues.



625  3 x 5  Collection of 
  685 different Phillies Related Autographs   9 ... 1750
This lot of autographs was culled from a 10,000 item 
decades-long Philadelphia Philles and related collection. 
Lesser players were an obsession for this collector, he 
attempted to get the signature of every player in Phillies 
history. The offered lot of 3x5s and related flats contains all 
sorts of interesting content. These are focused on pre-World 
War Two players, there is hardly anything after 1980. The 
signatures are in both vintage fountain pen ink and sharpie, 
there could be some really tough signatures here. Nearly ev-
erything is on order and identified, there are likely to be sig-
natures there that you will not find anywhere else. The better 
signatures include: R. Allen (very early), S. Anderson, M. 
Arnovich (D’59), J. Bentley, B. Bengough, L. Blackburne, Cy 
Blanton (JSA), Rube Bressler, G. Burns, J. Coombs (JSA), V. 
DiMaggio, K. Drews, J. Elliott, B. Friberg, B. Harris (HOF), 
F. Leach, H. Lobert, F. Luderus, Cy Moore, D. Murtaugh, 
S. Rowe, D. Spalding (D’1950), T. Thevenow, H. Wiltse, T. 
Zachary. Due to the nature and size of the lot, it was not 
practical to have JSA review these; the lot is being sold as-is, 
we would be very surprised if there were any major issues.

627  3 x 5  Collection of 95 
  19th Century Born Baseball Players  8 ............... 300
A pretty unique lot, these are all baseball players who were 
born in the 19th century. Offered are 3x5s, mounted cuts 
and related signed flats. The signatures are in fountain pen 
and ballpoint ink, perhaps a few in pencil. The signatures 
are bold overall, the content is as follows: King Bader, Neal 
Ball, Jack Barry (2), John Bates, Fred Beck (2), Hugh Bedi-
ent, Lena Blackburne (2), Al Bridwell (3), William Burke 
(4), Art Butler (3), Vin Campbell, Bill Carrigan, Larry 
Cheney, John Coffey, Ray Collins (2), Pete Compton (5), Joe 
Connolly, Jimmy Crandall, Al Demaree, Josh Devore, Jean 
Duboc, Clyde Engle, Tom Fisher, Gus Getz, Ralph Glaze, 
Grover Hartley (2), George Jackson (2), James Johnston, Al 
Kaiser (2), Jay Kirke, Ed Konetchy, Larry Leifield (2), Duffy 
Lewis (3), Jack Martin, George McBride, Marty McHale (2), 
Chief Meyers, Forrest More, Earl Mosley, Paul Musser (3), 
Walter Nagle, Tom O’Brien, Jack Onslow (2), Ray Powell, 
Derrill Pratt (3), Joe Riggert (2), Jim Riley, Bill Rodgers (3), 
John Schulte, Jack Schulte (2), Fred Snodgrass (3), Gab-
by’’Street, Zack Taylor (2), Fuller Thompson (2), Walter 
Tragesser (2), S.V.’’White, Albert Wickland (2). JSA LOAA.

Autographed Flats

628   Team Sheet  1929 Boston Braves 
   w/Evers, Maranville and Sisler (13 sigs)   9.5 ......... 225
Beautiful team sheet, this is so nicely presented. These 
were apparently signed on May 11, 1929. The fine quality 
signatures include the always scarce HOFer Johnny Evers 
(D’1947), HOFer Rabbit Maranville (D’1954), fellow HOFer 
George Sisler, Joe Dugan, Fred Maguire (D’1961) and Ed 
Brandt (D’1944). Terrific piece. JSA LOA (full).

629   Album Page   1929 Philadelphia Athletics 
  w/Collins, Grove and Mack 8 ....................... 225
Terrific album page, this is neatly signed by ten members 
of this famed World Championship team. Headlined by 
HOFers Eddie Collins, Lefty Grove and Connie Mack, the 
other signatures are Boley, Jim Cronin, Dykes, Earnshaw, 
Ehmke, Kid Gleason (1919 Black Sox manager, D’1933) and 
Shores. JSA LOA (full).
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630  Late 1940s Cardinals/Giants Signed Scorecard
  w/Medwick, Ott (23 sigs) 7 ....................... 200
Lower grade Cardinals home scorecard from the late 1940s, 
this has a chip at the lower left corner and some general 
wear. Unscored, this is notable as there are a full 23 period 
pencil signatures. The autographs are on the front cover and 
the inset, and include Mel Ott, Joe Medwick and Red Scho-
endienst for HOFers. The other signatures include Rigney, 
Marshall, Gordon and Breechen. PSA DNA (full).

631  1953 Yankees Old Timers Program 
  w/Foxx (6 sigs) 9.5 .................... 300
Nice piece, this is the insert from a 1953 Old Timers Day 
game at Yankee Stadium. Signed by six players in superb 
bold black fountain pen ink, this is headlined by a superb 
Jimmie Foxx signature. The other autographs are Marquard, 
Feller, Giles, DiMaggio and Chandler. JSA LOA (full).

632  Team Sheet 1967 Pirates w/Clemente 
  (30+ sigs)   9 ....................... 300
Terrific piece, this is an 8.5 x 11 page on letterhead from 
an electrician in Leawood, Kansas of all places! Absolutely 
loaded with Pirates signatures, this is dated August 9, 1967. 
The key here is a nice flowing Clemente autograph is a good 
spot near the center of the piece. The other autographs 
include Stargell, Mazeroski, Wills, Murtaugh, Alou, Law, 
Pesky and Face. JSA LOA (full).

633  1969 Mets Signed Mitchell and Ness Jersey 
     (30 sigs) 9 ....................... 100
Neat item, offered is a superb Mitchell and Ness flannel 
1969 Mets number 14 jersey. Signed by 30 members of this 
beloved World Championship team, the autographs look 
great. The signatures include Seaver, Ryan, McGraw, Berra, 
Agee, Jones, Koosman and Harrelson. JSA LOA (full).

634  1969 Mets World Series Signed Portfolio  9 ........ 100
Super cool 1969 Mets item, this is a beautiful original 
1969 Mets World Series black leather style portfolio. In a 
great touch, our consignor had this signed in gold sharpie 
ink by a full 31 team members. Extremely comprehensive, 
the signatures include Seaver, Ryan, Berra, McGraw, Agee, 
Mr. Met, Koosman and Cleon Jones. JSA LOA (full).

635  Team Sheet  1974 Yankees (29 sigs) 
   w/real Munson 9.5 .................... 250
Great looking team sheet, this is signed on better stock. 
Filled with Mint blue sharpie ink signatures, the autographs 
include a real Thurman Munson, Elston Howard, Lou Pinel-
la, Sparky Lyle, Bobby Murcer and Dick Howser. 
JSA LOA (full).

636  1986 Mets Signed Shea Stadium Seatback 
  (30 sigs)   9 ....................... 100
Very cool 1986 Mets item, this is a number six true Shea Sta-
dium seatback. With some general wear, the signatures are 
in solid large silver sharpie ink. The autographs include Car-
ter, Strawberry, Gooden, Hernandez, Wilson and Johnson. 
Nice piece. JSA LOA (full).
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637   Alexander, Grover Cleveland ALS    9 .................. 1250
A historic HOFer, his autograph is always very desirable. 
Extremely desirable item, this is a handsome ALS that is 
daed December 11th, 1943. Warm letter to a fan, this has a 
full Grover C Alexander signature in flowing black fountain 
pen ink. A legendary HOFer, famously depicted by Ronald 
Reagan in a movie, Alexander died in 1951. Almost always 
found exclusively as a cut, signed letters are treasured by 
advanced HOF autograph and letter collectors. 
PSA DNA (full).

638  Combs, Earle (1940 ALS) w/great content   9.5... 125
Lovely three-page ALS from the 1940, the pages are each 
6 x 9.5. The content is terrific as Combs discusses the 1940 
Yankees (the letter is dated 9/10/1940) including “our club 
has been terrible all year except the last month. Bill, Red, 
Crosetti and Selkirk dropped dead with the bat...I can’t pic-
ture us winning with this outfit”. It is very rare and terrific to 
find such great content in a letter from a HOFer and Yankee 
mainstay. The letter is quite clean and signed Earle at the 
close. JSA LOAA.

639  Album Page 
  Foxx, Jimmie + rare Juan Delois      9.5 ................ 200
Spotless and bold Jimmie Foxx signature, this is signed in 
flawless red ballpoint ink. Signed with Larry Novak, the 
Jimmie Foxx signature can easily be cut out without issue 
for slabbing on framing purposes. Please note the back has 
the signature of rarity Juan Delis; a 1955 debut player for the 
Senators, we are told that his signature hardly ever comes to 
market by JSA. JSA LOA (full).

640  Foxx, Jimmie Signed 1942 Scorecard   8 .............. 200
Nice item, offered is an unscored 1942 Boston Red Sox home 
scorecard. For a game against the Browns, Jimmie Foxx 
signed the Red Sox scorecard in pencil. JSA LOA (full).
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641  Black and White HOF Plaque
  Hugh Duffy (back signed, rare) 9.5 .................... 625
Extremely scarce signed HOF plaque, this is the first one that 
we have seen in years. Duffy was a late 19th and early 20th cen-
tury HOF hitter, with the single season batting average record, 
.440 in 1894. Duffy died in 1954, he was inducted into the HOF 
in 1945. Offered is a reasonably clean plaque with mild general 
wear. This is signed Hugh Duffy Red Sox coach in bold and 
flawless black fountain pen ink. Who wants to fill a very tough 
hole in their Black/White HOF run? JSA LOA (full).

642 Yellow HOF Plaque
   Jimmie Foxx (back signed ANS 
   w/great content!)   .............. 625
Beckett slabbed, this is one of the 
absolute keys to a signed Yellow 
HOF Plaque set. I really like this 
one as it has a nice little letter and 
a perfect blue ink autograph. The 
content is great on several levels, 
reading as follows: “I’m sorry the 
front won’t take ink! One of my 
great thrills was the home run off 
Grimes in the 1930 Series in St. 
Louis”. 

How is that for good content?

643  Jolly, Dave 1955 Milwaukee Braves Contract 
  (rare)   9.5 .................... 100
Mint player contract, this is untouched and perfect. Popular 
player, this was signed by Jolly and League President Warren 
Giles. Jolly sadly died in 1963 at only age 38, this is among the 
best possible mediums on which to collect his rare signature. 
This is also a nice piece as the 1950s Milwaukee Braves are a 
widely collected team. JSA LOAA.

644  Photo  Klein, Chuck (superb) 9 ....................... 375
Gorgeous circa 1941 Phillies team issue photo, this measures 
6x9. Super clean, this has a perfect blue fountain pen ink signa-
ture. Signed in a perfect spot, this is a very, very difficult signed 
photo to find. Cult favorite HOFer Chuck Klein died in 1958 
and is always a scarce signature, particularly on something 
this nice! JSA LOA (full).

645  Photo   Lajoie, Nap 8 ....................... 350
An utterly charming signed original photo, this deckle edge 
b/w image measures 3.5 x 6. Signed Larry Lajoie 1-9-54 at the 
top border in neat blue ballpoint ink, Lajoie is here next to a 
young boy. Lajoie was one of the greatest players in early 20th 
century baseball, he died in 1959 and is very popular among 
collectors. This signed image is fresh to the hobby. 
JSA LOA (full).

646 Lazzeri, Tony Signed 
1934 Yankee Scorecard
  8 ...................... 250
Neat piece, this is a clean 1934 New 
York Yankee home scorecard. Played 
against the Senators, the program 
is unscored. Lightly folded at one 
time, this is notable as it is signed 
by 1927 Yankee HOFer Tony Lazzeri 
in period fountain pen ink by the 
upper right corner of the front cover. 
Please note Lazzeri died in 1946 at 
a young age and is a very desirable 
autograph.  JSA LOA (full).
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647  Postcard  Mack, Connie 
  (1922 w/ANS, superb!)  9 .. 250
A fine Connie Mack item, 
offered is a note postmarked 
August 10, 1922 on a Like Win-
nisquam postcard. So early for 
a Connie Mack signature, the 
writing and signature are in jet 
black fountain pen ink. The con-
tent is as follows: Kindly mail 
me your lowerst terms at once. 
I can use you for the balance of 
the season. Connie Mack. 
JSA LOA (full).

648  Mack, Connie 1946 TLS with 
  great Robin Roberts Content! 9.5 .................... 375
An amazing item, offered is a spotless half page TLS on 
Philadelphia Athletics letterhead. Dated July 15, 1946 this is 
written to Tom Fleming by Connie Mack. The content reads 
in part: “...and advise you that Tom Turner considers pitcher 
Roberts a likely prospect. I would appreciate your sending 
him into Shibe Park, sometime after the close of the North-
ern League season”. 

A letter of this type is truly extraordinary, as Robin Roberts 
became a beloved HOFer for the Phillies (perhaps Macks 
advise was not followed!). JSA LOAA.

649  Mantle, Mickey Signed Budweiser 
  Cardboard Display 9.5 .................... 125
Fun and very attractive Mantle piece, this is a very well 
rendered 11x14 display item from the 1980s. Mickey signed 
this in spotless sharpie ink in a perfect spot, it displays quite 
well. JSA LOAA.

650  Paige, Satchel Signed Business Card   9 ............... 125
Classic Satchel Paige item, these are always very popular. 
Paige signed this in his usual spot at the left border in solid 
black ballpoint ink, this is a fine signature. JSA LOA (full).

651  Pipgras, George 1927 Yankees Payroll Check
       9 ....................... 250
Always desirable, this was signed in 1927 by this quality 
1927 Yankee pitcher. Clean payroll check, this is dated June 
15, 1927. Signed by Ruppert on the front and endorsed by 
Pipgras on the back, good piece. JSA LOA (full).

652  Ruether, Dutch 1927 Yankees Payroll Check
       9 ....................... 250
Always desirable, this was signed in 1927 by this quality 
1927 Yankee pitcher. Clean payroll check, this is dated June 
30, 1927. Signed by Ruppert on the front and endorsed by 
Ruether on the back, good piece. JSA LOA (full).
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653  Topps Baseball Cards Large Format Book 
  w/approx. 140 signatures 9.5 .................... 200
A terrific piece, this is something of an epic autograph 
collecting accomplishment. This hefty tome is filled with 
autographs, often on the Rookie Cards, the content is 
terrific. Some of the HOF players did not have Topps cards 
(Joe DiMaggio, Jocko Conlan etc), but nonetheless make an 
appearance here. Superb lot, this is again the kind of thing 
wher whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough given its 
completely unique nature. The great content includes over 
60 different HOFers, with note to: Aaron, Banks, Brett, 
Carew, Drysdale (2), Flood, Ford, Gibson, R. Henderson, 
Jackson, Kaline, Killebrew, Koufax, Mantle, Marichal, 
Mathews, Mays (2x), McCovey, Morgan, Murray, Musial, 
Newhouser, Reese, Rose, Ryan, Schmidt, Seaver, Torre, Ted 
Williams, Winfield and Yaz. JSA LOAA.

654  Album Page  Wagner, Honus 9 ....................... 300
Signed in 1947 in Miami Beach, Florida of all places, this 
is a solid ink signature. Singly signed, this is PSA slabbed 
Authentic. Honus Wagner single signed items are always 
desirable, this looks terrific, with the larger size providing 
for a great look and feel.

655  Wagner, Honus Signed Large Format Photo   8 .. 500
Huge Honus Wagner signed photo, this is approximately 
9x14 as matted. The autograph is very large and fine, this is 
a classic b/w image of Honus Wagner as a Pittsburgh Pirates 
coach in the 1930s or 1940s. The has extensive creasing 
but still displays well. Large format Honus Wagner signed 
photos are very scarce, even rare, they hardly ever come to 
market. Very nicely matted and framed, total size 13x17.  
JSA LOA (full).

    

656  Williams, Ted Signed High Quality Jersey  9.5 ... 200
Good piece, this is a very attractive Ted Williams Boston 
Red Sox flannel model jersey. There is no tagging here, so I 
guess it is not a Mitchell and Ness, but it does look just like 
one. Very well done, this quality jersey offers a bold and 
large Ted Williams blue sharpie ink signature. Very nice
Ted Williams piece. JSA LOA (full).
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657  Collection of 154 Phillies-Related Letters   9 ...... 750
From a decades long Phillies collection, this is a very 
interesting lot. There are probably no rarities here, but the 
breadth and depth is amazing, lots like this are almost im-
possible to find in today’s market. The condition is clean, we 
did not have JSA review it due to the quantity, but we would 
be shocked if there were any major issues. Many of these let-
ters are ALS’s with great content, these are almost all going 
to be pre-1970 Phillies players, going back to the 1930s and 
are presented in alphabetical order. The content includes: E. 
Allen, Bartell, W. Berger, Betts, Benge, Chapman, Dahlgren, 
H. Ford, Francona (1960), D. Leonard, Jack Mayo (great 
letter), Meyer, Miller and Shantz (funny content).

658  Collection of 200 Signed Original Photos from 
  the 1990s - Great Presentation 9 ....................... 250
A real passion project from a skilled and dedicated collector, 
offered is a beautifully assembled book of approximately 
200 signed photos. These are all 4x6 photos or postcards, 
presented and identified very neatly in alphabetical order. 
These are all either original photos taken by the collector or 
a Baseball HOF photo. The autographs were all obtained in 
person, the collector was a limo driver who had field access 
to the Mets and Yankees Stadiums in the 1990s. The auto-
graphs are almost all in perfect blue sharpie ink, there is 
duplication, nothing is personalized. There are a fair num-
ber of Mets players, a lesser amount of Yankee players and 
players from the opposing teams, all obtained in the 1990s. 
The better signatures are as follows: E. Alfonso (2), M. Alou 
(2), D. Baker, Biggio (2), Cox, Eckersley, Garciaparra, Grace, 
Hundley (6), Kiner, Leiter (2), Lima, Morgan, Olerud (8), 
Rizzuto, B. Robinson, Sandberg, Sheffield, Showalter, Torre, 
B. Wagner, B. Williams. JSA LOAA.

660  Collection of 311 assorted 
  Phillies Related Autographs 9 ....................... 450
From a decades long Phillies collection, offered is a huge lot 
of Phillies signed photos. These fit in a medium size box, the 
photos are all postcard size or so. The autographs are very 
clean overall. The consignor specialized in pre-1960 Phillies 
autographs, so that should be nearly all of the content here. 
Ideal for slabbing, these are neatly presented in alphabet-
ical order. The lot has light duplication and includes some 
period and period signed photos. The content includes: E. 
Allen, Bartell (2), Beck, Bolling, Bragan, Ben Chapman, R. 
Craig (2), Dahlgren (3), Fitzsimmons, Groat (2), Hacker, 
Babe Herman, Kuenn (3), D. Leonard (2), F. McCormick, 
E. Miller, Passeau (3), Sisti (2), L. Waner (2), Wasdell (3), 
B. White, Whitney (2). Given the size and nature of the lot, 
we did not show these to JSA, they are being sold as-is, we 
would be shocked if there were any major issues here.

661  Collection of 601 different Phillies
   Related Autographs 9 ..................... 1500
From a decades long Phillies collection, offered is a huge lot 
of Phillies signed photos. These fit in a medium size box, the 
photos are all postcard size or so. The autographs are very 
clean overall. The consignor specialized in pre-1960 Phillies 
autographs, especially obscurities, so that should be nearly 
all of the content here. Ideal for slabbing, these are neatly 
presented in alphabetical order. The lot has light duplication 
and includes some period and period signed photos. The 
content includes: D. Allen, Baumer, Burgess, Camilli, E. 
Combs, V. DiMaggio, E. Miller, Bill Kelly, Konstanty, Koy, 
Kuenn, Leach, Lemon, Mancuso, F. McCormick, Meyer, 
Murtaugh, Oana, Oeschger, Sawyer, Schmidt, Stainback, 
Watkins. Given the size and nature of the lot, we did not 
show these to JSA, they are being sold as-is, we would be 
shocked if there were any major issues here.
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662  Lot of 65 signed photos/related flats 
   w/26 HOFers 9 ....................... 210
Clean lot, some are personalized, there is hardly any du-
plication. With a substantial number of HOFers, the better 
non-HOF signatures are Crosetti, Maglie and Warneke. 
The HOFers include Mel Allen, Carter (2), Cepeda, Jerry 
Coleman, Ford, Killebrew, Mathews, Musial (2), Weaver and 
Wilhelm. JSA LOAA.

Signed Large Prints

663  1996 Yankees Signed Animation Cel 
  (20 w/Jeter, Rivera) 8 ....................... 200
Fun larger size Bugs Bunny cell, this has 20 signatures of 
various members of the World Champion 1996 Yankees. 
The signatures are a touch light from improper exposure to 
sunlight, but everything is legible. Matted and framed to 
18x21, the signatures include Jeter, Rivera, Bernie Williams, 
Raines, Boggs, Torre, Key, Tino Martinez and Gooden. Very 
limited edition item (18/100). JSA LOA (full).

664  Mantle, Mickey (UDA, Framed)   9.5 .................. 300
Very limited edition piece (146/500), this comes with the 
original paperwork. A very seldom offered terrific Neil 
Leifer photo from the 1960s, this is so evocative of the era. 
Signed by both Mantle and Leifer, this image checks in at 
13x19 or so and is very nicely matted and framed to 22x28.

665  1961 Yankees Signed/Framed 
  Large Format Poster 8.5 .................... 150
The classic Ron Lewis poster of the 1961 Yankees from a 
reunion show, this is framed to a very hefty 42x28. The 
signatures vary in darkness but are legible. We all know the 
keys: Mantle, Berra, Ford, Richardson, Houk, Skowron, 
Richardson and Boyer. JSA LOAA.

666  1969 Mets Framed Photo (22 sigs)   9.5 ............... 100
A classic and superb b/w image of Seaver and Koosman cel-
ebrating their historic 1969 World Series victory, this looks 
great. Matted and framed to 26x22, the autographs are all 
in silver sharpie ink and look good. The signatures include 
Seaver, Koosman, Jones, Kranepool, Grote,  and Harrelson. 
JSA LOAA.

667  1998 Yankees Stunning Signed Canvas  8.5......... 300
The 1998 Yankees are the winningest team in Yankee history, 
among the very best in their storied history. The Yanks 
avenged a painful loss in the 1997 playoffs to the Cleve-
land Indians to steamroll through the league to win a title. 
They signed many items of course, but some are better than 
others. The first time that we have seen or offered this item, 
offered is a striking and stunning 39x32 signed canvas. 
Titled Dream Season, this has 28 signatures. An extremely 
limited edition piece (10/24), the autographs include Jeter, 
Rivera, Torre, O’Neill, Martinez, Wells, Cone, Pettite, Girar-
di, Strawberry, Knobloch, Raines, Randolph and El Duque. 
Framed to 45x37, who wants a 1998 Yankee piece that no 
one else has? JSA LOA (full).

668  500 Home Run Club (11 sigs) 9 ....................... 150
The classic Ron Lewis thunderbolt piece, this is very nicely 
matted and framed to 18x24. Signed by all eleven pictured, 
the autographs are solid overall, only Eddie Mathews is a 
touch light. The signatures include Mantle, Williams, Aar-
on, Mays, Schmidt, Banks et al. JSA LOA (full).
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669  500 Home Run Club (11 sigs) 9.5 .................... 150
The classic Ron Lewis thunderbolt piece, this is very nicely 
matted and framed to 22x29. Signed by all eleven pictured, 
the autographs are very solid. The signatures include Man-
tle, Williams, Aaron, Mays, Schmidt, Banks et al. 
JSA LOAA.

670  Triple Crown Winners 
  1994 Neiman Signed Print (5 sigs)   9.5 ............... 150
Very nice item, these hardly ever come to market. Offered 
is a smartly matted 22x18 (as matted) Leroy Neiman 1994 
Triple Crown Winners show print. The autographs all look 
great, three players penned the year of their triple crown. 
This pictures and is signed by Mantle, Williams, Yaz, F. Rob-
inson and Neiman. Ideal for framing, the total size is 28x22.  
JSA LOAA.

671  Yankee Stadium Signed Framed Display
   w/DiMaggio and Mantle (approx. 50 signatures)   9 ..... 100
Quality framed composition, this features a 14x11 color im-
age of Yankee Stadium that is bursting with signatures and 
two tickets from the 2008 season, including the final game. 
The signatures look great, they include Mantle, DiMaggio, 
Murcer, Berra, Ford, Cox, Larsen, Slaughter, Nettles, Hen-
rich and Houk. Total size 23x25. JSA LOAA.

Single Signed Baseballs

672   Burleigh Grimes              8 (ONL Feeney) .......... 200
Elusive single of this Brooklyn Dodgers HOF pitcher, he 
died in 1985. Often found in bleeding sharpie ink, the 
offered ball has a very nice blue ballpoint ink signature. The 
ball has some light toning and displays very well overall. 
PSA graded the autograph an 8 and the ball a 6. 
PSA DNA (full).

673   Gil Hodges   8 ....................... 625
Long overdue HOFer, naturally his single signed balls have 
exploded in price. Always a tough ball, offered is a pleas-
ing evenly toned Pro League model. The beloved Hodges 
(D’1972) signed this in blue ballpoint pen in his usual spot 
on the side panel. This is a full Best Wishes Gil Hodges sig-
nature with a nice flow to it. PSA DNA (card).

674   Waite Hoyt                  9 (ONL Feeney) ............... 225
1927 Yankee HOF pitcher and popular Reds broadcast-
er, these usually have major condition issues. Offered is a 
boldly signed ONL Feeney model ball. Signed on the sweet 
spot in perfect blue ballpoint ink, you will not find a nicer 
signature on a ball. The ball has slight toning on the side 
panels and displays quite well overall. JSA LOA (full).

675   Travis Jackson        PSA 9 auto (6 baseball) ....... 150
1920s and 1930s New York Giant HOF shortstop, he died in 
1987 and is a tougher single. Offered is a mildly toned ONL 
Feeney model ball, this has a perfectly bold and fine blue 
ballpoint ink signature on the sweet spot. PSA DNA (full).

676   Connie Mack  8 ....................... 500
A vital figure in baseball history, his single signed balls are 
not rare but are always desirable. Offered is a mildly toned 
OAL Harridge model ball. A side panel is boldly signed To 
Paul From Connie Mack in black fountain pen ink. Nice 
ball. JSA LOA (full).
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Single Signed Baseballs

677  Collection of 20 different high grade HOFers
  w/inscriptions - all w/JSA cards       9.5 ................ 200
Super clean lot, all are on official balls with their own JSA 
LOA card. Superb quality, each has an HOF or other desir-
able inscription. A perfect lot for this era, the content is as 
follows: Alomar, Blyleven, Boggs, Carlton, Cepeda, Daw-
son, Eckersley, Ford, Gossage, Harvey, Herzog, Kell, Kiner, 
MacPhail, Mazeroski, Morris, Murray, Sutter, Sutton and 
Dick Williams.

678  Collection of 28 different high grade HOFers 
  - all w/JSA cards 9.5 .................... 200
Fine lot of top quality singles, all are on official balls with 
their own JSA LOA card, the condition is terrific over-
all. The content is as follows: Anderson, Barlick, Bench, 
Brett, Carter, Chandler, Conlan, Fingers, Fisk, Henderson, 
Jackson, Lasorda, Lemon, Morgan, Molitor, Palmer, Perez, 
Raines, Rice, Ripken, Sandberg, Slaughter, Smith, Weaver, 
Winfield, Yastrzemski and Yount. This is just a tremendous 
lot as the quality of content is several steps above any lot 
like this that comes to market. This lot will run thousands to 
reproduce, it is an impressive assemblage in terms of both 
star power and condition.

Multi-Signed Baseballs

679  500 Home Run Club (10 sigs) 9.5 .................... 175
Spotless ONL White ball, this has been signed by Aaron, 
Mays, Schmidt, Jackson, Murray, Mathews, McCovey, 
Schmidt, F. Robinson and Banks. The signatures are all in 
solid blue ballpoint ink, JSA LOA (full).

680  Hodges/Hornsby/Stengel 
  - All Displayable as Singles! 8 ..................... 1500
An amazing, stunning signed baseball, offered is a super 
clean ONL Giles model. Signed in 1962 no doubt, Casey 
Stengel gets the sweet spot, Rogers Hornsby the south panel 
and Gil Hodges the north panel. The three vital 1962 Mets 
autographs alone on a baseball, this might be a 1/1, we have 
never seen or heard of such a signed ball until now. 
JSA LOA (full).
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681  HOFers and Stars w/Rogers Hornsby 
  and Jimmie Foxx (14 sigs) 8 ..................... 1250
Great ball, this is a lightly toned OAL Harridge ball. All 
HOFers and stars, the signatures are in solid blue ballpoint 
ink. The signatures include Foxx and Hornsby are on the 
same panel, Walsh, Vance, P. Waner, Dickey, Traynor, Terry, 
Cochrane, Simmons and Grove. Beckett LOA (full).

682  HOFers and Stars w/Ty Cobb and Jimmie Foxx 
  (8 sigs)     ...................... 1250
Signed in 1959 at an Old Timers Day game, offered is a 
mildly toned OAL Harridge model ball. There are seven 
HOFers and oddly enough, Frank Torre. The HOFers are Ty 
Cobb, Jimmie Foxx, Rogers Hornsby, Home Run Baker, Ray 
Schalk and Lefty Grove. The autographs average about 7/10 
in quality and display reasonably well. Signed balls with 
this top level of HOF content have been white-hot in recent 
years. PSA DNA (full).

683  Ruth/Gehrig     ........................ 200
Offered is an early Spalding Cork Center ball from the late 
1920s. This ball has seen some game use and/or wear and 
is not for the higher grade collector. However, the ball was 
signed by Ruth and Gehrig, and only Ruth and Gehrig, ac-
cording to JSA. They signed just below each other; the Ruth 
autograph is about a 5/10 and the Gehrig about a 2.5/10. 
This an eminently affordable Ruth/Gehrig ball. 
JSA LOA (full).

Team Signed Baseballs

684  1953  Dodgers   Team Ball w/other players   5 ..... 250
Mildly toned ONL Frick ball, this has slight wear. The signa-
tures are mainly Brooklyn Dodgers, but Del Ennis, 
Willie Jones and Dom DiMaggio are on the ball. The keys 
here are Roy Campanella, Jackie Robinson, Gil Hodges 
and Carl Furillo. PSA DNA (full).

685  1954 Giants  Team Ball  ................ 500
Classic World Championship team, this is always a popular 
ball. Offered is a very nice off-white ONL Giles model. With 
28 signatures, the keys are Mays, Irvin, Wilhelm, Maglie, 
Dark (signed Captain on the sweet spot, which is very 
unusual) and Hank Thompson. Durocher is stamped like 
usual, the Westrum is the only clubhouse signature. 
JSA LOA (full).
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686  1955 AL All Stars  Team Ball 8 .............. 200
Very bright and clean ONL Giles model ball, this has hardly 
any wear. There are 24 signatures that vary in darkness. 
The keys here are an early Mantle, Doby, Fox, Berra, Wynn, 
Jensen, Lopez, Rosen and Kuenn. JSA LOA (full).

687  1964 Senators
  Team Ball w/Gil Hodges - World Class   9.5 ........ 200
Stone Mint OAL Cronin ball, this has a superb Gil Hodges 
signature on the sweet spot. There are a full 31 total signa-
tures. The other autographs include Yost, Valentine, Danny 
O’Connell (D’1969 at age 49), Don Rudolph (D’1968 at age 
37) and Skowron. JSA LOA (full).

688  1995 Braves
  Team Ball (World Championship) 9.5 ........... 225
Great ball, this was sadly the only win from this historic 
National League dynasty. Always desirable, offered is a very 
high grade ONL Coleman model. A superb condition ball, 
this is loaded with 32 spotless blue ballpoint ink signatures. 
Anchored by the five HOFers on the team:Cox, Smoltz, 
Maddux, Chipper Jones and Glavine; the other signatures 
include McGriff and Avery. JSA LOA (full).

689  1998 Yankees  Team Ball 9 .............. 250
Historic Yankee World Championship team, they had the 
most wins in team history. Offered is a solid OAL Budig 
model ball. There are 31 quality blue ballpoint ink signa-
tures that fill up the ball. The keys include Jeter, Rivera, 
Torre, O’Neil, Martinez, Strawberry, Wells, Cone, Raines, 
Posada, Pettite and Brosius. JSA LOA (full).

690  2002 Yankees  Team Ball 9 .............. 125
Good ball, this is a very clean Selig model. There are a full 
29 spotless blue ballpoint ink signatures. Quality team, elu-
sive ball, the highlights include Jeter, Rivera and Bernie Wil-
liams next to each other on the same panel, Torre, Mussina, 
Wells, Posada, Pettite, Giambi and Clemens. JSA LOA (full).

Signed Bats

691     DiMaggio, Joe 8 ....................... 300
Clean Louisville Slugger bat, this has a pleasing but slight 
light blue sharpie ink signature. DiMaggio signed bats have 
always been scarce, this presents well. JSA LOA (full).

692   1969 Mets Reunion Bat w/Koonce (29 sigs)   9 ... 150
Very desirable 1969 Mets Reunion bat, this is special as it 
signed pre-1993 as Cal Koonce died that year at age 52. Of-
fered is a bright and clean Gil Hodges model bat, the other 
autographs include Seaver, Ryan, Berra, McGraw, Jones, 
Agee, Cardwell and Koosman. JSA LOAA.

693     Mantle, Mickey 9.5 .................... 600
Super desirable signed bat, these have become just so hard 
to find in recent years. Offered is a particularly choice ex-
ample, this is a Mickey Mantle M110 player model bat that 
is perfectly clean. With a huge blue sharpie ink signature, 
the placement is perfect. Who wants to add a very desirable 
Mickey Mantle signed item to their collection? 
JSA LOA (full).
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Baseball/Historical Autographs

694     Mantle, Mickey 9.5 .................... 600
Fine Mantle bat, this was obtained in person by our consign-
or decades ago. Always in demand and never easy to find, 
offered is a perfect piece. This is a spotless Mickey Mantle 
player model bat, it is signed in bold and flawless blue 
sharpie ink, the autograph contrasts perfectly against the 
clean back. It will be interesting to see where these trade at 
in a few years in this market. JSA LOA (full).

695     Superb HOFers/Stars Signed Bat 
    w/61 signatures 9.5 .................... 500
A real labor of love for our consignor, offered is a spectac-
ular signed Rawlings HOF 50th Anniversary model bat. 
Loaded with quality sharpie ink signatures, this looks great. 
A very comprehensively signed bat, the signatures include 
Williams, Mays, Aaron, Koufax, Seaver, Berra, Yaz, Jack-
son, Banks, Schmidt, Gwynn, Murray, Ryan, Reese, Brett, 
McCovey, Boggs, Mize, Newhouser, Fisk, Hunter and Bench 
among so much more. The only non-HOFers appear to be 
Clemens and Garvey. Extremely desirable and so well done, 
this has many HOFers that seldom appear on these types of 
bats. Superb. JSA LOA (full).

Historical Signed Items

696  Agnew, Spiro Signed Model Bat (JSA LOAA)
       9 ......................... 25
 
697  Book  Bush, George H.W. 9.5 .................. 40
1999 book by Bush, this has a flawless bookplate signature. 
This has a JSA sticker for the autograph. JSA LOA (full).

698  Book  Bush, George W. 9.5 .................. 63
2014 book by George H.W. Bush about his father, 41. This is 
hand-signed in perfect black sharpie ink. JSA LOA (card).

699  Cermak, Anton 1931 TLS to Football HOFer 
  George Halas  7 ..................... 40
Fairly unique item, this is somethat that is clearly unique. 
From 1931, this has a pleasing period blue ink signature. 
JSA LOA (card).

700  Book  Clinton, Bill 9.5 .................. 75
Classic and hefty 2004 autobiography, this has a flawless 
bookplate blue sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

701  8 x 10  Cooper, Gordon 9.5 .................. 25
Target b/w publicity photo, this has a perfect blue sharpie 
ink signature. JSA LOA (card).

703  Letter  Ford, Gerald ALS (lot of 2)  9.5 .......... 100
Nice item, this came from an ornate large format album of 
a friend and donor to President Ford. Offered are a pair of 
scarce late 1990s era full ALS’s on Ford’s personal Presiden-
tial letterhead. The content is warm and personal, Ford has 
great handwriting, so these display very well, the autographs 
are perfect and come with the transmittal envelope. These 
are on both sides of a large format page. JSA LOAA.

704  Letter  Ford, Gerald ALS + TLS (2 pcs)  9.5 .......... 75
Nice item, this came from an ornate large format album of a 
friend and donor to President Ford. Offered is a scarce 1997 
full ALS on Ford’s personal Presidential letterhead. The 
content is warm and personal, the autograph is perfect, the 
comes with the transmittal envelope. The back has a signed 
Ford TLS, also from 1997. JSA LOAA.
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Historical and Entertainment Autographs
705  Book Hoover, Herbert 9 ..................... 63
1934 text, The Challenge To Liberty. This was signed and 
inscribed at the time in dark period fountain pen ink, solid 
signature. JSA LOA (full).

706  LBJ Signed 1968 Book 9 ................... 100
Nice item, this is a clean copy of the 1968 James MacGregor 
Burns text To Heal and Build about LBJ. This has a tipped in 
LBJ signature as President. JSA LOA (full).

707  LBJ/Lady Bird Johnson Signed Matt  9.5 ............ 200
Charming piece, this is a handsome sepia toned image of the 
Johnson Family posed in front of the White House. Dated 
November 1967, LBJ and Lady Bird Johnson signed the mat-
ted piece, this is framed and looks great. Beckett LOA (full).

708  Nixon, Richard 1990 Book w/book signature
        9.5 .................. 40
Well preserved 1990 book, this has a bookplate signature 
from the Nixon Library. JSA LOA (full).

709  Nixon, Richard Vintage Signed Business Card
        9 ..................... 40
Attractive blue ink Nixon signature, this looks to be from 
the 1950s, an ideal item for slabbing. JSA LOAA.

710  O’Neill, Tip Pair of Signed 1982 Snapshot Photos
        9 ..................... 25
Charming lot, these each measure 4.25 x 3.5. JSA LOAA.

711  Polk, Mrs. James Signed Page 9 ..................... 75
Offered is a very unusual First Lady signature. Signed on  
4.25 x 3.5 lightly lined page, this is signed and dated Febru-
ary 9, 1881. The signature is very solid. JSA LOAA.

712  Book  Reagan, Ronald (An American Life)   9.5 . 100
Reagan’s hefty autobiography from 1990, this has some 
personal notes on the front flypaper. With a Mint bookplate 
autograph, this was signed for a Ronald Allen Beene. 
JSA LOA (full).

713  8 x 10   Slayton, Deek 9.5 .................. 30
Important astronaut and early NASA head, the signature 
and inscription are solid. JSA LOAA.

714  Book  Truman, Harry 9.5 .................. 90
Desirable Kansas City edition from 1955, this has some 
light wear and no dust jacket. Very nice piece, this is warmly 
signed by Truman and dated 1955. JSA LOA (full).

715  1937  FDR Inauguration Program  ....................... 10
 

Entertainment Autographs

Signed 8x10s

719  Depp, Johnny  9 ................... 100
Hot item, this has a large and bold black sharpie ink signa-
ture. This is from Sleepy Hollow, fine signature and image. 
JSA LOA (card).

720  Fisher, Carrie (Star Wars hologram, superb!)
        9.5 ................ 238
Superb signed photo of Carrie Fisher from Return of the 
Jedi. This has a huge Mint signature, stunning quality. With 
a Star Wars hologram, it does not get any nicer than this! 
PSA DNA (full).

721  Gandolfini, James 9.5 ................ 250
Classic color portrait of Gandolfini in his unforgettable 
work in The Sopranos, this looks great. The autograph is is 
signed in spotless blue sharpie ink by the lower right corner. 
These are sadly now extremely scarce and desirable due to 
Gandolfini’s death at only age 52. JSA LOA (full).

729  Turner, Lana  9 ..................... 40
Desirable signed photo of this classic starlet, this measures 
7x9. Turner signed and inscribed this neatly in red ink. 
JSA LOAA.

735  Land Giants Cast Signed Photo (6 sigs)  9.5........ 100
Super colorful and attractive photo, cast signed photos from 
the 1960s are scarce and always desirable. Perfect quality, 
the signatures include D. Marshall, D. Matheson, D. Lund, 
H. Young and S. Arngrim. JSA LOA (full).

738  Moore, Colleen 9 ..................... 35
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10. Signed and inscribed 
in solid black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

739  Morgan, Helen 9 ..................... 30
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first 
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed and  in 
flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOAA.
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Entertainment Autographs
Signed 8x10s

716  Bacall, Lauren (JSA LOA card) 9 ..................... 20
717  Burnett, Carol (JSA LOA card) 9.5 .................... 8
718  Carter, Nell (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................... 8
722  Garrett, Hank (JSA LOA card) 9 ..................... 10
723  Hudson, Kate (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................... 8
724  Kinney, Emily (JSA LOA card) 9.5 .................. 10
725  O’Brien, Margaret (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 10
726  O’Neal, Ryan (JSA LOA card) 9 ..................... 15
727  Porizkova, Paulina (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 10
728  Redgrave, Vanessa (JSA LOA card)  9.5 .................. 8
730  Voigt, Jon (JSA LOA card) 9 ..................... 10
731  Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 20
732  Gish, Lillian (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 20
733  Howard, John (JSA LOAA) 9 ..................... 15
734  Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOAA) 7 ..................... 10
736  Lederer, Francis (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 20
737  Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOAA) 9 ..................... 10

740  Sigler, Jamie-Lynn (lot of 2)  ....................... 15
741  Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA) 9 ..................... 10
742  Windsor, Marie (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 10
743  Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .................. 10
 

Assorted Signed Items

744  Letter  Astor, Vincent 9 ..................... 40
Early TLS on his personal letterhead, this is dated July 17th, 
1930. Short note regarding an autograph request, Astor 
signed this in bold blue fountain pen ink. Very fine. 
JSA LOAA.

745  Beery, Wallace 9.5 .................. 50
Academy Award winning actor from the 1930s, he died in 
1949. Huge signature on a 1940s autograph album page, this 
looks great. The back is signed by Postmaster James Farley. 
JSA LOAA.

746  GPC Brasfield, Rob 9 ..................... 25
Nicely signed and warmly inscribed, this is from 1954.  
JSA LOAA.

747  Carroll, Madeleine Late 1940s ALS (JSA LOAA)
        9.5 .................. 15
 
748  Tom Cruise/Nicole Kidman Signed Baseball!
        9 ................... 125
Super cool ball, this was signed in Toronto, Canada. Boldly 
signed by these two absolute top movie stars and former 
married couple, the ball is clean. Terrific pop culture item, 
there cannot be very many of these around! JSA LOA (full).

749  3 x 5 Dale Evans/Roy Rogers (JSA LOA card)
        9.5 .................. 15
 
750  Album Page  Dorsey, Tommy (JSA LOAA)  9 ....... 15
 
751  Fall Out Boy Signed Baseball (JSA sticker)    ........ 10
 
752  Photo Ford, Glenn (5x7) (JSA LOA card)  
                                          9 vintage .................. 10
 

754  Goodfellas Signed Full Size Movie Poster  9 ......... 50
One of the best movies of its kind ever made, offered is an 
iconic 27 x 39 poster. Signed by five, the autographs include 
DeNiro, Liotta, Pesci and Scorsesee. JSA LOAA.

755  GPC Gordon, Curtis (JSA LOAA)    9 ................... 20
 
756  Key Movie Stars Signed Baseball (Kirk Douglas, 
James Stewart, George Burns) 9 ................... 100
Super cool ball, this is a very clean OAL Brown ball. 
Each legendary star is on their own panel, this looks great! 
JSA LOAA.

757  Macchio, Ralph Signed 16x20 (Leaf Authentics)
         ....................... 15
 
759  Album Page O’Hara, John 9 ..................... 20
Very popular author, he wrote many novels and short stories 
including Butterfield 8. D’1970, his autograph lists for $155 
in the Sanders guide. JSA LOAA.

760  Album Page O’Neil, Barbara 9 ..................... 20
This is a fine large fountain pen signature and inscription 
from 1944. Gone With The Wind actor, she died in 1980 and 
is a desirable autograph. JSA LOAA.

761  Pavarotti, Luciano Signed 6x4 photo 
  (JSA LOAA)  9.5 .................. 15
 
762  Springsteen, Bruce Signed Born To Run Record
        7 ................... 175
One of the very finest albums ever created, this is a very 
desirable piece. Handsomely framed to 17x17, this is a full 
size Born to Run record. Signed by The Boss, the signature is 
large, but has smudged in spots from handling. 
PSA DNA (full).



Entertainment Autographs/Non-Sports Cards

763  Three Tenors Signed Baseball 9.5 ...................... 30
Fun ball, this is a good pop culture item. JSA LOA (full).

764  Winkler, Henry 8x10 and 16x20 
  Signed Photos  9.5 ...................... 20
Fun Happy Days lot, both have Fanatics holos.

765  Winkler, Henry 8x10 and 
  16x20 Signed Photos 9.5 ...................... 20
Fun Happy Days lot, both have Fanatics holos.

766   1970s - 1990s Concert and Pop Culture 
  Ticket Lot w/big names (10 pcs)   .......................... 50
The tickets include Billy Joel, Fleetwood Mac and Bruce 
Springsteen. The lot has a cool 1990 Rolling Stones 1990 
European Tour Working Personnel patch.

Non-Sports Cards

766.2  1880 N154 Duke Cleveland/Harrison
   Looking Away from The Batter     SGC A ............ 50
Very cool card with two Presidents, the image is terrific. The 
back is clean, a chip is present at the upper left corner, we 
are not sure why this came back Authentic.

1887 N162 Goodwin Champions

767 Albert  SGC 2 ................ 30
Colorful card has a fine image, there is no back damage, 
creasing keeps this at a 2.

768  Fitzgerald SGC 2 ................ 30
Well centered with rich color and a clean back, slight surface 
wear by the top border likely led to the 2 grade.

769  Myers  SGC 2 ................ 50
Well centered with one slight corner crease, mild back wear 
in one spot led to the 2 grade.

770  1887 N162 Wood  SGC 3 ................ 63
Centered heavily to the upper right corner, this has great 
color. Nice 3, we do not see any creases, the back is clean.

771  Lot of 10 Lorillard L1/Related Coupons ................. 40
Collectible lot, there are five different coupons in the lot. 
Mixed grade, these are order forms for non-sports premi-
ums from the era.

772  1932 U.S. Caramels
  Complete Set Minus McKinley (30 cards)  Ex ........ 300
Desirable and seldom offered as a run, these are classic early 
1930s gum cards. The set averages a pleasing Ex overall to 
our eyes, with some variance. The cards display well, only 
Theodore Roosevelt is in real need of an upgrade. Fresh and 
fine mid-grade run, we will have front and back scans of 
everything on our website.

773  1933 Goudey Indians
   Lot of 57 assorted VG ................... 104
Pleasing lower grade lot with some duplication, the cards 
are honest lower grade cards, they are not abused or overly 
worn. Popular set, the lot has some of the stars, we will have 
an exact inventory on our website.

774  1933 Wheaties Skippy
  Complete PSA Graded Set (12 cards) ..................... 375
Uncommonly offered set, these are all PSA graded. There 
cards grade as follows: 1 7, 2 9, 3 4, 4 4, 5 2, 6 4.5, 7 5, 8 9, 9 
5, 10 9, 11 2 and 12 2.5.



Non-Sports Cards
775  1936 R109 Pirates Picture Gum
   16 different Fair .................... 25
 

776  1937 R172 Wild West Series 
   Complete Set -2 (47/49) GVG ................ 100
Not a bad lot at all, these are lower grade but still attractive. 
The backs are clean, some cards have mild staining, other-
wise have bright white borders.

777  1938 R13-2 American G-Men
   38 different Good ............... 125
Honest lower grade lot, the condition is fairly consistent. 
A few cards are very rough, the lot is not bad at all and dis-
plays very well for the grade.

778  1939 R173 World In Arms
   Complete Set (49) VG-Ex/Ex ........ 100
Reasonably consistent and attractive set, a few cards need 
upgrading. The backs are clean, the cards all display well, 
with vivid period color images.

779  1947 Goudey Indians
   Lot of 3 clean commons   .......................... 10
 
780  1950 Cowboys Western Aces
   32 different                  Strong Ex-Mt/NM ................. 10
 
781  1950s Era Topps Gift Certificate Redemption 
   Coupons (9 pcs)   .......................... 15
 
783  1954 Power for Peace   24 different  Ex ................... 20

782  1953 Bowman TV and Radio Stars
   Near-Set plus wrapper (88/96)
 Ex-Mt .............. 125
Missing just eight cards 
(19,27,33,57,63,71,77,90), this is a 
popular and very attractive set. The lot 
includes the desirable wrapper and is 
about 60-70% Ex-Mt or so, the balance 
varies, some cards could be upgraded. 
The cards tend to have bright color and 
display well.

 
784  1954 Topps Look N See
   Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........ 325
Widely collected 135-card set, this travels through United 
States and world history. The condition ranges from VG to 
Ex-Mt with no ugly or abused cards, we feel the set averages 
VG-Ex/Ex overall. Nothing has been picked for slabbing, the 
key cards are as follows: 1 FDR VG, 3 Jefferson NM, 4 Lin-
coln VG, 9 Washington VG, 15 Ruth Ex, 21 Franklin VG-Ex/
Ex, 29 Twain Ex-Mt, 64 Churchill Ex, 82 Rembrandt VG+ 
and 135 Madison Ex.

785  1956 Davy Crockett
   Complete (orange back) VG-Ex ................ 75
Mid-grade set with some variance in both directions, these 
are not bad at all. These cards have the desirable white 
backs: 8, 22, 29, 31-2, 40, 43, 45, 48, 50, 69, 73, 75.

786  1956 Topps Western Roundup
          Complete Set w/wrapper VG to VG-Ex ..... 50
Colorful and attractive VG to VG-Ex set, this includes the 
wrapper.

787  1958 Topps TV Westerns
   Complete Set VG-Ex ................ 50
Mid-grade set, the condition varies mildly, a few cards could 
be upgraded.
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Non-Sports Cards
788  1958 Zorro  
   Complete Set w/wrapper VG-x ................ 100
With a  clean wrapper, the cards vary in grade. The con-
dition ranges from Good to Ex Plus, averaging a pleasing 
VG-Ex overall to our eyes.

789  1963 JFK  Complete Set (64 cards)   NM .................. 30
Super sharp set, the corners are generally Mint. We down-
graded this to Near Mint due to some centering issues, this 
is still an awfully sharp set.

790  1964 Beatles B&W 145 John Lennon  PSA 8 ............ 10
 
791  1967 Beatles  
           Complete Series Three Set (51 cards)   Ex+ .............. 50
Attractive and reasonably consistent Ex Plus lot, these dis-
play well.

792  1967 James Bond Philadelphia
  Complete Set (56 cards)  Ex-Mt/NM ......... 75
Fun set covers some classic Bond films. The condition varies, 
about 75% of the set is very sharp, the other 25% varies. Un-
picked for slabbing, there are some very fine cards in here.

793  1973 Creature Feature
   Lot of 54 Sealed Packs     ...................... 175
Fun lot of this popular cult set, the quantity is nice.

794  1976 Star Trek    Sealed Pack     ....................... 25
 
795  1977 Charlies Angels  Lot of 19 Packs   .................... 50
Fun lot from this classic show, these came from a former 
Topps employee.

796  1977 Star Wars 
   Series One Sealed Pack     ........................ 70
Desirable sealed pack from the first Star Wars set, this came 
from a former Topps employee.

797  1977 Star Wars
   Series One Sealed Pack     ........................ 70
Desirable sealed pack from the first Star Wars set, this came 
from a former Topps employee.

798  1977 Star Wars   Series Two Sealed Pack .................. 20
 
799  1977 Star Wars   Series Two Sealed Pack .................. 20
 
800  1977 Star Wars Series 1 
   Complete Set w/stickers Ex-Mt/NM ......... 55
A super hot set, some of these cards sell for big numbers in 
slabs. The #1 card is VG-Ex/Ex, the rest of the set is cleaner 
but with some variance, the Darth Vader sticker has a corner 
chip, the lot has many nice cards.

801  1990 Marvel Universe 
   Premier Edition Tin Set Nm-Mt ............... 63
Untouched set in the original tin, this should be filled with 
9s and 10s.

Sealed Boxes

802  1994 Fleer Flair Marvel Universe     ...................... 110
803  1994 Fleer Marvel Masterpieces    ........................ 75
804  1994 Fleer Marvel Universe First Edition .............. 100
805  1994 Fleer The Amazing Spider-Man ....................... 60 
806  1994 Fleer Ultra Marvel X-Men    ........................ 63
807  1995 Fleer Ultra Marvel X-Men     ...................... 100
808  2012 Walking Dead  Season Two     ........................ 55
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Basketball Cards
809  1951 Berk Ross  Bob Cousy RC  PSA 3.5 ............ 250
Vital NBA HOFer, it is nice to see the market recognize the 
value of this card. Colorful and clean, we cannot see any 
creases. Centered to the right border, the surfaces are clean, 
the corners show only mild and consistent wear. This is a 
very solid card for the grade.

810  1961 Fleer   38 Bill Russell PSA 2 ............... 225
A classic card, his most attractive. Centered to the left bor-
der, the image and color are terrific. Clean overall, a small 
crease at the lower right corner led to the 2 grade.

811  1961 Fleer   46 Baylor IA PSA 5.5 .............. 50
Solid card, this has great color and four square corners; 
moderate centering to the right border keeps this at a  5.5.

812  1961 Fleer   47 Chamberlain IA  PSA 4 ............. 100
Crisp and clean, this has four strong corners and a perfect 
image. Heavily centered to the left as is typical, this is still a 
Chamberlain Rookie.

813  1961 Fleer   62 Bill Russell IA  PSA 4 ................ 200
Solid 4, this has no visible creases or wrinkles and a good 
image. Centered to the upper right corner, the corner wear 
is not bad at all.

814  1961 Fleer   62 Bill Russell IA   PSA 5 ............... 250
Sharp and clean card, this has a nice photo of Russell in 
the air making a shot. The corners are strong, typical heavy 
centering to the left border keeps this at a 5.

815  1971 Topps 55 Maravich PSA 8 ............... 125
Very popular card, this has four terrific corners and gor-
geous color. Centered to the upper left corner, the borders 
are bright white.

816  1972 Topps 263 ABA Rebound Leaders 
   Gilmore/Erving/Daniels PSA 8 ................. 70
Neat card with a Rookie Dr. J, this has great centering and 
four super sharp corners.

817  1980 Topps   Bird/Erving/Magic  PSA 6 ................. 200
Classic card, this has terrific centering. The card does not 
have the usual print mark at the lower right corner. The 
corners are sharp, we do not follow the 6 grade, it appears to 
be at least one click too low. Solid card.

818  1980 Topps  Bird/Magic RC PSA 8 ............... 800
An absolutely vital basketball card, offered is a sharp and 
fresh 8. Well centered without the usual mark at the lower 
right corner, the borders are perfectly white. The images of 
these three legendary players all look great, the corners are 
all super sharp. Overall, this looks like a very fine 8.

819  1983 Star 94 Isiah Thomas RC
         Beckett 8 ............ 80
Scarce card, this has excellent centering and four very sharp 
corners. A classic image of this iconic player, this is a great 
card.

820  1983 Star 100 Clyde Drexler RC
         Beckett 7 .......... 100
Scarce card of this top HOF player, the color is terrific. Cen-
tered to the right border, the corners come to solid points.

821  1983 Star All Rookies
   10  James Worthy RC  Beckett 8 ............ 40
Scarce Worthy Rookie, this has quality centering and four 
very sharp corners.
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Basketball Cards

822  1985 Star 5x7 Team Supers
   Michael Jordan                         Beckett 8................ 150
Very cool oversize card, you have to love the image with Jor-
dan sticking out his tongue while dribbling! Well centered 
and sharp, the condition looks great, these seem so under-
valued in today’s market.
=
823  1986 Fleer 7 Barkley RC PSA 8 ................. 90
Extremely sharp card, light centering to the left border 
kept this out of contention for a 9.

824  1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan  PSA 8 .............. 120
Fine image, this has four super sharp corners. Perfectly 
centered left to right, slight centering to the bottom border 
keeps this at a fine 8.

825  1992 Upper Deck  1  Shaq RC  PSA 10 .................... 25 
 
826  2018 Panini Prizm 
   280 Luka Doncic   PSA 10 ............. 100
Gem Mint 10 Rookie Card of this amazing talent, now may 
be a good time to add one of these to your collection.

Sets and Lots

827  1968 Basketball HOF Bookmark 
   Complete Set (45 pcs)  Nm-Mt ............. 210
Sharp set, these charming cards are untouched and ideal for 
slabbing. The content includes Mikan, Wooden, Naismith, 
Lapchick, Holman, Rupp and Auerbach.

828  1970 Topps   136 different 
   w/some HOFers         Strong Ex-Mt/NM ................ 250
Sharp and fine condition lot, there is slight variance, mainly 
due to centering. A perfect foundation for a clean set, these 
better cards come in the lot: 1 Alcindor LL, 7 Bradley, 10 
Havlicek SP, 24 Checklist, 65 Baylor, 80 Wilkens SP, 86 Nel-
son SP, 100 Robertson, 101 Checklist and 107 West AS.

829  1971 Topps Trio  Complete Set 100
Desirable and popular little set, this attractive black border 
issue is loaded with big HOFers. Clean set, these look to be 
a solid Ex-Mt or better overall with crisp black borders. We 
grade the key cards as follows: 13.1 Barry SP,  Jones, Keye 
NM, 22 Maravich, Kauffman, Havlicek Ex-Mt, 23.1 ABA 
Team SP, Logo Stickers Ex, 24.1 ABA Team SP, Logo Stickers 
Ex-Mt, 31 West, Reed, Walker Ex-Mt, 34 Robertson SP, Un-
seld, Smith Ex-Mt, 37 Hawkins SP, Mullins, Alcindor Ex-Mt 
and 43 Chamberlain SP, Johnson,Van Lier NM.

830  1975 Topps  
  75 Pete Maravich Original Production Photo ......... 100
Key image, this is an original 5 x 5.5 production photo used 
by Topps to produce HOFer Pete Maravich’s 1975-76 Topps 
card, notations on the left side relate to the production of 
the card and are wonderful for collectors of this type of 
thing. This is a handsome color profile image of Maravich as 
a Utah Jazz player, it is very rare to find an original produc-
tion photo from a player of Maravich’s popularity.

831  1975  Topps  300 Julius Erving 
   Original Production Photo   100
Key image, this is an original 3.5 x 5 production photo used 
by Topps to produce HOFer Julius Erving’s 1975-76 Topps 
card, notations on the back include the card number. This is 
a great photo of Erving high up in the air making a reverse 
dunk, it is very rare to find an original production photo 
from a player of Erving’s stature and importance.
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Basketball Cards

832  Original Topps Production Photo Collection 
   (160 pcs) w/HOFers   200
From a former Topps employee, these are remarkable orig-
inal 3.5 x 5 and 5 x 5.5 production photos and related sizes. 
Stunning clarity, these could match cards from the 1975 era, 
but they have not been researched. Several photos have a 
card number and player written on the reverse, others have 
terrific production notes. There is very heavy duplication 
for some players. A very neat and interesting lot, the players 
include: Bradley, Dandridge, Frazier, Hawkins, Don Nelson, 
Riley, Walton and Westphal.

833  1975 Topps   Complete Set NM .................. 300
Strong set is about 50-60% Near Mint to Near Mint to Mint 
and superb, there are many really nice cards here. The set 
could use a few upgrades to be a pure Near Mint set, we 
grade the keys as follows: 1 League Ldr Ex++, 75 Maravich 
Nm-Mt, 77 Walton  Nm-Mt, 80 Havlicek Nm-Mt, 90 Jabbar 
Ex ctd, 233 Gervin  NM+, 254 Malone RC Ex-Mt+, 282 Erv-
ing TL Nm-Mt, 298 Jones RC , 300 Erving Ex++.

834  1980 Topps
   Vending Box w/five Birds Nm-Mt ............. 250
Terrific quality box, hardly anything has been removed. 
These are beautiful Nm-Mt overall cards, it would be great 
to use this to try and make a few sets, the quality would be 
amazing. Directly from a former Topps employee, this has 
many, many HOFers and stars, including five cards with 
Bird, one Magic 11 Ervings and 12 Jabbars.

835  1978 Topps  Pair of near vending boxes 
   (850 cards) NM to Nm-Mt 150
Directly from a former Topps employee, it looks like most 
of the major stars were taken out many years ago. The cards 
that remain tend to be sharp with a fair number of HOFers, 
we did not pull out anything for slabbing. Centering varies 
but this is a sharp and fresh lot, there could be some grading 
gems hiding here. Please note the count is approximate.

836  1985 Star 5 x 7
  Pistons and Rockets Sealed Team Sets plus more  ........... 75
Good lot of oversize Star Basketball, these are such great 
looking cards. The lot includes Pistons and Rockets sealed 
sets and 29 different with many key HOFers. The condition 
looks great, the star power is huge, with Barkley RC, Bird, 
Magic, Jabbar, McHale, Worthy and Erving. 

837 1986 Fleer  119 different 
          plus three stickers w/some stars   NM to Nm-Mt .... 300
Sharp lot, we did not pick these for grading. The stars are 1 
Jabbar, 4 Ainge RC, 27 Dumars RC, 53 Magic Johnson, 77 
Mullin RC, 81 Oakley RC and 131 Worthy RC.
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838  1987 Fleer  Complete Set
     w/stickers  and Jordan PSA 8 NM to Nm-Mt . 300
Anchored by a PSA 8 Michael Jordan, this set is loaded with 
key stars. Fresh and unpicked, the set is very sharp but cen-
tering varies. We grade the keys as follows: 9 Barkley Nm-
Mt, 11 Bird NM, 30 Drexler NM, 35 Erving NM, 37 Ewing 
NM, 56 Magic Johnson Nm-Mt, 59 Michael Jordan PSA 8, 68 
Malone Nm-Mt, 80 Olajuwon NM, 97 Schrempf RC Nm-Mt.

839   1991 Upper Deck  Sealed Case   ........................ 250
Factory sealed full case of 20 wax boxes, who wants to play 
the PSA 10 game at the next special?

840   2003 UD LeBron James Fresman Season
     Complete Set in Binder Nm-Mt ............. 125
Checking in at 90 cards, nothing has been picked for grad-
ing. Fun set, this is in the very attractive original binder as 
issued.
 

841    2020 Panini Illusions Basketball
      Lot of 18 Sealed Boxes in Original Case ................ 125
A case less two boxes, these are all factory sealed and they 
should be perfect.

Basketball Memorabilia and Autographs

842  Kobe Bryant Celebration of Life 
   Memorial Service Ticket (2/24/2020) ............... 200
A very poignant and scarce Kobe Bryant collectible, this is 
the ticket to his memorial service held at the Staples Center 
on February 24, 2020. A very difficult ticket, this was a mega 
event highlighted by a very emotional Michael Jordan. The 
ticket is perfectly sharp and clean. and is likely destined for 
a slab.

843  Check Chamberlain, Wilt 9 ....................... 275
Clean Wilt Chamberlain personal check, this is signed in 
solid black ballpoint ink. PSA slabbed Authentic, this is 
undated and from the 1990s based on the collection it came 
in. Chamberlain checks are scarce and desirable.

844  Curry, Steph Superb Signed 16x20 Photo  9.5 .. 100
Something that we just never see, offered is a terrific image 
of Curry holding up a three point content trophy. Signed 
in large and Mint blue sharpie ink, Steph added a 2x 3pt 
champ inscription. This has a JSA LOA card and a card 
from Curry’s company.

845  Auto Basketball  
  Curry, Steph w/B2B Inscription (Steiner)  9.5 ..... 250
Hot piece, this is a perfectly clean official ball. With a Stein-
er hologram, the signature and desirable inscriptions are in 
Mint silver sharpie ink.



Basketball

846  Jordan, Michael Signed Golf Cap  9.5 ............... 150
Fun MJ signed piece, this is a Nike Livestrong golf cap. 
Signed on the front brim, this has a large and flowing black 
sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

847  Jordan, Michael Signed Danny Day A/P   9.5 ... 200
Fine looking MJ large format piece, we hardly ever see 
these. Checking in at 18x24, this is a limited edition item 
(165/197). With all the original paperwork, you will not 
find a larger Michael Jordan signature on this kind of item. 
Signed in pencil by Jordan and artist Day, this is on premi-
um stock and looks terrific. JSA LOA (full).

848  Check Jordan, Michael   ...................... 1500
One of the ultimate signed checks, this is a PSA slabbed 
Authentic. Dated May 19, 1989, this is made out to AT&T 
for $26.36, Jordan signed this in flowing black ballpoint ink. 
How often do you see these?

850  Russell, Bill Signed 1993 Paluso Print  9.5 ......... 50
A classic, this is a fine looking signed 18x24 limited edition 
(219/600) piece. This offers a perfect pencil signature of 
Russell and the artist. The original paperwork from Paluso 
comes with the lot. JSA LOAA.

849  Auto Basketball  Legendary HOF Centers 
   w/Chamberlain & Russell 9.5 .................... 500
A true trophy piece of a signed basketball, there cannot be 
very many of these in existence. Offered is a perfectly clean 
official basketball, this is signed by legendary HOF centers 
Wilt Chamberlain, Kareem Addul Jabbar, George Mikan, 
Bill Russell and Shaquille O’Neal! Each legend signed in 
huge and perfect black sharpie ink; amazingly enough 
Chamberlain and Russell are on the same panel. Shaq signed 
this as a Rookie, this is a truly remarkable signed basketball. 
Who wants to add a great signed basketball that almost no 
one else has to their collection? JSA LOA (full).
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Boxing
Boxing Cards

851  1909  James Jeffries Card Set
   in Original Box VG ................... 250
Charming VG overall set, this has a few very rough cards, 
but presents reasonably well overall. With 53 cards, this 
is filled with images of classic early 20th century boxing 
HOFers. The box has a separated flap, these seem so under-
valued in today’s market.

852  1912 T227  Coulon PSA 1.5 .............. 50
Very desirable issue, this has great color and good centering, 
creasing by the left corners keeps this at a 1.5, the back is 
clean.

1951 Ringsides

853  10 Randy Turpin PSA 7.5 .............. 20
854  26 Joe Miceli PSA 8 ................. 25
857  41 Cochrane PSA 7.5 .............. 20
860  70 Eddie Compo PSA 7.5 .............. 20
861  71 Tony Pellone PSA 7.5 .............. 20

855  31 Jersey Joe Walcott PSA 8 ................. 90
Beautifully centered with four sharp corners, this is not an 
easy card to find in this quality. With the original perfora-
tions, this is a fine 8.

856  32 Rocky Marciano PSA 6 ............... 325
Beloved boxer, this is considered his Rookie Card. An abso-
lute key to this very popular set, these are not so easy to find 
in this quality. Exceptionally well centered, this has a classic 
image of Marciano training for a fight. The corners show 
only slight wear, the borders are clean, the color and image 
quality are terrific.

858  61 Pete Mead PSA 7 ................. 75
Tougher card, this is centered slightly to the lower right 
corner. Sharp and clean overall, this is a solid 7.

859  69 John L. Sullivan PSA 7 ................. 30
A key to the set and a classic, this is a fine 7. Well centered 
with sharp corners, this looks great.
 
862  88 Joe Louis PSA 7 ............... 170
Fine Joe Louis card, this is a difficult card to find and is a 
key to this widely collected set. Often found with condition 
issues when it surfaces, offered is a very sharp 7. Centered to 
the right border, the color and image quality is superb, the 
borders are bright white. The corners are all quite sharp, this 
is a terrific card for the grade.

863   Lot of 23 different PSA 6 Cards ..................... 125
Quality lot, these are all pure PSA 6s with no qualifiers. 
The content is as follows: 5 Cerdan, 7 Buonvino, 10 Turpin, 
12 Conn, 16 Aragon, 19 Bucceroni, 21 Janiro, 22 Jack, 23 
Satterfield, 26 Miceli, 33 Cartier, 45 B Ross, 58 Kayne, 59 
Corbett, 63 Canzoneri, 64 Miller, 68 Belloise, 70 Compo, 71 
Pellone, 74 Graham, 77 DiPaolo, 78 Zivic, 80 Cartier/Hair-
ston.

864   Lot of 33 different PSA Cards  ........................ 150
Solid lot has a few stars, the cards display well for the 
grades. The content is as follows: 2 Armstrong 4 mc, 3 
LaMotta 4, 10 Turpin 5, 11 Baer 4, 12 Conn 5, 13 Soose 4, 
15 Carter 4, 16 Aragon 5, 18 Saxton 5, 19 Bucceroni 5, 21 
Janiro 5, 22 Jack 6, 23 Satterfield 6, 24 Braddock 2, 25 Baker 
5, 26 Miceli 6.5, 31 Walcott 5, 57 Ducusen 5, 58 Kayne 6, 
60 Attell 4, 62 Simon 5, 63 Canzoneri 5, 68 Belloise 5, 71 
Pellone 5, 79 Famechon 3, 80 Cartier/Hairston 6, 82 DeJohn 
2, 83 Apostoli 7 mc, 84 Fusari 4, 85 Charles/Walcott 5, 91 
Herring 7, 94 DeMarco 6, 96 Charles 4.
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Boxing Memorabilia

866  Ali, Muhammed Signed Trunks 
  (Cassius Clay) 9.5 .................... 150
Offered is a handsome pair of very attractive white and red 
CC Cassius Clay model boxing trunks. These are signed Cas-
sius Clay in large and bold black sharpie ink. The autograph 
contrasts perfectly against the clean trunks. Scarce, this is 
something that you do not see very often and is always desir-
able. JSA LOA (full).

867  Jeffries/Sharkey Superb Large Format 
  Signed Check PSA 8 ............... 450
A terrific large format check pairing two HOFers, this is 
dated February 25, 1931. Slabbed PSA 8, this looks great. 
Written to James Jeffries by Jack Sharkey, Sharkey has great 
handwriting, the period fountain pen looks great. Sharkey 
signed the front with a classic flowing signature, Jeffries en-
dorsed the back with a jet black fountain pen ink signature. 
This is simply a terrific signed boxing item!

865  Johnson, Jack Signed Postcard ....................... 375
Terrific signed postcard, this measures approximately 3.5 x 
5.5. Beckett slabbed, this offers a fine and vibrant b/w image 
of a young Jack Johnson in a classic pugilistic pose. Clean 
and unmailed, the back has a large pencil signature that 
goes over almost the entire width of the card. An important 
and legendary boxer and cult hero to many, Johnson signed 
items are always very desirable. D’1946.

868  Postcard   Willard, Jess 9 ......................... 75
Very neat Jess Willard postcard, this is a 1915 era photo 
postcard. The postcard itself is nice, but you have to love the 
huge pencil signature from boxing HOFer Willard (D’1968) 
on the back; Willard signed this in 1936. JSA LOAA.

Football Cards

1895 Mayo

869  Robert Acton (Harvard) PSA 2 ............... 125
Clean card, this has a fine image. The black borders and re-
verse are quite vibrant, this displays well. We do not see any 
creases, light wear on the front and wear in one spot on the 
back led PSA to grade this a somewhat conservative 2. These 
are such great cards.

870  George Adee (Yale) PSA 2 ............... 150
Cut to the left border, the black borders look great, the 
image is terrific. We do not see any creases, the edges show 
only very slight wear. The back has no paper loss, we do not 
follow the grade here.

871  H.W.Barnett (Princeton) PSA 2 ............... 125
Centered slightly to the top border with a superb image, we 
hardly ever see this card. The black borders look great, there 
is some slight surface wear by the bottom border. The other-
wise clean and vibrant back has one nick of white showing, 
likely the cause of the 2 grade.117



Football Cards
1895 Mayo

872  Anson Beard (Yale) PSA 4 ............... 210
Very attractive card, this has a terrific image. Centered to 
the right border, there are no visible creases or wrinkles, the 
back is clean. Slight edge wear seems to be the only issue 
here, this is not an easy set to find even in 4 holders.

873  Frank Butterworth (Yale) PSA 2 ............... 125
Bright and clean card, the image is nice, we do not see any 
creases or wrinkles. Centered to the left border, the back
has no paper loss, we do not follow the grade here.

874  Robert Emmons (Harvard) PSA 3 ............... 160
Well centered with a terrific image, the back is clean. We 
do not see any creases, slight bits of white showing on the 
borders keeps this at a very nice VG.

875  Frank Hinkey (Yale) PSA 2 ............... 300
Not bad at all, corner wear and a small crease at the upper 
right corner keep this at a 2. The back has no damage, the 
image is fine. This is a scarcer card from this very underval-
ued set.

876  Langdon Lea (Princeton) PSA 3 ............... 200
Cut to the left border, we hardly ever see this card. The 
image is superb, the back is fine, we do not see any creases or 
wrinkles. Centered to the left border, mild edge wear keeps 
this at a very nice 3.

877  Jim McCrea (Yale) PSA 1 ............... 100
Cut to the upper right corner, the image is nice. Creasing 
and some surface wear on the front and back in isolated 
spots keep this at a 1, the card still displays well.

878  Frank Morse (Princeton) PSA 3 ............... 250
Great photo, the image clarity is remarkable. The kind of 
card that stands out in a crowd, this is great photography. 
Fine looking 3, this has rich black borders and only slight 
wear. There are no visible creases, slight wear on the bottom 
of the back (not paper loss) may have led to the 3 grade. 
This is a very fine looking card.

879  Brinck Thorne (Yale) PSA 3 ............... 200
Crease-free 3, this has a clean image and no back damage. 
The card has light corner wear, we do not see any other de-
fects, the 3 grade might be a bit conservative here.

880  William Ward (Princeton) PSA 1 mc ........... 90
Cut to the top border with some creasing, the image is fine. 
The back has no paper loss, we have all seen far, far worse 
cards in this grade.

881  Bert Waters (Harvard) PSA 2 ............... 125
Bright and clean, the front has no visible creases and looks 
great. Centered to the right border, the image looks terrific, 
the black borders display well. The back has no paper loss, 
we are not sure why this only came back a 2.

882  Edgar Wrightington (Harvard)  PSA 2 .......... 110
Well centered with a terrific image, the back has no paper 
loss. This grades a 2 due to a crease, the card still displays 
well.

883  1951 Bowman 2 Graham PSA 7 ................ 50
Beautifully centered with four strong corners, this is an awe-
some 7. The borders are bright white, the card looks great.

884  1951 Bowman 4 Van Brocklin PSA 6 ........... 25
Very sharp and clean, the color is terrific. Centered to the 
right border, the only real flaw here.

885  1955 Bowman 25 Matson PSA 7.5 ............. 20
886  1955 Bowman 93 Brewster PSA 7.5 ............. 20
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887  1957 Topps  119 Bart Starr RC PSA 6 .............. 600
Vital HOF Rookie Card, these are always extremely desir-
able. Fresh looking card, this has four sharp corners and 
particularly strong color and image quality. Centered heav-
ily to the right border, this might otherwise have run a real 
king’s ransom. Fine card.

888  1957 Topps 138 Unitas RC PSA 6 .............. 325
Classic HOF Rookie Card, I really like this particular card. 
Strikingly well centered with stunning color, this is a card 
that really stands out in a crowd. With square corners and 
white borders, this is an outstanding 6.

889  1958 Topps  22 Johnny Unitas PSA 8 .............. 750
Only the second-card for Johnny U, this has four sharp 
corners and great color. Well centered, which is very rare on 
these, this is a card with real future upside in this quality.

890  1960 Topps  1 Johnny Unitas PSA 7 ................ 25
Great image, this has four sharp corners and is centered to 
the bottom border.

1961 Cleveland Browns National City Bank

891  6 Quarterback Club PSA 8 ................. 75
Neat card, this is super sharp and clean.

892  25 Lou Groza PSA 6 ............... 125
Very tough card of this HOFer. We do not follow the grade 
here, the card appears to be well cut with four strong cor-
ners.

893 30 Bobby Mitchell PSA 8 ................. 75
Fine 8 of this HOFer, this is a card that you just do not see. 
Well centered with four very sharp corners, the condition is 
terrific.

894  Lot of 20 different graded cards w/PSA 8s ............. 300
Fine lot, this is something that you just do not see. All cards 
are PSA unless noted otherwise. An excellent value lot, the 
content is as follows: Sam Baker 8, Johnny Brewer SGC 5, 
Bob Crespino SGC 5, Charley Ferguson SGC 5, Ross Ficht-
ner 6, Galen Fiss 6, Jim Houston 7, Dave Lloyd 5.5, Mike 
McCormack 7, John Morrow 6, Bernie Parrish 8, Floyd Pe-
ters 8, Milt Plum 7, Duane Putnam 8, Jim Ray Smith 7, Ray 
Renfro 7, Dick Schafrath 7, Tom Watkins 8, Paul Wiggin 8, 
John Wooten 6.

896  1965 Topps 46  Willie Brown PSA 8 ............... 450
Gorgeous 8, this is a real stunner. Well centered with four 
super sharp corners, the color is amazing. The card has a 
flawless image, bright white borders and is the slightest hint 
of a diamond cut away from grading a 9. This card hardly 
ever comes around in this quality.
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895  1965 Philadelphia
  Complete Set w/wrapper  Ex+ .......... 325
With a wrapper, this attractive set has many HOFers and 
stars. The offered is a well matched Ex Plus overall set with 
some variance. This was collected with an eye towards cen-
tering, so these display very well for the grade. We grade the 
key cards as follows: 12 Unitas NM oc, 19 Ditka Ex-Mt, 31 
Brown Ex+, 41 Warfield RC VG-Ex/Ex, 47 Lilly VG-Ex/Ex, 
50 Meredith NM, 53 Renfro RC Ex-Mt+, 64 LeBeau RC Ex, 
76 Hornung VG+, 79 Nitschke VG-Ex, 81 Starr VG-Ex/Ex, 
82 Taylor Ex, 84 Lombardi Ex+, 105 Eller RC Ex-Mt+, 110 
Tarkenton VG-Ex/Ex, 189 Krause RC NM mc, 195 Taylor 
RC Ex, 197 Checklist Ex+ and 198 Checklist Ex.

897  1966  Philadelphia  Complete Set -4   Ex+ ...... 250
Extremely popular 1960s football set, this is missing 31, 38, 
41, 58. The overall condition is a nice Ex Plus overall with 
slight variance in both directions. These better cards come 
in this still substantial lot: 24 Unitas VG-Ex/Ex, 32 Ditka 
Ex, 39 Sayers Ex-Mt+, 59 Howley RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 60 Lilly 
Ex ctd, 61 Meredith Ex+, 88 Starr VG+, 89 Taylor Ex++, 114 
Tarkenton Ex+, 197 Checklist Ex and 198 Checklist Ex-Mt+.

898  1975  Topps 416 Thiesmann RC PSA 8 ......... 25
Well centered and quite sharp, the grade looks a bit 
conservative to our eyes.

899  1975 Topps  Vending Box   NM to Nm-Mt ......... 75
Directly from a former Topps employee, it looks like the ma-
jor stars were taken out many years ago.Clean Near Mint to 
Near Mint to lot, centering is not bad at all, these are fresh 
and clean cards.

900  1975  John Madden/Ken Stabler 
   3.5 x 5 Original Production Photo ................... 25
 

901  Large Topps Original Production Photo Lot 
  (approx. 1500 pcs)   ................. 200
Fresh lot of Topps production photos, these measure 3.5 
x 5. Higher quality color photos, hardly any are identified 
on the back. We do not believe these were actually used for 
any cards, we spot checked the HOFers. With duplication, 
the solid content includes: Bartowski, Biletnikoff, Blanda, 
Branch, Griese, Grogan, Guy, Hendricks, Jones, Olsen, Pear-
son, Plunkett, Shell, Stabler, Staubach, Upshaw and Wehrli.

902  1976 Topps 
   Complete Set               Ex-Mt/NM ............. 210
Solid Ex-Mt overall set, this has mild variance in both direc-
tions. Quality set with many clean key cards, the Payton has 
good corner but is centered to the bottom border. We grade 
the key cards as follows: 75 Bradshaw Ex-Mt, 100 F Harris 
NM, 128 Fouts Ex-Mt, 140 Swann NM, 148 Payton RC Ex, 
158 White RC Ex-Mt, 220 Lambert RC Ex++, 274 Spurrier 
Ex-Mt, 300 Simpson NM, 395 Staubach Ex-Mt+ and 427 
Jones RC Ex-Mt.

903  1978 Topps  Vending Box NM ............ 50
Directly from a former Topps employee, it looks like the ma-
jor stars were taken out many years ago. With the signature 
vending curl, the cards are sharp but with typical centering 
issues, this has some really sharp cards within the box.

904  1979 Topps 
   Near-Vending Box (450+ cards) NM ............ 63
Sharp lot from a former Topps employee, these have been 
gone over years ago. There still should be many sharp and 
fine cards here for slabbing based on a quick look.



Football Cards/Memorabilia

905  1991 Upper Deck  Sealed Case (20 boxes)   ... 100
 
906  2000 Victory 326 Tom Brady RC PSA 9 ....... 170
Mint Brady Rookie, the condition is razor sharp. Brady is so 
young and thin in his image on this card!

907  2001 Topps Triple Threads
   74 Tom Brady Beckett 8 ................... 20
 
908  2005 Topps 431 Aaron Rodgers RC
       PSA 10 ................. 100
Gem Mint 10 example of this popular Rookie Card. A cer-
tain HOFer, these should always be desirable.

909  2005 Topps 431 Aaron Rodgers RC
       PSA 10 ................. 100

910  2005 Topps  431 Aaron Rodgers RC
       PSA 10 ................. 100

911  Bulk Tom Brady Football Card Lot (213 pcs)
         Nm-Mt .... 150
Big lot of Tom Brady cards, mainly lesser but still an excel-
lent quantity and always a great value. The cards will likely 
retail mainly from $2 to $10, with some $10-$30 cards. The 
ten best cards will be pictured on our website.

912  2020 Panini Contenders Fat Pack
   Lot of Eight Sealed Boxes ................. 100
 

913  2020 Panini Donruss Optic
   22 Tom Brady Downtown PSA 10 ..... 525
Fun Tom Brady card, this is a creatively presented card. The 
condition is immaculate with no visible wear, the card looks 
great when held in hand.

Football Memorabilia

914  1967 Super Bowl I Program Ex+ .......... 150
Vital NFL program, not rare but so significant. The offered 
program is particularly well preserved, with note to perfect 
color, crisp edges and hardly any wear.

915  1966 Philadelphia  31 Dick Butkus 
   Signed Card w/inscription ................. 200
A classic HOFer and a desirable Rookie Card, these are fun 
to find with an autograph. SGC slabbed, the card is bright 
and clean. Centered to the lower left corner, we cannot see 
any creases, the borders are white, the image looks great. 
Butkus signed this with a scarce 69 player of the year in-
scription.

916  1969 Topps 
 100 Joe Namath Signed Card (world class) 9.5 .............. 50
Great looking card from the ultimate Namath season, the 
color is superb. Signed in huge and Mint black sharpie ink 
with his number 12, there cannot be a nicer signed card. 
PSA slabbed.
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917  1971 Topps 
156 Terry Bradshaw 
Signed Rookie Card   8 ................ 125
Well centered with great color, the 
card has only slight corner wear 
and looks great. TB signed this at 
the upper left corner neatly in blue 
ballpoint ink. Desirable and pricey 
signed Rookie Card, this is an earlier 
signature, which is neat. 
PSA slabbed.

918  Lot of 51 assorted signed HOFers and stars  9 ...... 150
Fine lot, these are mainly from the 1980s through the 2000s. 
The autographs and cards look great; from an amazing 
collection, there could be some buried treasure here. An 
ideal lot for slabbing, the autographs include: P. Brown, 
E. Campbell (3), Casper, Connor (2), Ditka (2), Gifford, 
Griese, Ham, Hannah (2), Kelly, Kemp, Landry, Langer, 
Largent, Levy (2), Lilly, Newsome, Sayers (4), Schramm, 
Shell (3) and Stram. JSA LOAA.

919  Lot of 81 HOFer Signed Cards 1951-1973  9 ......... 200
A remarkable lot of vintage signed football cards, our con-
signor worked on these for decades. The cards are very clean 
overall, the signatures look great. Slabbing and the white-
hot market for signed vintage cards has made lots like this 
almost impossible to find. With fine content, the value here 
as singles must be huge. With only one double, this lot is an 
absolutely brilliant way to start a collection of every attain-
able football player on a card. The exact content, which is 
simply terrific, will be on our website. JSA LOAA.

Fine Goal Line Collection

920  Goal Line  Brown, Jim 9.5 .............. 50
A classic, this has a large and strong blue sharpie ink signa-
ture. JSA LOA (card).

921  Goal Line  Namath, Joe 9.5 .............. 50
Nice piece, this is signed Joe Willie Namath x12, which is 
unusual. JSA LOA (card).

922  Goal Line  Nitchske, Ray 9.5 .............. 50
Tougher piece as he died at a relatively young age, the signa-
ture of this Packers HOFer is very solid, with his number 66, 
which is unusual. JSA LOA (card).

923  Goal Line  Payton, Walter 9 ............... 125
An absolute key to the set, these have totally dried up in 
recent years. Strong quality, this has a solid signature with 
his number 34. Superb. JSA LOA (full).

924  Goal Line  Starr, Bart 9.5 .............. 50
Key Goal Line, the quality is perfect, this comes with the 
show ticket from when it was signed. JSA LOA (card).

925  Goal Line  Unitas, Johnny 9.5 .............. 75
Great artwork, the large autograph of the legendary Johnny 
U is perfect. Unitas did not initially give approval for his 
likeness on a Goal Line Art Card until 1997; he died in 2002, 
creating the scarcity for signed examples. JSA LOA (full).

926  Goal Line  Webster, Mike 9.5 .............. 75
Key Steelers HOF center, Webster was never a prolific signer, 
his card came out in 1997, and he sadly died in 2002 at only 
age 50. Tough signed goal line, this one has a perfect quality 
signature with an HOF inscription. JSA LOA (full). 122
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927  Goal Line  Collection of 125 different 
   signed cards w/strong content 9.5 .......... 1000
All from the same set (#644), this was a real passion project 
for our consignor. A tremendous value given how much 
these cost to get signed, the autographs and postcards look 
great. So well designed, one can easily see why there are 
so popular among collectors. Eight of the keys come with 
individual JSA LOA cards. We will have an exact inventory 
on our website.

928  Grange, Red ANS on Business Card
    to George Halas!   9 ............... 250
A very special item, this came from the collection of football 
legend George Halas, Offered is a an envelope postmaked 
11/21/1945 in Grange’s hand that is addressed to George 
Halas. A business card and small period newspaper article 
are clipped to the envelope. The rare Red Grange business 
card has some toning, but is signed as follows: “George Her-
es the piece from Wards column before the All Star Game - I 
was was telling you about Red”. How often do you find a pre-
1950 item written from one vital football HOF to another? 
Great piece. JSA LOA (full).

929  Neale, Greasy Signed 9x13 Original Photo  7.5 ..... 200
A special item, this is a wonderful 9x13 original photo of 
pioneering NFL HOF coach Earl Greasy Neale reviewing the 
diagram of a play on a chalkboard. Neale was also a 1919 
Cincinnati Red, he died in 1973. Neale signed this in blue 
ballpoint ink at the upper left corner. JSA LOA (full).

930  8 x 10 Collection of 75 signed photos 
   and flats w/many HOFers 9 ............... 238
Nice lot of signed 8x10s and related oversize flats, the au-
tographs are clean, several are inscribed. With only slight 
duplication, the content includes: Berry, Berwanger, Brodie, 
Butkus, Carson, Ditka, Fouts, Freeman, Ham, Hornung, 
Langer, Lilly, Nitschke, Page, Sayers, Simms, Staubach, Stra-
han, Swann, Tarkenton, Theismann, Thurston, Tittle and H. 
Walker. This lot should have some serious breakdown value 
given the names here. JSA LOAA.

931  HOFers Signed Football (43 sigs!)
    w/Walter Payton   8 ............... 100
Great signed football, it does not get any more loaded than 
this! Clean official football, the signatures are a touch light 
from the medium but are all legible. The HOF content 
here is superb, with note to Payton, Starr, Unitas, Landry, 
Butkus, Csonka, Hornung, Sayers, Tarkenton, Tittle and 
so many more. We will have a list of the signautres on our 
website. JSA LOAA.

932  Key HOFers Signed Large Print Lot (6 pcs)   9.5 ... 125
Have some wall space or looking to dress up a show table? 
The offered lot has some very nice looking 16x20 and larger 
size signed prints. All with proper authentication, you can-
not get any more star power than this: Troy Aikman, Dan 
Marino (Ron Lewis), Joe Montana (2, w/one Ron Lewis) and 
Gale Sayers and Steve Young. JSA LOAA. 123



Golf and Hockey
Golf Autographs

933    Jones, Bobby Signed 1935 Card PSA 9 ....... 200
Legendary and beloved golfer, anything signed by Bobby 
Jones is always very desirable. Offered is a Mint 9 signature 
from 1935; signed on an index card with a small photo of 
Jones, the autograph is in flawless jet black fountain pen ink.

934   Jones, Bobby 1960 TLS  8.5 ............ 375
The ultimate mainstream golf autograph, these are always 
so popular and desirable. Offered is a perfectly clean TLS 
on his personal letterhead, it is dated December 30, 1960. 
Written to the President of Chevrolet, the content relates to 
a request by the Chevy President to use a Bobby Jones quote 
about a person named Horton. This is signed Bob Jones in 
pleasing blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

Hockey Cards

935  1933 V129 Anonymous
   8 King Clancy   PSA 4.5 .... 250
Very clean and attractive card, this has a terrific image. 
Centered to the right border, the surfaces are clean. This has 
a corner line at the upper left corner, with no creases.

936  1954 Topps Complete Set      VG-Ex/Ex ......... 1200
Pleasing mid-grade example of the first Topps hockey set, 
these are not scarce but still seem like such amazing bar-
gains in today’s market. This is a reasonably consistent, 
attractive and well presented mid-grade set. With good 
color and clean surfaces, the cards have excellent eye appeal. 
We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Dick Gamble VG-Ex/
Ex, 3 Harry Howell Ex, 5 Red Kelly Ex, 8 Gordie Howe VG+ 
(very fine crease, displays very well for the grade), 10 Grump 
Worsley VG-Ex/Ex, 11 Andy Bathgate Ex-Mt+, 18 Doug 
Mohns RC VG-Ex, 39 Alex Delvecchio Ex, 41 Allan Stanley 
VG-Ex/Ex, 51 Ted Lindsay Ex, 58 Terry Sawchuk VG+ and 
60 Milt Schmidt Ex++.

937  1958 Topps  
  Complete Set w/Hull RC SGC 1.5 Good ....... 600
Appealing lower grade 1950s Topps hockey set, this is an-
chored by one of the vital hockey Rookie Cards. The condi-
tion is not bad at all, about Good to GVG overall. The cards 
tend to have good color and display well. We never heard of 
this ISA grading company but they really look to have grad-
ed these cards very fairly, I believe the winning bidder will 
agree. An excellent value set due to the Bobby Hull RC, the 
key cards are as follows: 1 Armstrong ISA 4, 2 Sawchuck ISA 
1, 8 Gordie Howe ISA 1.5, 13 Hall ISA 2, 21 Bathgate Good, 
30 Shack RC ISA 1, 36 Pilote Good, 39 Worsley VG, 40 Bu-
cyk ISA 2, 52 Delvecchio GVG, 61 Kelly Good, 63 Lindsay 
VG+, 65 Ullman VG+ and 66 Hull RC SGC 1.5.
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938  1961 Parkhurst 
   Lot of 24 different PSA cards w/HOFers ............... 500
Sharp looking lot of these super attractive cards, there are 
16 PSA 8s in the lot. These four stars come in the lot: 7 
Eddie Shack FPHC 8, 9 Red Kelly 8, 17 Armstrong 8 and 35 
Bernie Geoffrion 3. The remaining cards are as follows: 4 5, 
8 8, 12 8, 13 8, 14 3, 15 8, 21 8, 22 8, 23 8, 24 8, 27 7, 29 6, 30 
7, 32 7, 34 8, 36 7, 39 8, 46 8, 47 8 and 48 8.

939  1966 Topps USA Test
   Lot of 100 assorted cards Ex+ .......... 600
This is a very scarce and desirable 1960s Topps hockey issue, 
these almost never come around in any kind of quantity. The 
offered lot ranges from numbers 4 to 58, we will have an ex-
act inventory on our website. The condition is clean overall, 
every card is in a Card Saver for protection. Centering is a 
real issue here, as is always the case with this issue; there are 
a handful of miscuts in the lot. The cards tend to have sharp 
corners and clean brown borders, the overall grade is Ex+ 
in our opinion.

940  1968 OPC 1 Doug Harvey PSA 6 ....... 200
Key card, this opens a classic set and is very condition 
sensitive. Very sharp card, heavy centering to the upper left 
corner keeps this at a 6.

941  1968 Topps  
 Lot of 394 assorted cards w/two Howes VG-Ex ..... 200
Mixed grade lot, this is a nice quantity. These better cards 
come in the lot, this is a large quantity for this very attrac-
tive issue: 5 Johnny Bucyk, 6 Derek Sanderson (2), 7 Phil 
Esposito, 20 Stan Mikita, 28 Alex Delvecchio (2), 29 Gordie 
Howe (2), 31 Frank Mahovlich (4), 34 Terry Sawchuk, 56 
Gump Worsley , 61 Jean Beliveau (5), 62 Yvan Cournoyer, 63 
Jacques Lemaire (7), 64 Henri Richard (2), 67 Ed Giacomin, 
72 Rod Gilbert, 111 Glenn Hall, 122 Johnny Bower (5), 123 
Tim Horton (4) and 128 Dave Keon (2).

942  1969 Topps  
  Lot of 195 assorted cards w/Howe and Hull VG-Ex ..... 100
Mixed grade lot, this has some sharp cards. These better 
cards come in the lot: 1 Worsley, 4 Savard RC (3), 31 Sander-
son, 61 Howe, 70 Hull, 76 Mikita, 88 Favell RC (3).

943  1970 Topps  
   Lot of 492 assorted cards w/many stars ................. 175
Mixed grade lot, this is a nice quantity. These better cards 
come in the lot, this is a large quantity for this attractive 
issue: 1 Gerry Cheevers (5), 20 Stan Mikita (3), 22 Frank 
Mahovlich (6), 40 Gump Worsley (4), 49 Rogatien Vachon 
(5), 55 Jean Beliveau (4), 57 Jacques Lemaire (2), 59 Tim 
Horton (2).

944  1971 Topps  
   Lot of 186 assorted cards w/many stars ................... 75
Mixed grade lot, this lot has many secondary stars, the 
condition varies. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Espo/
Bucyk/B Hull LL (3), 2 Orr/Espo/Bucyk LL (3), 4 Espo/EJ/
Cheevers/Giam. LL (9), 5 Giam./Espo/Maniago LL (5), 6 
Plante/Giam./T Espo LL (7), 10 Plante (8), 20 Esposito (3), 
45 Dryden RC (2), 60 Perreault (2), 70 Howe (2), 90 Giacom-
in, 111 Checklist (mk) (3), 125 Mikita.

945  1972 Topps  
  Lot of 344 assorted cards w/many stars ................. 150
Mixed grade lot, this lot has many secondary stars, the con-
dition varies. These better cards come in the lot: 18 Marcel 
Dionne (8), 20 Tony Esposito (2), 61 Espo/Hadf/B.Hull LL, 
62 Orr/ Espo/Ratelle LL (6), 63 Espo/Orr/Ratelle LL (3), 79 
Guy Lafleur (14), 100 Bobby Orr, 121 Tony Esposito AS1, 
126 Bobby Hull AS1, 127 Ken Dryden AS2 (2).

946  1973 Topps  Lot of 1250 assorted cards 
   w/many stars                Ex-Mt/NM ............. 175
Sharp lot, this has many really clean cards. There is very 
heavy duplication of some secondary stars, this should have 
a nice value as singles. These better cards are included in the 
lot: 1 P.Espo/MacLeish LL (7), 2 P.Espo/B.Clarke LL (11), 3 
P.Espo/B.Clarke LL (5), 145 Stan Mikita (7).
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947  1974-1980 Box of Circa 2,600 cards   Ex-Mt/NM .. 250
Clean lot, these go from 1974 to 1980 Topps. There should 
be many secondary stars and HOFers, these better cards 
come in the lot: 1974 Topps 161 Don Cherry RC CO,  261 
Scotty Bowman RC CO,  232 Guy Lafleur (3), 1975 Topps 35 
Ken Dryden,  241 Larry Robinson , 1975 Topps 275 Denis 
Potvin, 1976 Topps 213 Bobby Orr, 1978 OPC 143 Bernie 
Federko RC, 1978 Topps 115 Mike Bossy RC, 143 Bernie 
Federko RC, 1979 Topps 175 Gordie Howe, 185 Bobby Hull.

948  1975 Topps  Lot of five near vending boxes
       (approx. 2,250 cards)                NM to Nm-Mt ..... 225
Directly from a former Topps employee, it looks like the 
stars were taken out many years ago. The cards that remain 
tend to be sharp, we did not pull out anything for slabbing. 
Some years have the signature vending curl, there could 
be some grading gems hiding here. It is very unusual to 
find this type of quantity for hockey vending from this era. 
Please note the counts are all approximate: 1975 (425), 1977 
(425), 1978 (425), 1978 (500), 1980 (450)

949  1977 Sportscaster  
   Wayne Gretzky RC   PSA 8 ....... 500
One of my personal favorites, this is just such a cool card. 
Perfectly bright and fresh, the color and image quality are 
superb. These are so much harder to find than this other 
Rookie Cards and still seem like a terrific relative value in 
today’s market.

950  1977 Topps  Wax Box ................. 300
BBCE sealed, this is a sharp and tight box. Fresh to the 
hobby, this set has many HOFers. It is always neat to find 
unopened full boxes from the late 1970s, these are naturally 
prized by collectors.

951  1979 Topps 
   Very Near Set w/Gretzky Rookie Ex ............ 250
Ex overall set (missing only a few cards, this has some 
sharper cards and mild condition variance). The Gretzky 
must have been cut factory short as it did not get a numer-
ical grade and was not seemed altered. The Gretzky Rookie 
is centered to the right border with solid corners, rich blue 
borders and a really nice image.

952  1980 OPC 289 Mark Messier SGC 6 ........ 40
Classic HOF Rookie Card, this has sharp corners. Centered 
to the right border, the image looks great.

953  2005 Bee Hive Hockey  
Alexander Ovechkin Signed Oversize Rookie Card ........ 150
Fun oversize signed Rookie Card, this has a large blue 
sharpie ink signature with a good flow. The card itself has 
excellent color and good eye appeal, there is only slight 
wear.
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954  2005 Upper Deck 
  443 Alexander Ovechkin RC PSA 10 ... 1000
A vital contemporary hockey card, these are always super 
desirable. An amazing talent, the last public sale we saw on 
one of these was for $5,221 on August 24. It will be interest-
ing to see what happens with these in the future as Ovechkin 
challenges many Gretzky career records.

955  1999 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................... 50
 
956  1999 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Case   ................. 300
Desirable sealed case, the boxes tend to retail for $150, 
how often do you see a whole case?

957  2005 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................. 300
Very desirable box, the last public sale we found was for 
over $1,600 in July 2022.

958  2009 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................. 100
Great looking sealed box, the last public sale we found 
was for $375.

959  2011 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................... 75
 
960  2014 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................. 200
Pricey box, there was a sale for $846 in July 2022.

961  2015 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................. 400
Very desirable sealed box, who wants to shoot for a 
Connor McDavid PSA 10 Rookie?

962  2016 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................... 75
 
963  2018 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Factory Sealed Box   ................... 75
 
964  2019 Upper Deck SP Authentic
   Lot of two factory sealed boxes ................. 200
Desirable box, these each trade in the low $500 range as 
of this writing.
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Hockey/Baseball Memorabilia
Hockey Autographs

965  Signed Puck Lot (14) - great content 9 ............... 150
Quality hockey lot, most have UDA, PSA or other desirable 
holograms or authentication stickers. The content includes 
two Orrs, Howe, B. Hull (2), Brett Hull,  P. Esposito,  Graves 
and Nichols.

966  Signed Card Lot (800) w/25 HOFers 9 ............... 200
Mainly obtained in person, this was from a Boston-area col-
lection. Clean lot of cards that are almost all from the 1980s 
and very early 1990s, there is duplication. The autographs 
are very strong overall, there can be some secretarial content 
here. The better autographs include: Andreychuck, Barber, 
Chelios, Ciccarelli, Coffey, Dionne, Federko, Gillies, M. 
Howe, Kurri (2), Mullen, Murphy, Park (2), Stastny (2) and 
Vachon. 

967  Jersey Crosby, Sidney (framed) 9 ............... 250
Extensively framed, our shipping price assumes it is com-
ing out of the frame. With the proper holograms, this large 
piece displays very well. Total size 42x42x2.

968  Postcard  Dryden, Ken  9 ............... 150
Very scarce and extremely desirable autograph, Dryden 
just does not sign autographs. Slabbed by PSA DNA, this is 
a great looking color postcard size photo from the 1970s. 
Signed at the time, this is a large and spotless blue ballpoint 
ink signature.

969  Ovechkin, Alex Signed Superb Crazy Eights 
   Clear Hockey Stick   ................. 200
Really cool item, this clear plastic full size hockey stick looks 
great. With all of the proper authenticity holograms, this 
celebrates Ovechkin’s history 2008-9 season. There is all 
sorts of detail on the stick, the blade has a bold black sharpie 
ink signature from Ovechkin.

Baseball Memorabilia: Tickets

970  1951  World Series Game 1 VG .................. 400
A vital ticket from this great era in baseball history, this was 
the first World Series game for Mickey Mantle and Willie 
Mays. Mickey infamously tripped and got injured in a play 
with Joe DiMaggio that game, forever altering his career. 
These tickets have been white-hot in recent years. Offered 
is a very colorful, clean and attractive VG model. A nicely 
separated full stub, there is hardly any creasing. The color is 
vibrant, the surfaces are clean, the back looks great. 

971  1954  New York Giants World Series Proof Sheet
           ....................... 100
Clean and attractive piece, this measures just over 7x9. 
Standing room tickets, this is uncut with no perforation 
marks between the tickets and the usual puncholes on either 
side. The tickets are for games 1, 2, 6 and 7, nice as the game 
one was the historic Mays basket catch game. A similar piece 
sold for over $1,200 in 2021.128



Baseball Memorabilia
Baseball Memorabilia: Tickets

972  1955 Brooklyn Dodgers World Series 
   Ticket Proof Sheet    ....................... 200
Clean and attractive piece, this measures just over 7x9. Box 
tickets, this is a full sheet with perforation marks between 
the tickets and the usual puncholes on either side. The tick-
ets are for games 3, 4, 5 and 7. These are naturally highly col-
lectible and desirable as this was the only Brooklyn Dodgers 
World Series Championship team.

973  1955  World Series Game 7 VG .................. 250
Very desirable ticket from one of the great World Series, 
people are asking huge prices for these in today’s market. 
Offered is a nice full stub. Clean and attractive, this has 
moderate creasing that does not crack the paper. The back 
has no paper loss, there is slight wear on the back at the sep-
aration. The ticket retains good color and displays well.

974  1956  Brooklyn Dodgers World Series 
   Ticket Proof Sheet    ....................... 100
Neat item, this has tickets for games 1, 2, 6, 7 and Z. Unused 
with no seat numbers, tape on the reverse reinforces the 
tickets. This does not have the usual punchholes and is larg-
er than the usual printer proof sheet. This has bright color 
and excellent eye appeal, no doubt this Brooklyn Dodger 
World Series item will find a happy home!

975  1956  World Series Game 5 
   (Larsen Perfect Game)  PSA 3 ............. 500
One of the most famous games in baseball history, this is 
not a rare ticket, but it is super desirable. Often found with 
major condition issues, a 3 is actually a pretty high grade 
for one of these. The offered ticket is nicely preserved, with 
clean edges, good color and hardly any creasing. This will be 
a condition upgrade for almost all of you if you decide to go 
in that direction.

976  1960  World Series Game 7 (
   Mazeroski home run)  VG-Ex/Ex ....... 200
One of the most famous games in World Series history, Ma-
zeroski’s home run broke the hearts of Yankee fans and got 
Casey Stengel fired. Offered is a bright, clean and attractive 
example. With no creases, this is a full stub in an ideal mid-
grade. These seem so undervalued compared to the prices 
for key games from the last thirty years.

977  1961  Roger Maris 61st Home Run 
  Ticket and Program    ....................... 625
Great pairing, this is from one of the signature moments in 
baseball history. Fresh to market, offered is a very attractive 
full stub from October 1, 1961, the last game of the famed 
1961 season. Maris beat Ruth’s single-season home record 
in dramatic fashion that day. The ticket has pinpricks by the 
top, but retains good color, has no back damage and displays 
quite well. In a great touch, this comes with the original 
scorecard from this game. The program is folded, with just 
HR circled for Maris in the fourth inning! These will look 
great in the right frame.



Baseball Memorabilia

978  1969 New York Mets World Series Ticket Full Sheet
           ....................... 200
A great 1969 Mets item, offered is a full run of home 1969 
World Series tickets. These are for games 3 to 5 and a game 
x. With the current market for graded full World Series 
tickets, this should be an extremely desirable item. Fully 
original as issued, the color is terrific, the edges are crisp, 
the back is clean. This is simply an AWESOME 1969 Mets 
and ticket item.

979  1986 World Series Full Ticket Run (7 pcs) ............ 100
Very desirable and fun ticket run, this has the four Met 
home games and three Red Sox home games. Anchored by 
the game 6 and 7 tickets, these have become very pricey in 
recent years. Colorful and attractive lot, the Met tickets have 
tiny staple holes, the Red Sox tickets are cleaner.

Baseball Memorabilia: General

980  1890  Brooklyn Baseball Program/Yearbook  ....... 225
Very cool 19th century item, this was issued and scored for 
a game on July 14, 1890 between the Brooklyn Bridegrooms 
and the Chicago Colts. Checking in at a hefty 34 pages, you 
have to love the full page images and biographies of the 
team members. The front cover is clean, the back cover has 
some scraping, the interior pages are clean.

981  1912 Police Gazette
   Jim Thorpe Large Format Premium ...................... 125
Very fun and attractive period Jim Thorpe piece, offered is 
a 12x17 black and white premium. Framed, the condition 
appears to be clean but we did not remove it from the frame. 
This is titled Jim Thorpe American Indian, who is the all-
around athletic champion of the world. Thorpe is pictured 
in a track and field pose here.

982  1919 World Series Full Newspaper 
   Cicotte Ring Headline   ....................... 150
Very cool item, this is a full section from the Boston Ameri-
can. Dated October 4, 1919, the headline blares Cicotte Goes 
Against Ring with REDS WIN 4TH GAME 2-0 at the top. 
The newspaper has been folded and exhibits typical wear. 
There is a large image from the game in the center of the 
paper, this really looks great and is something that you just 
never see.

983  1924  Mid-Week Pictorial w/Babe Ruth  ............ 200
Checking in at a hefty 11x16, this has to be one of the most 
unusual and fun Babe Ruth images around. This is the full 
issue of the popular 1920s periodical Mid-Week Pictorial, 
dated January 31, 1924. Babe Ruth is ice fishing on the cover 
in Massachusetts, which is just so cool! The large format size 
affords for a terrific image, the edges have typical wear for 
a 1920s paper, this can be framed perfectly if desired with a 
matt. With the hyperactive market for anything Babe Ruth 
from the 1920s, this could be a very popular lot.



Baseball Memorabilia

984  1920s Babe Ruth Kids Underwear 
   with Vintage Ad    ....................... 125
Offered is a seldom seen, perfectly white, and pristine pair 
of Babe Ruth branded ‘Buddie’ underwear from the 1920s. 
A much desired item for any Babe Ruth collector, also, in a 
great touch, included with the lot is an original Babe Ruth 
May, 1930 B&W Ad for Buddie Underwear from American 
Boy Magazine (NRMT). Babe Ruth Calls This His Home 
Run Underwear for Boys’Sold Everywhere for 75’.

985  1925  Extremely Scarce 7x9 Babe Ruth Limited 
Photo Randomly Inserted in Buddie Underwear Boxes  300
This rare photo was inserted into a small number of the 
square, single-pair ‘Buddie’ underwear boxes as a ‘Super 
Premium’ for dealers. There are two horizontal creases as it 
was folded to fit in the box. This photo was the same one that 
was cropped and used by the McLoughlin, Mfg. Co. on their 
various Babe Ruth underwear boxes. These are extremely 
rare according to research by our consignor, this is the first 
one that we have seen or handled. This is a fine vintage piece 
that nicely combines rarity and eye appeal. 1920s Babe Ruth 
items have been on fire in recent years, this is a neat item to 
add to any such collection. Handsomely matted and framed, 
total size 12.5 x 15.

986  1927  New York Giants Sterling 
   Silver Season Pass    ....................... 225
Classic 1920s baseball memorabilia item, these were pro-
duced by the Lambert Brothers in New York in sterling 
silver. Each is numbered, the offered lot is 668. The front has 
a terrific art deco style of nine bats with Giants 1927 Chas A. 
Stoneham Pres engraved on top. Slightly toned, these are so 
charming and are always very popular among collectors.

987  1930  Al Simmons Cigar Box  ......................... 90
Extraordinary quality, this is perfectly, tight, bright and 
clean. Fun collectible, these display so well. The box and 
label are world class quality.

988  1936 Chuck Klein Photo Used 
     for his 1936 Goudey Card  ....................... 250
Great piece, this is a crystal clear photo of cult favorite 
Chuck Klein. This will be immediately recognizable to 1930s 
Goudey card collectors, as this is the image used in Klein’s 
1936 Goudey card. Removed from an old fashioned photo 
album, this presumed press photo measures 5x7. This has 
brand new gloss and only slight wear, the image quality and 
clarity is extremely impressive.

989  1936 Paul Waner Photo Used 
   for his 1936 Goudey Card!  ....................... 250
Great piece, offered is a crystal clear and striking 5x7 
original press photo. Produced by an ACME Newspictures 
company, the image is from March 19, 1934. Strikingly clean 
and fine, it is no wonder that the Goudey company decided 
to use this for HOFer Paul Waner’s 1936 Goudey card.

990  Rare 1940s Era Walter Johnson Ball Game Box .... 150
Rare 9 x 14 x 2 cardboard game box, these hardly ever come 
to market. Produced by a Walter H. Johnson game company 
from Chicago, Illinois, this retains excellent color and dis-
play value. Complete box with all flaps (no interior content), 
the cover has a nice sketch of a batter and catcher set against 
a yellow background. This should be of interest to any 
Walter Johnson collector or collector of games and related 
content. Please consult the many pictures on our website for 
more condition detail. 131
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991  Rare Bob Feller Euclid Candy 5 Cent Game Box .. 150
Rare 8 x 12 x 2.5 cardboard game box, these hardly ever 
come to market. The yellow and red cover has a nice and un-
common image of a young Bob Feller following through on 
a pitch. This has a fair amount of wear but still has a good 
antique look and feel, please consult the many pictures on 
our website for more condition detail.

992  Gorgeous 1948 Cleveland Indians 
   World Series Nona-Lou Apron (rare) .................... 200
A real treasure from a widely collected team, Nona-Lou 
Inc. a small Cleveland company, quickly designed, manu-
factured, and distributed these aprons for the 1948 World 
Series. The wives of the Cleveland Indians players received 
one as a gift and apparently Nona-Lou cranked out just 600 
more to be sold at the games and locally. Fragile and won-
derful, the condition is superb. Smartly presented in a large 
format shadow box style frame, the total size is 26x26.

993  1950 PM10 Name Bottom 
  Lot of 33 different w/Mantle, Maris and Williams ........ 200
Quality lot of these classic pins, these are clean overall. 
Anchored by Mantle, Williams, Maris and Hodges, this is a 
good start for a PM10 set.

994  1955 New York Yankees 
   Two-Sided Jeweled Charm  ....................... 500
Charming item, this is a two-sided jeweled charm. Identical 
in layout and design to the 1955 Yankees World Series ring, 
we believe this is from the same year. Fresh to the hobby, 
this is from the collection of team trainer Gus Mauch. This 
gorgeous little charm measures 3/4 of an inch wide and 7/8 
of an inch high. Both sides have the classic Yankee tophat 
logo and three precious stones. American League Champi-
ons is engraved along the edge, the condition is clean. This 
was once part of a bracelet, with a mount at the top. Pre-
sumably extremely rare, we could not find another sale for 
one of these.

995  1958   New York Yankees 
   14K Gold Championship Pendant  ....................... 200
Beautiful piece, this is one inch in diameter. Fresh to the 
hobby, this is from the collection of the team trainer. Likely 
extremely rare, we could not find another public sale. The 
1958 Yankee World Series title was especially hard fought 
as they came back from a 3-1 deficit to avenge their loss to a 
great Milwaukee Braves team in 1957. The pendant is bright 
and attractive with only slight wear, 14K is engraved on the 
back. Superb.



Baseball Memorabilia

996  1961 New York Yankees Sosnak Ball ................... 150
Neat 1961 Yankees piece, this was given to Yankes trainer 
Gus Mauch and is fresh to the hobby. The condition is su-
perb, this is a gorgeous ball. Sosnak goes into his wonderful 
signature detail on every spot of the ball, detailing Mauch’s 
long career with the Yankees. 1961 Yankee-related Sosnak 
balls hardly ever come to market, this should be an extreme-
ly popular lot.

997  Full Mets Yearbook run w/variations 
   1962 - 2014 (102 pcs)   ....................... 600
The offered lot is an incredibly comprehensive run of New 
York Met yearbooks from 1962 through 2014. From a re-
markable Mets collection, this has almost every conceivable 
variation, making this one of the most complete runs extant. 
There are some Spanish versions of the Mets yearbooks and 
other related pieces. Condition is strong overall. There are 
two different 1962s (3rd and four edition), four different 
1963s, four different 1964s, four different 1965s, four dif-
ferent 1966s, three different 1967s, two different 1968s and 
1969s and four different 1971s. The time and effort to put 
a run like this together is simply tremendous. These many 
variations of course provide for huge breakdown potential 
for a dealer but we sincerely hopes this extremely labor in-
tensive collection ends up in the hands of a collector. There 
are likely very few runs in existence that are this comprehen-
sive. In terms of specific condition, the 1962 3rd edition is 
a bright and crisp VG-Ex/Ex with a very fine crease by the 
lower right corner; the fourth edition is a bright, crisp and 
very attractive Ex. The various desirable 1963 issues are Ex 
to Ex-Mt overall, the 1964 issues are closer to Ex-Mt/NM 
overall with some Near Mint; the remaining 1960s issues ap-
pear to be 80% Ex-Mt or better, the balance mostly Ex. The 
later issues average Near Mint overall. Please note the value 
of just the 1960s programs will easily be over $2,000.

998  Circa 1969 Mets Le Coultre Integrated 
   Watch 14k Gold Cufflinks!  ....................... 200
A great and wonderful piece, these are completely fresh to 
the hobby. Offered are a pair of utterly charming 1.5 inch 
square cufflinks. One link has the iconic Mets logo with the 
New York City skyline, the other is a Le Coultre integrated 
watch. The Le Coultre side has a 14 karat gold engraving on 
the reverse, the other link does not. These have general wear 
from handling and use over the years but still display well. 
We do not know if the watch works or not. Possibly one-of-
a-kind, we could not find a single public sale for this item.

999  Circa 1969 New York Mets Gold Staff Ring ........... 200
Charming item, this was issued to the 1969 Mets team 
trainer Gus Mauch, and has his initials engraved within. 
The smaller ring is a size 6.5. One side has a visage of Shea 
Stadium, the other of Mr. Met. The face of the ring has the 
Mets logo with two red stones. Balfour 10k is engraved with-
in. Presumably quite rare, 1969 was Mauch’s last year with 
the Mets, so it could be from that year, certainly from that 
era. This is a wonderful ring to add to any advanced Mets or 
baseball ring collection.

1000 1969  New York Mets Ladies Pendant .................... 100
From the collection of team trainer Gus Mauch, this is com-
pletely fresh to the hobby. Well preserved with only light 
wear, this measures one inch in diameter. The front has the 
classic Mets logo with the New York City skyline backdrop 
and three stones, the back is blank. The back shows typical 
wear, there are no engraving marks, this has a mount at the 
top center. 133



1001 1975  Cincinnati Reds World Series Trophy  ..... 1000
One of the great collectibles from this historically great 
team, these hardly ever come to market. Bright and clean, 
this is twelve inches high and displays perfectly. Elegantly 
designed with a baseball crown on pins for the Reds and 
the Red Sox, these are always super desirable. This retains 
its original gloss and is a real conversation starter! These 
were issued to the players, some team members and a small 
number of other people, hence the scarcity.

Baseball Equipment

1002  1950s Wilson New York Yankee Cap ................. 125
Terrific quality vintage Yankee hat, this is fresh to the hobby. 
Nicely used but not overly so, this has a great period look 
and feel. The hat is a Wilson model.

1003  Early 1950s Brooklyn Dodger Cap ................... 125
Fresh to the hobby, offered is a great looking 1950s fully 
original Brooklyn Dodgers hat. This is a New Era model 
with typical general wear, there is a split at the back of the 
hat. The hat has been used.

1004  1960s Pittsburgh Pirates #11 Flannel 
    Game Uniform    ......................... 75
Original 1960s Pirate flannel uniform, this is lower grade 
with a fair amount of wear. We were not able to ascertain 
which player used the jersey.

1005  Superb 1960s Pittsburgh Pirates Game Helmet 
    w/original paint    ....................... 250
With the original paint, which is very unusual, this is an 
almost iconic piece. Fully original, this came from a long-
time Pirate collection. This is an American Baseball Cap size 
7 3/8 hat, with excellent use throughout. With the proper 
interior padding, we do not know who used this, but the 
display value is amazing, perhaps this can be photo matched 
to a particular player in the future.

1006  Superb 1969 Seattle Pilots Cap  ....................... 250
Gorgeous hat from this cult favorite team, the quality is 
superb. Beautiful color, the condition is amazing. The hat is 
is a New Era size 6 7/8.

Baseball Memorabilia



Fine Mets Game Used and Collector Bat Collection

1007  2008   Carlos Beltran uniform with pants ......... 100
Nice Carlos Beltran pairing, we are assuming the jersey is 
a 2008 based on the tagging on the pants. The pants show 
outstanding use, the jersey has a Mets memorabilia AM1565 
hologram and also shows good use.

1008  1969 Mets Black Bat   ........................ 150
One of the key bats to a run, these are naturally also prized 
by Met collectors. A pricey item in recent years, the offered 
bat is clean with only slight wear. These are such cool col-
lectible bats in our opinion.

1009  1986 Mets Team Signed Ray Knight Game Bat
    9 ...................... 500
Terrific piece, offered is a well used Louisville Slugger 34 
inch long S2 Ray Knight gamer. 22 is written on the knob, 
the bat shows excellent use and has a crack. There are ap-
proximately 22 superb and well matched silver sharpie ink 
signatures. The keys include Knight (with MVP inscription), 
Carter, Hernandez, Gooden, Strawberry, Mitchell, Darling 
and Wilson. This is a special piece as Ray Knight was the 
MVP of this most memorable World Series. JSA LOA (full).

1010  Murray, Eddie Game Bat   ........................ 100
Cooper Pro 100 C235 model, this shows extensive use. The 
bat has 33 on the knob in marker, this is a solid game bat 
from this great HOFer.

1011  Lot of 13 different 1986 Mets Game Bats ........... 200
Terrific lot of 1986 Mets bats, these are presumably all 
gamers. We will have detailed images on our website of ev-
erything, this is a lot that you just never see in this quantity. 

1012  Lot of 7 Mets Game Bats w/Hundley, Reyes ...... 200
Nice lot with some good star power, these tend to show 
excellent use. We will have detailed pictured on our website 
of everything. 

1013  Lot of 8 Mets Signed Game Bats w/Jeffries, 
  Magadan   ........................ 100
Nice lot, these tend to show excellent use. We will have de-
tailed pictured on our website of everything. 

1014  Lot of 9 Mets Game Bats   ........................ 100
Nice lot, these tend to show excellent use. We will have de-
tailed pictured on our website of everything. 
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